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Abstr:ltt

The provincial colleges in Newfoundland and Ubrador that otTer Early Childhood
Education Programs do not include formal memoring oppommities for early childhood
educators and students. Such a program would vrovide opportun.ities for the mentors and
mentees [Q reflect aD their teaching practices during the practical component of the
program when mentees an: assigned field placements in community and college child
care centers.
The study was a qualitative case study that focused on the development and
implementation of a fannal reflective mentoring program for experienced early childhood
educators and field placement stUdents. [t was anticipated that a fonnal reflective
mentoring: program whicb included opportunities for reflective practices would promote
reflective thinking in relation to early childhood education teaching practices.
Through the use of interviews. observations., conferences. and journal writing. the
researcber determined effective mentoring saategies and skills that the experienced early
childhood educators demonstrated with students to foster and promote reflective tb.ink:ing
in relation to meaningful and purposeful Early Childhood Education teaching practices.
The participants in the study were four early childhood educators (mentors), and
four students (mentees). The educators were selected as mentors and were paired
randomly with students (mentees) registered in an Early Childhood Education Program.
The study was conducted in the child care center wbere the educators were employed,
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which was the demonstration center for one of the provincial colleges.
The findings indicate there was an increase in the mentors- and menteesunderstanding of the role of a mentor and the benefits of mentoring. As well. mentors
and mentees identified coaching and modeling as effective mentoring strategies to assist
and demonstrate early childhood teaching practices as they worked with children. in
addition. the findings Ie\'eaJed the importance ofconferencing and journal writing as
mentonng strategies to promote reflective thinking in relation [0 meaningful and
purposeful Early Childhood Education teaching practices. The findings also indicated
that mentors must demonstrate sensitivity and encouragement to help create a non·
threatening environment for themselves and mentees to think reflectively about their
teaching practices.
Recommendations are made to the Colleges' advisory committees and instructors
of Early Childhood Education Programs to strengthen the field placement component of
Early Childhood Education Programs.
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Chaptcr [
lnttodudioD

Background oftbC SOld)'

In a number of Newfoundland and Labrador provincial colleges. an Early
Childhood Education Diploma Program is offered to interested individuals who have
completed their high school education. The program is comprised of two major
componenIS_ One is

theo~cal-based

and the other is practica1-based. The nature of this

resean:h stUdy focused. however. on the practical-based component of the Early
Childhood Education Program.

Presently, when students embark on the pnctical-based component of their Early
Childhood Education Program. they are assigned field phu:cmcnts in college and
community child care centers. During field placement. the stUdents engage in a variety of
activities such as observing young children and facilitating their learning. In addition..
they pian. initiate. implement. and evaluate a wide variety of developmentally appropriate
m.ate:rials and activities for individual and groups of children. While the students are
involved in their field pl.acements. early childhood educators provide informal suppon for
them by providing encouragement and feedback about their teaching performance.
Recent researt:h studies (Guyton & Mcintyre, 1990; Whitebook & Sakai. 1995)
indicate. however, that if the practical component oftbe Early Childhood Education
Program is to ensure meaningful and purposeful preservice experiences and., hopefully,

assure successful future early childhood educator'S. then it is crucial that it include

oppommities for the students to

~flect.

in a formal manner. on dteir teaching

experiences. Bey (1992) maintains that if a formal reflective program is to be successful.

it must include strategies that will encourage

~flective practices for early childhood

educators and. students. \Vildman.. Niles., Magliaro. and McLaughlin (1990) believe that
when experienced educ:uors model and coach appropriate teaching strategies and provide
reflective feedback to mu1ents., I:hey are both encouraged to become ~flective thinkers.
A fonnal reflective program of this natUre. according [Q Wheeler (1989) provides early
childhood education stUdents a more stable field experience. more specific feedback and a
more positive affective experience than an informal field placement program. Without
formal training, early childhood educators often tend to dominate feedback sessions with
directions and procedural issues as opposed to reflecting and analysing the students' field
placement experiences.

In addition. the program must be designed to meet many specific needs of
students as they experience the numerous early childhood activities and events during
their field placement. According to Gold (1992), these needs may be categorized in three
groups: (I) emotionaJ·physical. (2) psychosocial and (3) personal-intellectual. The
emotional·physical category includes such needs as. self-esteem. self-confidence,
acceptance and security; I:he psycho-social category includes such needs as friendships
and collegiality'; and the penonal-intellectual category focuses on such needs as.
intellectual stimulation. new ideaslknowledge and challenges (pp.2S·34).
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Odell (199Ob) claims that the stUdents' needs can be met if relevant program goals
are implemented in the preservice Stage of teacher development. When these goals
include oppommities for students to analyse and reflect on their teaching in an
emotionally supportive enviromnenL a foundation is built so that stUdents become
autonomous and confident thinkers. Positive feedback. understanding, and transmission
of positive attitudes enable the students to feel more competent throughout field
placement.
If early childhood education stUdents experience a formal supporti"e. and
supervisory program during their field placement experience. lones (199)) believes that
when they become early childhood educators in child care centers. they will implement
the same or expanded programs for their early childhood education students. She
maintains that a domino effect would happen. This would be most beneficial. in

particular. to young children. since stUdies indicate that the training of teachers working
in early childhood settings is directly related to the quality of child care provided and the
positive development of the children involved (NAEVe. 1991). An enriched.. formal
field placement program for early childhood swdents. tben:fore. can only enhance the
quality of child care the students will provide when they become educators.
A formal program that would include the above elements, as well as other
elements. would be a mentoring program (McIntyre & O'Hair. 1996). Through such a
program, early childhood educators would provide a model for their stUdents by
encouraging Strategies, such as reflective practices related to the students' work with
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young children and their families. formal and informal observational skiUs. and
meaningful and purposeful feedback.. In addition. professional n::lationships would be
established thaI would ensure the early childhood education stUdents that as tltey enter
their worlc:ing: world with young children. they would have a mentor to suppon and guide
them whenever needed.
Presently, the Newfoundland and Labrador provincial colleges' early childhood
education instructors strive to improve suppom for early childhood education students
throughout the theoretical component of their diploma program. As well. the early
childhood educa10rs in child care cenrers continue to provide informal support and
guidance to the students tbroughour the practical component of their diploma program.
However. the need for a formal. supportive, and supervisory program in me pl1lCtical
component of students' diploma program is essential to their success as beginning early
childhood educators.

Statemenr ofrbe Problem
In the provincial colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador where an Early
Childhood Education Program is available. srude:nts ttain for two years to obtain a

diploma in Early Childhood Education. 1llis lnining includes four field placements in
licensed community child care centers for a total of twelve weeks. In addition, stUdents
spend approximately two hundred and forty-five (245) hours visiting and observing
children and educators at the colleges' early childhood demonstration centers. The

training. however. does not provide any formal oppomurities for the

stUdents to

reflect on

their practical teaching experiences during field placement. Yet. formal opportunities 10
reflect on their teaching practices would promote professional. supportive. and
supervisory relationships with early childhood educators during this time.
Although the colleges' early childhood education insrructors generally orga.nize
an orientation meeting for early childhood educatOrs who informally guide students
during their field placement. limited rime is provided at the meeting to discuss the
importance of mentoring and how to mentor or how to establish a professional supportive
relationship between educator and student. This is understandable. however. since the
Cum:tlt practical component of the Early Childhood Education Program does not nave a
process in place to train early childhood educators in any fOlmal way to develop
mentoring Strategies that would promote reflective practices during the stUdents' field
placements.

The

purpose of the SOld)'
Early childhood education stUdents are assigned field placements in commUDity

and college child care centers for the practical component of their program. During this

time. early childhood educators are assigned as field placement supervisors to the

students as they provide informal support and guidance. Tbepurpose oethis study was to
develop and implement a reflective memoring program for experienced early childhood
educators that provided opportunities for them and their students to reflect on their

teaching practices.

Definjtion oCKey TermS

This section contains a briefdescription of spedfic terms used in the context of
this thesis..

Demoastratioa ceatt:r refers to me college child care center. lbis center is part of the
Early Childhood Education Program.
Early childhood edueatioa instructor refers to a person who is a faculty member of an

early childhood education program..
Early cbildhood education stllde.at refers to a student enrolled in an early childhood

education program.
Early childhood edautor refers to a person who has received a degree. diploma.. or
certi..6.ca1e in early childhood education and teaches in a child care center.
Fldd placemeat refers to the pr3C1ical component of an early childhood education
training program. This placement occurs in community and college child care centers.
Meatee refers to an early childhood education sntdent who is being mentored during field
placemenL
MealOr refers to an early childhood educator who mentors early childhood education
st'UdenIs during field pl.acemenL

Reflective journal writing refers to a menIoring strategy that promotes wrinen
reflections related to early childhood education teaching practices.
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Reflective listening refers to a communication skill that fosters reflective thinking related
to early cltildhood education teacbing: practices.
Reflective opportuDities refers (0 tWO specific memoring strategies: conferencing and
journal writing that promote reflecti\·e thinking related. to teaching practices.
Reflective questions refers to questions wlticb prompt and promote reflective thinking.
Reflective speaking refers to a communication skill that fosters reflective thin1cing
related to early childhood education teaching practic=s.

Since the nature oflhis study was ethnographic. one ofits limitations was the
generalizability of the findings and conclusions to other coUeges' Early Childhood
Education Programs. This study was intended to explore the development and
implementation of a reflective mentoring program in a particular child care center
affiliated with a particular college, involving specific early childhood educators and
students. Although the context would be similar in other settings of this naru.re.
differences would exist because each COntext is unique.
A second limitation was the investigator's dependency on observatioo.a.l data as
one form. of data collection. The investigator was aware that distortions may exist
because ofpersonal affinities for specific types of data. as well as the investigator's
theoretical knowledge related to menloring. In addition.. the physical impossibility of the
investigator to see and bear all that occurred in the setting may have caused distortions.
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To reduce this limitation. the investigaror ob~ed the mentors and mentees 136 times
over 12 weeks. in multiple ways. The data was cross-checked through triangulation \\.;th
the reseazcher's notes and audio tape transcriptions of mentor and mentee interviews.
before and after the stUdy; the researcher's descriptive field notes of observations of
mentor and mentee pairs working with children: the researcher's notes and audio tape
transcriptions of daily conferences with each mentor and mentee pair, and mentor and
mentee journal writings.
.-\. third limitation was the investigator's presence as a participant observer. This

presence. no doubt. influenced the conteXt, the mentors. and the mentees. However. since
the investigator was manager of the child care center where the study was conducted. and
was a colleague of the mentors and mentees. this minim..ized the limitation.

Newfoundland and Labrador provincial colleges that provide Early Childhood
Education training programs for earty childhood education stUdents currently include
several field placement experiences for stUdents in college and community child care
centers as pan oCthe practical component oCthe program. Although mmy early

childhood educators are rcsponstcle for students in their child care centerS during this

time. the majority have few resources upon which to develop the field placement leaming
experience in a formal manner. During field placement practices. early childhood
educators work informally at providing a context of facilitative and supportive guidance
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strategies which encourage students to reflect and consider alternative ways of teaching.
Although there is significant goodwill and intention in working with students. little exists
in the way ora formal guiding framework. for this practical component of the early
childhood education aaining program..
Early childhood educators have expressed an interest. in developing sttategies and
skills to improve their support and guidance of students during field placemenL They
maintain the introduction of a formal reflective mentoring program for educators and
students would assist in the development of such straIegies and skills. Mentoring has the
potential to provide the necessary formal professional supports for experienced early
childhood educators and influence the quality of early childhood education programs that
students are introduced to during field placem.enL A mentoring model. which includes
students in training,. constitutes a promising approach to building a more skilled child
care work force beginning at the preservice level.

This chapter has provided an introduction to the study_ It has included the
backgrowtd of the study, statement of the problem, purpose of the srudy. definition of
key terms.. and limitations of the study. Chapter IT will review the related.lite:rarun::
focusing 00 a definition of mentoring. mentor characteristics, mentoring styles, and the
benefits of mentoring for mentors and mcnees. It will also include a review of
mentoring and reflective pnctices. such as conferences and journal writing. Chapter m
will provide a detailed account of the methods and procedures by which the study was
conducted. Chapter IV will identify the meotoring strategies that promote reflective
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practices which were identified during the da1a. analysis. Finally. Chapter V will
summarize the findings and will suggest future research directions.

Chapter 2
Review of Related Literature

Providing quality practical training experiences for stUdents who are preparing to
become early childhood educators in the 90s presents many challenges to colleges and
universities throughout the counay. Recent resean:h studies indicate that if these
practical training events. referm1 to as field placcmems. are to ensure quality experiences
for stUdents. then it is crucial to provide support and training to early childhood
educators. who are field placement supervisors. on how to guide fonnally students
(Guyton & McIntyre, 1990; Whitebook & Sakai, 1995). This support and training will
enstue that field placement supervisors are qualified and empowered to formally support

and guide students during this critical time. Support and training of this namre have the
potential to address many ofthe challenges that face Early Childhood Education
Programs throughout the counay. This form ofsuppon and training is often referred to
throughout the literature as mentoring.
A mentor program that includes oppommities for experienced early childhood
educators and stUdents to reflect upon and analyse the students' field placement
experiences and establish professional relationships is a promising and iImovative
approach !hat has the potential to enhance preservice training programs. Mentoring
programs present a unique way of understanding and meeting the needs of preservice
students (memees) and experienced early childhood educators (mentors).

The imponance of establishing mentoring programs for beginning teachers

within the K-12 education system is well documented in the Litemure (Bey & Holmes.
1990; Clitl HoustOn. & Pugach. 1990; Killion. 1990; WtIkin. 1992) and. quite recently.

has also been explored in Early Childhood Educ:arion Programs (Whitebook & Sakai.
1995). In fact. throughout the United Slates. one of the most promising professional
development approaches for child care professionals is me creation of Early Childhood
Education Mentoring Programs. These programs offer a model of on-me-job training and
formal guidance and support that is often Linked with improved qualiry child care.
enhanced pre-seMce training., and increased compensation. Wildman. Magliaro. Niles.

and Niles (1992) found that when exceUent teachers work together to develop and
implement quality mentoring programs like these. all participants benefit. In fact. they
found that. when mentoring programs were developed in a way that was unique to each
individual setting, the mentoring relationships flourished.

This chapter examines the related literature on mentoring in teacher education
with an emphasis on early childhood education. Specifically, this chapter focuses on a
definition of mentoring, mentor characteristics. mentoring styles, benefits of mentoring
for mentors and mentees,. and memoring and reflective practices, such as conferencmg

and journal writing.

Dc6nirion of MC'"toring
The origin oflhe term mentor is found in Homer's epic poem "TIle Odyssey".
when approximal:ely 3,500 years ago, Odysseus gave the responsibility of nurturing his
son Telemachus to his loyal friend Mentor. Mentor educared every aspect of
Telemachus's life while Odysseus went offta fight the Trojan War. One of Mentor's
goals was to guide Telemachus in such a way that he would learn from his own mistakes.

Role modeling and empowerment were characteristics of mentoring during this time and
continue to be today (Odell 19903).

Pn::sc:ndy, the 1iterlUUI'e is abound with definitions of mentoring. However. to
date, no commonly accepted meaning of the term bas been developed. Several

researchers (Anderson &. Shannon, 1988; Neal, 1992; Odell. 199Oa) use a variety of
expressions to define the word mentor, including: teacher, sponsor. host, counsellor,
supponer. guru. support teacher, peer teacher, and advisor.
According to Anderson and Shannon (1988), mentoring is "a nunuring process

in which a mon: skilled or experienced p~n, serving as a role model. teaches. sponsors.
encourages, counsels, and befriends a less skilled or less experienced person for the
purpose ofpromoting the lane:r's professional and/or personal development" (p.40).
Similarly, OdeU (199Oa) refers to a mentor as an older, more experienced person who is
committed to helping a younger, less experienced person become prepared for all aspects
of life. In regard to early childhood education programs. however, Whitebook, Hnatiuk.

& Bellm (1994) use the mentOring term to asswne a specific meaning. Their definition of
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an early childhood education mentor is one who is concerned not only with how children
grow and learn. but in gaining skills to help other adults become more effective
practitioners. For the purpose ofmis stUdy, Whitebook et ai's definition win be used.

Mmtpr Charactnjc;tjcs

According to Hardcastl.e and Kay (as cited in Enz,1992) and OdeH (1990b), it is
necessary for mentors to be wise, caring, humorous, nurturing, ethical, and committed to
the profession. In addition. they found that mentors should model high expectations and
demonstrate an ability to act as a catalyst: for mcltees. Other researchers DOted that
mentors must: be viewed by mcnees as persons of unquestionable personal and
professional integrity and capable of establishing a mentor relationship built on mutual
trust and respect (Enz,1992). Odell's study (as cited in Huling·Austin. 199Ob) provides a

similar list of characteristics as those Doted in previously mentioned studies. In addition,
she maintains that mentors should have successful teaL:hing experiences. These
experiences include: demonsacued mccesses in working with adults. sensitivity and
responsiveness to the ideas of others. and receptivity to learning new information about
the process of teaching. Also. mentors need to demOnstnIe dispositions of openness..
leadership and concern for their me:ntees (Anderson & Shannon, 1988).

In a more recent study, Tellez (l992) fotmd that mentors must, above aU else,
appear as friendly and caring. In fact. according to Enz (1992), the ultimate success ofa
mentor program hinges on the trust and rapport established early in the mentoring
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relationship between mentors and mentees. Other researchers (Thies-SprinthalL 1986;
Wildman et aL. 1992) had similar findings as mese. They claim that the most significant
cbaracteristic that supponed and maintained me mentor relationship was the willingness
ofthe teacher to be a mentor. These findings suppan. Gold's (1992) thinking that
personal characteristics like these are instrumental in the success of the mentoring
relationship, particularly when mentors guide mentees to identify their strengths and
develop the necessary coping skills to address their needs. Gold also believes that these
characteristics will enable

ment~ [0

become self reliant as they participate in a planned

program of psychological support. Other researchers ( Em. 1992; Gehrke. L988; Head.
Reiman. & Theis-Sprinthall. 1992; Odell.
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Odell, 199Ob) suppan. these findings

and fiuther assert that when mentor; demonstnte these characteristics, there is a greater
likelihood that successful mentor·mentee relationships will flourish..
Mentors also need to model exemplary teaching practices for mentees through
guidance. advice. and support. When these practices are demonstrated for mentees in a
reflective manner. Odell (199Ob) believes that mentors can then perform their role with
the greatest efficacy and sensitivity.
Recent resean:h findings (Wilkin. 1992). relating specifically to mentoring tmservice students. indicate that in order for effective mentoring to occur with preservice
students. mentors must participate fully in the planning of the students' training. Wilkin
believes that if mentors are to appear authoritative and credible in their mentoring role
they must be well informed afthe details of the training program the students are

foUowing. She specifically addn::sses the importance of the link between the theoretical
and practical components of training and states tba! if mentors arc not aware of the theory
introduced during training. it is impossible for them to assist mentees to link theory to
practice during their worle with children in field placement. She insists that this
knowledge base must be considered when developing a selection criteria for mentors.
With reference to mentor selection in an Early Childhood Education Mentor
Program. Whitebook. Hnatiuk, & Bellm (1994) believe there are additional mentor
characteristics tba! must be present. They maintain that mentors must have a sound
background in early childhood education. a sound knowledge-based philosophy about
what maIces for bigb-quality child care. a minimum child care worleer experience.
exceUent interpersonal skills for working with adults. and time to make a commianent to
the mentoring program.
It is important then that mentors strive to have these, and other identified

characteristics referred to previously in the text. in order for them to support and guide
mentees during the mentoring relationship_ Huling-Austin (l990b) believes that many of
these characteristics are necessary prior to placing mentors with mentees in a mentor
context.

Mcntoring Styles

Huling·.<\usrin (199Oa) describes thrtt styles of memoring. Although these styles
have not hem explored in great detail. Huling·Austin suggests a strong relationship
between mentoring style and degree ofprofessional growth experienced by the mentor
and mentee. A responding mentor is one style. Such a mentor encourages the mentee to

ask: for help and provides the necessary assistance when requested. This style limits the
mentor to dealing only with immediate concerns. CoUegiality refers to another
mentoring style. A coUegiality mentor frequently initiates informal visits with the mentee
and provides assistance only upon request. A third is the initiating mentor style. A

mentor. woo mentors in this manner, goes beyond a particular teaching episode and
guides the mentee to consider more elabor.ue concepts ofteaehing. The initiating mentor
believes it is their responsibility to facilitate the professional growth of the mentee to the
best of their ability. by providing spontaneous and requested assistance.
Huling-Austin (199Oa) believes that although there is oot one right way to mentor.
the initiating style of mentoring provides additional oppommities for professional growth
for both the mentor and mentee. A style such as this. where the mentor initiates

assistance, does not depend on the mentee's current level of expertise or commitment.
The mentor views this role as being critical to the mentee's professional development.
Although the responding mentor and the coUegiality mentor styles have positive
elements, it is important to note, bowever. that they are dependent on the mentee making
the initial request for mentor assistance. Therefore, according to Huling-Austin.
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choosing either one ofthese styles could result in a loss of mentoring opportunities and
professional growth. for mentors and mentccs. On the conttaIY, she believes that when
mentees are introduced to an initiating mentor style, not only will they experience
professional growth and enbanc:ed mentoring opportunities more quicldy in their careers.
but they are also more likely to adopt these mencoring skills and use them. in their future
professional relationships.
Odell (1990a) links the concept of mentor styles (Huling·AwUn. 1990a) with
strategies of mentoring. She promotes the idea ofdirective versus non-directive
mentoring. Non-directive mentoring permits the mentee or novice teaCher to figure
things out independently without guidance., in much the same manner as the responding
mentor style. She believes there is value in encouraging mentees to problem solve.
However, she cautions that when mentees wode through problems individually through
self analysis and reflection, they may lose important oppornmities for professional
growth because they are missing the collegial component. which is instrumental for

inexperienced teachers. They gain new perspectives as they communicate and reflect
with an experienced teacher.
Odell (199Oa) claims that initiating mentors are more likely to mentor with a
directive StI21Cgy. She cautions thaI a directive strategy can become negative if the

mentors believe that it is their role to tell the mentees how to teach, without discussion
and reflection. This strategy bas the potential to have a negative effect on the mentor and
the mentee because they both miss the opportunity to reflect and discuss their teaching
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practices in an open and collegial manner. Odell. therefore, promotes an interactive. peer
coaching strategy, where mentors ask probing questions as they encourage their mentees
to analyse and reflect on the questions and pose new questions as a result of the
discussion. The result is a teacher·mentoring episode where the mentor and the mentee
are thinking together about their teaching practices. Odell maintains that when mentors

initiate mentor strategies with their mentees in an interactive manner. they are both being
encouraged to bet:ome rcflet:tive thinkers.

Benefits of Menroring
Mentors' BCTJefirs

SllC':cssful mentors view their mentoring role as an opportunity for thoughtful
reflection and personal growth., particularly when they describe and review their own
practices for the purpose ofmentoring student teachers. Contributing to their own
profession and passing the torch to the next generation are benefits many mentors cite
when describing their supportive role.
Research states several benefits for mentors. In a te(:cut study of the California
Early Childhood Mentor Teacher Program. Whitebook and Sakai (1995) identified. a
number of mentor benefits. They found that mentors elaborated on the fact that the
mentaring experience contributed to their professional development and enhanced their
collegial experiences. In addition. they attributed a positive shift in their self image, an
expanded view of their careeroptians. and an increase in their advocacy skills.
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Acceptance into the mentor program meant thai: they were formally recognized for their
outstanding teacbing skiUs. As a result of this formal recognition. they often engaged
themselves in efforts to upgrade the field for all early childhood educators.
Other researchers had similar findings (Killion. 1990; Krupp, 1984: Odell. 19903)
in their stUdies of mentor benefits. Killion (1990) identified four significant outcomes for
mentors: (I) professional growth. (2) rttOgnition, (3) experience-enhancing roles. and
(4) collegiality. She found that when mentors assisted mentees, mentors reflected. on

their own teaching practices and. as a result of this reflection. they were benet able to
define their personal teaching philosophy. Throughout the stUdy mentors reponed

refining existing skills and developing additional ones as they took leadership roles in
the professional development oftheit' mentees.

In a more dated stUdy, Krupp (1984) examined mentor and mentee pen:eptions of
fficntoring relationships in an elementary and secondary school She found thai: as a

group, mentors felt very positive about their roles. Specifically, mentors felt a sense of
accomplishment because they had helped other persons. Through helping others. they
empowered themselves to provide a ruionale for their O'oVtl teaching practices. and., as a

n::sult of this process, developed greater self-awareness and professional growth.
Opponunities for reflection brought about a clearer tmdemmding of their teaching
practices and reinforced their professional identity.
PoeUe (1993), in her study, was concerned. about the lack of professional suppan
for early childhood educators and the resulting high rate of turnover among staff. She

found that mentors had a renewed enthusiasm for their profession after me completion of
a meDlOr ttaining program.. Menmring bad ensured professional growth for menmrs as
support networks were built whh colleagues. After completion of mentor tt'aining. mey
perceived themselves

(0

be risk lakers as professional endeavours were rewarded and

suppon<d
There bas been a u:ndency for participants in a menlOr program 1O view a learning
experience like menmring as being beneficial only 1O the mentecs. These research
findings, however. refute this lhinking and confirm me fact mat me mentoring process is
beneficial [0 menlors as well as mentees. Experienced teachers have the potential to
challenge the status quo as they mentor student leachers and attempt 1O meet meir needs.

MOlrres' Bmcfirs

Gold (1992) and Waters and Bernhardt (1989) expressed concerns about the
emphasis ofcurrent mentor programs on the professional benefits for mentees and the deemphasis on the importance of me emotional benefits and suppon . These researchers
believe that in a zea1lO improve the teaching profession. emphasis is placed too heavily
on professional benefits rather than the emotional and penonal development ofme
mentee. These concerns are substantiated by omer studies done by WI1dmm. (as cited in
Gold. 1992) who emphasizes the imponance of selecting mentors with professional skills
with no mention of qualifications that would enhance the emotional and social
development ofthcmselves and their menlee.
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Gold (1992) believes that mentoring must benefit the overall needs of mentees.
She maintains that benefits should address three categories: (I) emotional-physical.
(2) psychosocial. and (3) personalMinteUectual. In addition. she maintains that to address
only the professional benefits ofmentoring without a plan to deal effectively with the
emotional benefits is setting the mentees up for failure. She asserts that if mentees are
Dot assisted by a mentor lr.lined in providing individualized emotional suppan they will
not be capable of applying the skills learned during training. A suppan system. which
concentrates on the emotional dimensions of growth and development provides the
necessary skills and suppan to help mCDtees cope with daily pressures in both their
personal and professionallivcs. Gold maintains that in order for this type of suppan to

be successful the mentor and mentee must first establish a trurtiDg relationship,
communicate genuine feelings of acceptance. and develop appropriate communication
and listening skiUs. Huling-Ausrin (1990b) believes that if desired program outcomes are

to reach fruition. program activities specifically targeted at desired outcomes must be
planned and implemented appropriately. Consequently, the knowledge that mentors
have as a result of researdl findings about the importance and necessity of emotional
suppan for mentees should provide the rationale for future mentor progtams:.

Enz (1992) emphasizes the need to base mentoring goals on the needs and
concerns of mentees and. that this should become the foundation for all effons to benefit
the mentees. This thinking will be instrumental in the development of objectives prior to
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lhe implementation of mentor programs and wlll relate specifically to assisting mentees
to identify their strengths and develop necessary coping skills to enhance self-reliance.

This will ultimately provide the necessary foundation prior to implementing an emotional
support program for mcntccs.
Several studies conducted by Adams. Hutchinson. and Martray; and Adams and
Marttay (as cited in Pigge & Marso. 1987) suggest that during training. student teachers'
concerns change in relation to themselves. with little or no change in task concerns.
Pigge & Marso (1987) conducted a study of prese:rvice students throughOUt their teacher
training to investigate changes in their anxiety. attitude. concerns. and confidence about
becoming a teacher. They discovered that although anxiety and confidence about teaching
showed positive changes. attitude toward. teaclting showed no overaLl change. In
addition, they found that concerns about teaching tended to increase prior to student
teaching, but decreased following student teaching. Findings like these imply that once
student supports. such as those provided by mentors. are implemented during the first
years of teaching, it might be likely that teachers' self·survival skills will decline much
earlier and they will become mentors themselves earlier during their career.

In more recent studies ofpreservice stUdents. Tabachnick and Clifton (as cited in
Fullan & Stiegelbauer. 1991) examined the field placement experiences of teacher

training programs for several years and found that "practice teaching is very much a
question of survival in a marginal situation" (p.294).

Soon after. Griffin (as cited in

Fullan & Stiegelbauer. t 991) discovered there were several reasons why students
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operated in this survival mode at that time. He found that during student teaching
experiences. students tended to function in passive roles. experienced limited
opportunities for innovative teaching: experiences. and were isolated from extracurricular
school activities. Other resean:hers. such as Hawlc.. Hidalgo, Huling-Austin and Murphy
(as cited in Huling-Austin. 1990b) found that beginning teachers. foUowing student
teaching e.~ences like these., continued to lose self-confidence, experienced stress and
anxiety, and questioned their own competence as teachetS and people. They believed
that the implementation of mentoring programs beginning with the preservice student and

continuing: on to the beginning teacher stage will assist with the personal and
professional developmental well- being of these students and teachers. and will result in a
more consistent teaching experience that will benefit stUdents and teachers.

Mmtoring and RCfleerivc Practices
Reflccriyc Practice

Researchers Goodman and Ross ( as cited in Ross. D.. 1990. p.98). and Zeichner
and Liston (1987) define reflection as a way of thinking about educational matters that

involves the ability to make rational choices and to assume respoDSlbility for those
choices. Bellm. Whitebook. and Hnatiuk (1997) believe that this ability to reflect. and to
take action on that reflection, is a mentoring stralegy which requires significant risk
ta.lcing. Reflecting on one's actions requires going past the zone where one is usually
most comfonable. However. Bellm et al. believe that when mentol'S are able go beyond
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thai: comEon. zone and incorporate reflectiOll intO their professional lives. they ~ in fact
demonstrating reflective practice. According to these researchers. reflective practices are
encouraged in Early Childhood Education Programs when mentors pUt a structure in
place to formally meet or conference with their mentee. and when oppornmities are
provided for mentors and rnentees to observe one another's teaching practices. When
educators. who are mentors, put structures like these in place. and allow themselves to
develop from within. not only do they become reflective thinkers. but they are also
enabled to coach their menlees to become reflective about their interactions with children
and adults. Bellm et aL believe that reflective practices like these are mandatory to an
effective mentoring program.
Much of the current thought and beliefs about reflective practice come from the
leaching of John Dewey. Dewey (as cited in Canning, 1991) described reflection as
"behaviour which involves active, persistent. and careful consideration of any belief or
practice in light ofthe grounds that support it and the further consequences to which it
leads" (p. (8). Although the notion of reflective thinking is not a new idea. only a few
researchers were using the term until Schon (1987) began to write about reflective
practice in education and other professions (Spari:::s-Langer & Colton.1991). CunentJy,
there are several researchers (Bellm et al. 1997; Borko. Uvingston. McCaleb, Mawo,
1988; Field & Field. 1994) who believe in the importance of the critical and analytical
thinking of mentors, often referred to as reflective thinking. In light of this., there are
other researchers (Field et al.• 1994; WLldman, Niles, Magliaro, & McLaughlin. 1990)

who believe that the ability to reflect fonn.:L1ly on teaching pmctice must be taughL They

claim that after formallI'aini.ng in reflective practices. teachers will then know how to
stand back and observe objectively what they are experiencing. have experienced. or will
experience in the fu~. prior to discussing it more meaningfully.

Wildman et al. (1990) believe that mentors are most effective in the context of
reflective practice.· They believe that in order for reflective pnu::tices to occur, mentors
must critically analyse: their own teaching experiences. Critical analysis or reflection of
teaching practices is important to the mentors' professional growth and. in fact,. Wildman
et al. believe that growth is unlikely without iL They further state that reflection does not
just happen. it requires activities and processes that will act as reflective motivators.
They found that teachers in their study organized their reflective thinking around shared
problems, mentoriDg episodes involving coaching and modeling, and self-analytic needs.
Two strategies that promote reflective thinking related to teaching practices are
cooierencing and reflective journal writing. The following sections elaborate on these
strategies.

Limited research exists regarding the value of conferences to promote mentors'
reflective thinking skills. Th~ is. however. research available that states the imponaoce
of training in reflective thinking prior to becoming a mentor. Wildman et al. (1990)
believe that mentors art: most effective in the context of reflective ptaetice. They also
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assert lhat when mentors model problem solving skills and provide feedback to novice

teachers. they are promoting reflective thinking related to teaching practices.
Conferencing becomes the strategy [0 promote reflective tbinking in the novice teacher.

as weil as in the mentor.
During a study of field placement experiences. Richardson·KoebIer (1988) found
that when teachers were unwilling to engage in reflection of their own or their student

teachers' teaching practices. the feedback given to students lacked quality. She found.
that in order for teachen to help student teachers understand the relationship between

their behaviours and routines in a specific context, teachers must reflect on their own
practices first. Other researchers believe that teachers must receive uaining in the
analysis of their teaching practices prior to being expected to analyse others' teaching
practices and further to this. if this training does not occur. teachers often revert to
learning by experience. O'Neal and Edwards (as cited in Guyton & McIntyre, 1990)
confirmed these findings.
Conferences are sinwions when: the reflective process is embedded within the
formal and informal supervision of student teachers. They take place when the mentee
sits with the mentor to engage in reflective thinking that is related to teaebing practices
and student teaching experiences. After an analysis of conference dialogue, Grimmett.

MacKinnon. Erickson. and Rieck:en (1990) found that there were certain conditions that
accompanied instances of teacher reflection. They found that wben teaching views were
exchanged and feedback was regarded as a sourt:c of information to be evaluated

critically. reflective dialogue was promoted.. In fact. they judged conference dialogue 10
be reflective only ifit brought new insights on the teachers' practice and when it

promoted the leac:hers' perception ofbeing in control of their professional developmenL
Limited research existS on how conferences foster reflective thinking in
relationship to mentors. research. does show that in order for mentors to encourage
mentees to reflect critically, mentors must be trained in strategies that promote critical
analysis and reflection on their own teaching. Thies·Sprinthall (as cited in Reiman &.
Thies-SprinthalL 1993) found that encouraging careful and continuous guided reflections
dwing the new role taking experience (mentor) was important to the mentors' growth and
developmeaL She believes that when teaching practices are left. unexamined. mentors
forfeit the potential for growth.

La1tt. Reiman and Thies-5printhall (1993) conducted a

study on promoting the development of mentor teachers by using guided reflection when
practising supervisory conferences with a novice teacher. They explored the inleraction
between role taking and guided reflection and found that carefully guided reflection may
be the leey that is necessary to encourage the mentors' developmental growth during
conferences. when the purpose ofthe confermce is reflection.
NewtOn et al (1994) believe tha1 observatioQ and confermce skills provide an
oppommity for mentors to practice the knowledge of bow and what to engage their
mentees in dwing discussion. It is through this process that the mentee is encouraged to
reflect on his or ber teaching. They believe that there must be a reciprocal opportunity to
observe the mentor/mentce relationship and it is when this reciprocal model of
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observation is followed by discussion. that both membeB of the mentorfmentee
relationship become more reflective about their teaching practices.

IpnmalWriring

Research exists on the imponance ofjownal writing for preservice students and
beginning teachers as a mentoring.strategy that encourages reflective thinking (Wedman

& Martin. 1991; Zeichner & Liston. 1987). However, it is limited in ligbtofits impact
on mentors in the promotion of their reflective thinking. Newton et al (1994) believe that
mentors and mentees could benefit greatly from joumaJ writing but do not elaborate on
how journal writing promotes reflective thinking in relationship to mentol'S. Oberg, and
Oberg and Field (as cited in Grimmitt et aI.. 1990) reviewed the reflective writing of
experienced teachers who were currently graduate stUdents and found that reflection on
their practical teaching experiences brought about changes in the students' thinking about
their teaching practices. Through writing. they began to identify specific ways in which
their teaching practices might become more consistent with their personal philosophy of
teaching. Grimmett et aI. (1990) believe that it is through the use of writing as an
exploration of one's teaching practices and the reflettion on such writing that will
promote reflective thinking in a teacher.
Researcb shows lha1 reflective writing provides a way for preservi.ce students to
practice critical analysis and reasoning about their teaching practices. It also provides
faculty with a means to challenge and suppon each student's reflective thinking. thereby
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emphasizing writing as an important strategy for programs stressing reflection.
According to researchers Copeland and Zeichner ( as cited in Ross. 1990), journal
writing is the most common form of writing to stimulate reflection. However. Copeland
(as cited in Ross. 1990) found that journal writing only contributes to the development of
reflection when students are taught techniques that will encourage reflective journal
writing and when srudents receive meaningful feedback about the content of their entries.
It is recommended that experienced teachers who are mentors must be knowledgeable

about reflective journal writing prior to dialoguing with their mentees and promoting
their reflective thinking. This will ensure that there will be a greater likelihood that both
mentor and mentee will benefit from this experience and both members of the mentoring
pair will become reflective practitioners.

Through an analysis of reflective journal writings by tmiversity supervisors who
were supervising preservice snidents, Rust (1988) found differences between experienced
and new supervisors' journal entries. These differences related. to supervisory
experiences and abilities to reflect on and talk: about practice. Rust believes that the
sharing ofjournals among supervisors will help to develop their reflective thinking.
However, the new supervisors may also need guidance. possibly even a mentor, who will
teach them how to read and respond to journals in a reflective manner. In addition to
needing guidance with their journal writing. they also expressed a need for social
interaction with novice and experienced supervisors to share and reflect on their work
together and establish a collegial relationship.

According to Ross (1990), journal writing is an effective sttategy lhat supportS
and challenges preservice students· reflective thinking. However. Rust (1988) believes
that in order for this stralegy to be effective., preservice students must be formally guided
on the use ofjournal writing. Ross emphasizes the importance of mentors' understanding
the students' ability to reflect on teaching practices, if they are to present appropriate
challenges. Mentors must be skilled at reflecting on their own teaching practices before
they can challenge the students' reflective thinking. Promoting the students' ability to
progress in the development of reflective thinking requires mentors to respond to journal

writing in ways that are slightly more advanced than the students' CUJTeDt level of
reasoning. Jownal writing among new and experienced mentors would enable new
mentors to develop reflective thinking skills and in mm model and encourage these skills
for student teachers.
Zeichner and Liston (1987) believed that the preparation of reflective student
teachers was a necessary first step for program developers in universities and coUeges.
This was one of the reasons they included guided journal writing as a component in their
inquiry-oriented teaching progmn.. These journals provided stUdents with an oppommity
to reflect on a variety of issues relating to their teaching practices. Presetvice students
were involved in keeping guided joumals where they recorded their experiences and
posed questions to their supervisors about teaching. Journals were shared on a regular
basis with their supervisors and were viewed as an integral pan oftbe supervisory
process. They found that the use ofjournal writing helped preservice teachers progress
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through the cognitive-developmental stages and become reflective thinkers. This finding
was supported in later slUdies (Bolin. (988: Ross. (990). Bolin found that reflective
joumal writing encouraged preservice teachers to critically analyse their leaching
ptaetices and become reflective thinkers.
Journal writing was found to be a significant supervisory tool and was promoted
as a useful tool in the development ofthoughdUL reflective teachers. As a result of these

findings. specific suppon and practice in responding to reflective joumals was initiated
for field placement supervisors.

S~l'S were

taught to recognize texhing situations

where they may challenge srudents to reflect on their teaching practices.

Research studies confirm there are numerous definitions for mentoring and. as a
result of this. the purposes for developing a mentor program should determine the
individual programs definition of choice. Researchers specifically encourage early
childhood educators to consider mentor characteristics prior to developing mentor
programs and selecting mentors. Although findings empbasize many imponant
characteristics such as honesty and integrity. more recently, researchers have found that
the most significant cbaracteristic that supported and m.a.i.ntained the mentor relationship
was the willingness of the teacher to be a mentor. Funher to

this. willingness was not

only necessary but mandatory to a successful mentoring relationship.
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Huling-Austin (l99Oa) promotes the idea that mentors assume certain deg:rttS of
responsibility for their mcltees and this level of responsibility is dependent on which
rnentoring style mentors use. She maintains that when initiating mentors assume full
responsibility for initiating relevant imeractions and offering unsolicited support to their
mentc:es. they both experience additional opportUnities for professional growth.
Research demonstrates thaI mentors and mentees benefit in nwnerous ways as a
result of the memoring relationship. :\-fentors emphasized the professional benefits they
gained whereas mentees elaborated on the emotional benefits. Researchers have foW!d
that both professional and emotional benefits are the results of a quality menlOring
program. They believe that when mentOrs' and mentees' emotional development is
considered and nurtured. they have more energies lO devote to professional concerns.
Early childhood educators are encouraged to consider these findings prior to establishing

mentoring programs and take the steps necessary to ensure both areas of development are

included..
Studies confirm that reflective practices do

DO[ just

happen. However. given that

mentors are most effective in the CQnteX[ of reflective practice. then menlOring programs
must develop strategies to promote these practices. Two strategies that have been
promoted in the development of reflective thinking are conferenciDg and reflective
jownal writing. Research shows positive relationships exist between journal writing,
conferences, and reflective thinking for preservice students. However, limited research
exists on the relationship between these strategies and reflective thinking for mentors.

Researcb does show that mentors need specific training in becoming reflective
practitioners prior to becoming mentors. Studies bave also shown that without specific
training in the critical analysis of their own teaching practices. mentors are unable to
guide their me:ntees in the critical analysis of their teaching practices through.
conferencing or journal writing.
While developing and implementing a mentor program in the early cbildhood
education field may not provide an absolute answer for all of the concerns of the
profession. a formal supportive program tbat includes oppommities for reflective
practices has the potential to improve and enhance Early Childhood Education Programs.

Opportunities for reflective practices to occur across the early childhood
education profession. beginning with the preservice students (mentees) and including the
experienced educators (mentors), bold promise for more informed and knowledgeable
early childhood educators. The domino effect may be improved quality child care for

childrm and families.. better working conditions for the early childhood educ.wm. and
enriched field placement experiences for prescrvice students. Reflective practices do not
automatically happ~ they take planning, training and practice for mentors and
mentees, particuJarty in developing skills relating to reflective thinking.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

Bogdan and Ta~'lor (1975) state that qualitative research methods .. allow us to
know people personally and to see them as they are developing their own definitions of
the world" (p.4). This statement depicts the imponance of the process that was
undertaken during this study at an early childhood education demonstration center in a
provincial college. The case study gave the researcher an opportunity to observe the
participanlS as they developed and implemented a ronnal reflective menloring program
for experienced early childhood educators and students that would provide oppornmities
for reflective practices and promote reflective thinking in relation to early childhood
education teaching practices.
Bogdan and Biklen (1992) describe a case srudy as a detailed examination of one
setting., a single subject. a single depository of documents., or one particular event. For
purposes of this study, eight participants in one setting were examined. The following
sectioas provide in-depth details oCme setting and population of the study, the selection
of participants. time frame oCthe study, as well as the data collectioD methods. and data
analysis and interpretation procedures.

Setting and pnpulatinn oflbr SOld)'
Early Childhood EdUCation Qemonsrratioo Crnter

Bogdan and Biklen (1992) identify several important attributes of qualiwive
research which exist to varying degrees in this stUdy. One such attribute is that
qualitative research has the natural sening as the dicec:t source of data and the researcher
as the key insuument. Such was the case in this particular study with several of the early
cbildhood educators and students providing the direct source of data and the researcher as
the immediate person responsible for data collection.
The setting for this srudy was an early childhood education center which is a
demonstration center for students studying Early Childhood Education at a provincial
college. The center, as part of the training program.. has been operating in this capacity
for ten years. The primary objectives of the center are to provide a learning environment
for students in naining whereby they work directly with children and early childhood
educators in a realistic setting as an extension and reinforcement of their academic
studies. and 10 provide quality child care services to children. ages 2 1/2 year.; to 6 years.
and their families.

The center has two available playrooms and can accommodate children in fuU-day
and half-day programs. These programs Opera1e independently ofone another. each with
its own group ofcbildren. teaching teams and daily schedules (see Table I). The spaces.
(as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2). are organized into distinct learning areas which offer
opportunities for children's growth in several developmental aspects: physical, emotional.

intellectual and social. The learning areas include:

:l dramatic

comer. a block area. a

book comer. a science and math area. a collage t:lble. and a sand and water area.
The center has several rooms equipped \\;th a variety of audio-visual and special
effects equipment. These rooms include a stUdent classroom and an observation booth.
This booth is equipped with television moni(Ors. two-way mirrors. audio systems and
headphones. allowing studem and child observations to occur on a regular basis.
Parents ace welcome to visit the center each day while children attend their

program. A special area referred (0 as the Parent Comer has been set up with cozy chain;.
bulletin boards and resource materials to enrich their stay. This space is paIticularly
useful when children ace tim registered at the center. and parents want to remain close
during their children's tim days.
The center has an administrative office which functions also as a meeting space.

in the office resource materials and confidential files are stored.

[n

addition. the center

bas a staff lounge which provides space for rest periods. lunches. and meetings; and a
kitchen for preparing meals for the children.
Employed at the center are twelve early childhood educators. seven are full·time

educators and four are substinlte educators employed on an "as and when req~" basis.
In addition, there is one full-time manager. Five of the full-time educators and four of the
substitute educators have an early childhood education diploma. The remaining two fulltime edUCators have a certificate in early childhood education. The manager has two

rewed degrees in primary education and special education.

..

There are 88 children ranging in ages &om 2 ll2 years to 6 years registered at the
center. with 40 children anending at anyone time (s~ T:ilile I). The children in the
full-day program and the [Wo balf-d.ay morning programs participated in the study and an:
referred to throughout the text as Child 1. Child 2. Child 3 ... 56.
There are five Early Childhood. Education Programs for the children: one fuU-day
program. two half-day morning programs and two half-day afternoon programs. Each
program has its own group ofchildren. teaching team, and program schedule
(see Table l).

The full-d.ay children's program has three educators and 24 children. Eight
children an: assigned to each educator. Each educator has an individualized schedule,

ensuring adequate programming and supervision throughout the day. The program begins
at 8:00 AM: and ends at 5:30 PM.

There are two half-d.ay morning programs. One program operates on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday mornings. and the other oper.ates on Tuesday and Thursday

mornings. Each program runs &om 8:30 AM until 12:30 PM. Sixteen children are

registered in each program and two educators coordinate both programs. Eight children
are assigned to each educator.
There are two half-day afternoon programs. One program operates on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday afternoons, and the other operates on Tuesday and Thursday

afternool1S. Eacb program runs from 12:45 PM until 4:30 PM. Sixteen childrm an:

registemi in each program and two educators coordinate both programs. Eight children
are assigned to each educator.

Selection nfPanicipaors

The seven full·time early childhood educators employed at the children's
demonstration center e:<p~ interest in participating in the study and they also met the
selection criteria developed for the study. However, for the purposes ofmis research.
four early childhood educators were selected randomly as mentolS based on meeting all
of the selection criteria. The foUowing selection criteria was developed by several
researcbers (Enz, 1992; Odell, 199Oa.; Whitebook et at. 1994), as well as by the

researcber.
1.

Holds a certificate. diploma or degree in Early Childhood Education.

2.

Has a minimum ofthree years worlcing as an early childhood educator in a

3.

Worics currently full·time

licensed child care center.
at

the early childhood education demonstration

center, site ofthe study, as an early childhood educator.
4.

Spends four to seven bours a day worldng directly with the children.

..

Table l. Description of Children's Proerams

Prognm

Days

Nombcrof
childnn

Nomberof
,taff

Foil-Day

MondayFridav

2.

Half-Day
MOrDiDg

Monday,
Wednesday
& Fridav

16

Half-Dav
MOrDin!:

Tuesd.a.y&
Thursdav

Half-Day
AftenlOOD

Monday,
Wednesday
& Fridav

HaII-Day
Afternoon

Tuesd.a.y&
Thursday

16

2··

~

Boors of opt:r2tion
8:00 AM·5:30 PM

2-

8:30 AM - 12:30 PM

16

2"

8:30 AM - 12:30 PM

16

,--

12:45 PM· 4:30 PM

12:45 - 4:30 PM

n:prese:nts the balf..da.y morning program teaching team
represents the half-day afternoon program teaching team
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TItrougbout the study the seleaed memots wen: referred to as MTRl. MTR2.
MTR3. and MTR4 (see Table 2). The mentots' work experience rangM from 5 to 11

years. with an average of9.5 years.

~.rrRI

and MTR4 had a certificate in Early

Childhood Education (ECE) and Wert currmtly completing a two-year diploma in Early
Childhood Education through parHime studies at a provincial college. and MTR2 and
MTR3 had completed their two-year diploma in Early Childhood Education.

Table 2. :\'(eDtor Profiles
Meuton

Yean work eroerieDce

Hiahest level of edUcadoD

MTRl

II Years

I vear certificate in ECE

MTIU

IO Years

2 year dinloma in ECE
2 '\lear dinloma in ECE

MTR3

.-

The selection of four mentees was based on one criterion.. Each mentee had to be
enrolled as a full-time 2nd year student in the Early Childhood Education Program at me
provincial college where the research was conducted.. Of the 30 studems who met the

criterion. 29 expressed interest in participating in the study. However. for the purpose of
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rlris reseaICh. four ofthc:se 29 early childhood education students were selected randomly
as memees. Throughout the study, selected mentees W~ referred to as MTEL M1'E2..

MTEJ. and MTE4.

pairing Menmrs and Mentees
The four selected mentors were paired randomly with the four selected memees.
Throughout the stUdy MTRl and MTEl, and MTR3 and MTE3 worked together in the
full-day program whereas. MTR2 and MTE2. and MTR4 and MTE4 worked together in
the half-day morning program.

Prepapujpn' Mcnmrs and Mentees

Prior to the study, the mentors and melUees had not had any formal experience or
training in mentoring and reflective practice. Therefore, the researcher provided resource
materials and training seminars on these topics before the study and throughout the study
for all the participants.

Time Frame oelhe $mdy

The time frame for the study coincided with the third semester field placement for
the second year students at the college. Because the field placement was planned in three
phases, the researcher referred to the time frame of the study as Phase
Phase

m (see Table 3).

r, Phase fL and

Phase r referred to weeks one-four while the stUdents were in
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field placement for one day a week.. Phase IT refenM to weeks five-seven. while the
students were in field placement for five days a week. Phase

m referred to weeks eight-

twelve, while students were in field placement for one day a week. This schedule was
followed for all second year early childhood education smdents in field placement during
this time period..

Table 3_ Case Study Time Frame
Pbase

Dundon:
W..kJ

n
m

S·7

Number of
days oer week

1·4

Dara

8 -12

Collection

An allribute of qualitative research according to Bogdan and Biklen (1992) is
thick description. Merriam (l988) defines thick description as '"the complete. literal
description of the incident or entity being investigated" (p.ll). Merriam and Simpson
(1995) cite thick description as a strategy to strengthen intemal validity and reliability.
They state that such description involves providing enough information so that readers
will be able to determine how closely their situations match the research situation. and

hence. whether findings can be tnnsfetTed (p.1 03). This quality is especially important
with respect to this particular case study.
According to Merriam and Simpson (1995), there are several basic ways

[0

collcctdala in qualitative researcl1. Three of Merriam and Simpsons's methods were used
in this study: interviewing. observation and documents. If the intent is to get as close to
reality as possible while maintaining internal validity, they suggest collecting multiple
sources of data through a variety of ways. The use of multiple sources of data was the
strategy of choice for this stUdy, as participants were interviewed before and after the

stUdy; observed daily as they worked together. observed and audio lapCd as they met
daily for conferences; and wrote journals about their experiences. which were also
collected daily.
Permission was granted by all participants to audiotape interviews and
conferences., and to use the contents of these interViews and conferences. as well as their
journal writings, as descriptive data for the stUdy ( see Appendix A).

Interviewing is probably the most frequently used str:ltCgy in qualitative studies
on adult education and training (Merriam & Simpson. 1995). For purposes of this stUdy,
two weeks prior to the stUdy and immediately following its completion, structured

interviews wen:: conducted with each of the mentors and mentees. A set of questions was
developed for the mentors and another set was developed for the mentees (see Appendix
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B). Questions were developed based. on the researcher's queries relating to mentoring
Early Childhood Education students during training. For example. the researcher was
interested in detetmining the participants' knowledge of the following mentoring issues
before the study and again after the study: the role of the mentor. benefits of mentoring,
and effective strategies and skills of mentors. This information would be imponant in the
light ofwhetber or not the participaDIS' knowledge about mentoring had changed during
the study. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) caution resean::hers to avoid controlling the content
of interviews too rigidly. and to allow the participants time and encouragement to "tell
their Story". The purpose of the interviews was not to manipulate or guide a correct
response but rather [0 understand the participants' thoughts abou[ mentoting issues
before and again after the study. These interviews were audiotaped and then the tapes
were transcribed. The trmseriptiODS became pan of the thick description for later
analysis. As well, the researcher wrote notes during each interview to suppan the

audiotape traoserlptions.

Another major means of collecting data during the study was through
observations. "Throughout the study, the researcher observed each mentor and mentee

pair twice during each day for thirty minutes (see Table 4). The focus oftbese
observations was to identify the mentors' modeling and coaching strategies and skills
used to demonstrate early childhood teaching practices. There were nine observations per

s.

pair during Phase l. rwenty·five during Phase IT and eight during Phase ill.

YiTR2 was

absent for part of the stUdy due lO illness and as a result fewer observations of her and her
merttee were completed.. A lOta! of nine observations were completed on this pair in
Phase L nine during Phase II and there were zero completed in Phase ill (see Table 4).
Data coUccted during this time was recorded on data coUection foons. through the use of

descriptive field notes (see Appendix C).

Written field notes of the daily observations of participants as they worked with
children and each other were recorded to determine the menlOring strategies and skills
that mentors used as they worked with their mentees to demonstrate meaningful and
purposeful early childhood teaching practices.

Throughout the study. each mentor and mentee pair conducted a daily conference
session for thirty minutes between 2:00 PM and 4:00 PM (see Table 4). The researcher
did not provide an outline for the participants to follow. These conferences occurred in
the administrative office withow any interruptions. During Phase 1. four conferences

occurred for each mentor and mentee pair. fifteen confen:nces occurred during Phase IT:
and five conferences occurred during Phase ill. MTR2 was absent for pan. of the study
due to illness and as a result she and her mentee participated in fewer conferences. They
participated in four conferences during Phase I and four during Phase II. MTR2 was
absent throughout Phase Ill.
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One of the major purposes of conferencing was to examine its effectiveness as a
strategy where reflective thinJcing related to early childhood teaching ptaetices could be

promoted and encouraged. Another purpose of conferencing was to identify mentor
qualities which create a non-threatening environment where mentees and mentots: could
become reflective thinkers. Each conference was audiotaped and aanscribed verbatim.; as
well. the researcher observed each conference and wrote field notes to suppon the
audiotape transcriptions.

JOllmal Writing
Throughout the study. participants wrote daily journals to self·reflect on their
walk with children and their teaching practices. The researcher provided an outline to
the participants for their journal cotties to encourage guided self·reflections
(see Appendix D). The contents of these jownal entries became pan of the descriptive
field notes and were coded and analysed dwing the data analysis phase.
One of the major purposes ofjoumal writing was to examine its effectiveness as a
mentoting strategy that promoted reflective tbinJring related to early childhood teaching
practices. A photocopy of these writings was collected by the researcher at the end of
each day for clustering and coding. At the end oCthe stUdy. the researcher collected all
original journal writings to ensure all entties were coded and included in the data.
Three mentor and mentee pairs completed eightjoumal writings throughout Phase

t. thirty during Phase II. and ten writings dwing Phase III. MTR2 did nOI complete any
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joumal writings due to her absence from the stUdy. however MTE2 completed 4 joumal
writings in Phase l. fifteen writings during Phase IT. and S writings during Phase ill (see
Table 4).

Table 4. Data collect:ioll measllf'tS
Participants

lakrviews

Observatioas

COllfereattt

Pb...

Phase

Pbau

Jouraal Writillcs

Phase

[

n

ill

I

n

10

[

n

ill

[

n

MTRl&MTEI

2

0

2

9

25

8

4

IS

5

8

30

10

MTR1&MTE2

2

0

2

9

9

0

4

4

0

4'

IS'

S'

MTR3&MTE3

2

0

2

9

25

8

4

IS

5

8

30

10

MTR4&MTE4

2

0

2

9

2S

8

4

IS

5

8

30

10

Total

8

0

8

36

84

24

[2

49

15

28

lOS

35

l!I<w:. •

10

refers to jownal writings in each phase by MTE2 only.

Qata Analysis and Intcq:urtarioD

Data. analysis of qualitative resean:h is the process of systematically searching and

arranging the data obtained throughout the stUdy. Researchers. such as Bogdan and
Biklen (1992), maintain that this is the major pan of a process that moves the researcher
from lengthy pages ofdescriptive notes to completion of a study.

s.

Throughout the stUdy. interviews were audiotaped before and after the study and
transcribed ,·erbatim. tor later analysis; daily field notes of observations were written.
coded and analysed; conf~ces were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim for later
analysis and field notes were written to suppon the transcriptions; and journal writings

were colietted daily for coding and analysis.. Bogdan and Biklen (1992) recommend that

a beginning researcher should borrow strategies from me anaIysis-in-the-field mode but
should leave the more fonnal analysis until most of the data is collected.. They do.
however. recommend that some analysis take place during data collection to provide
direction for future observation sessions. The researcher seletted the latter mode for
purposes of defining direction and bringing focus to me study. Coding categories were
developed based on information gained dwing me data collection process as themes and
patterns bearne evident in the field notes. transcriptions. and journal entries. The

research question remained a guide throughout the selection of coding categories and
provided direction for further observations. The Iiteraru:re review and the data collected
were: instrumental in guiding the clustering of strategies and skills necessary for a
reflective mentoring program.
The researcher began the data analysis with the eight taped interviews that were
conducted before the stUdy. These audiotapes were transcribed and the responses to the

interView questions were read carefully by the researcher. Next the researcher read the
field notes of the first observations of the four mentor/mentee pairs that were written by
the researcher as the mentor and memee pairs worked with children and each other. It

6.

was important during this time to pay attention to switches or transitions from one topic
to the next. Often these switches or transitions by mentors allowed me researcher to
make adjustments to me focus of her next observations as she gathered infonnation for
field notes_ Conferences were audiotaped and transcribed. by me resean:her. The
transcriptions were read carefully by me researcher and coded and analysed throughout
me study. Joumal-writings were also rCld daily and writings were coded and analysed
by the researcher throughout me study.
Raw data from me interviews. observations. conferences. and journal writings

were transferred to a computer program (The Ethnograph. 1994) and were analysed with
the assistance of the computer program. This process involved entering verbatim data
into a computer file and categorizing portions of the data. and men moving and
organizing sections afthe categorized data according to themes or topics_ Data segments

were then clustered and further analysed. When the coding was finished. the data
material belonging to each category was assembled in computer files and a p~liminary

analysis was performed. This was me time when mention was paid to the actual content.
When necessary, existing daIa were recoded and moved to the appropriate category.
When the organizing and interpreting process was completed by the researcher, the
organizing system helped to

sttUCtUre

the data analysis results for the interviews.

observations. conferences, and journal writings.

"

Qualitative methods wen: especiaUy suited to this inquiry because the researcher
was seeking to enhance the established field placement component in the Early
Childhood Education Diploma Program offered at a provincial college. This particular
snuiy examined the experiences of four early childhood educatOrs (mentors) and four
early childhood education second year students (mentees) in a variety of situations. ie.•
personal interviews, working with children and each other. conferences. and journal
writing.
According to Merriam and Simpson (1995), improvement of practice comes about
as a result of understanding how the CUIImt practice works and the meaning it bas for
early childhood educatOrs and stUdents in this particular context. This study was an
attempt to examine the practical·based component of a provincial Early Childhood
Education Program and. based on the results of this srudy, to make recommendations for
effective ways to establish formal professional relationships between early childhood
educators (mentor.;) and students (mentees). Mentoring. particularly in the field of early
childhood education. is a new concept and thus it was necessary to explore and examine

this concept in light ofits relationship to reflective practices. The snuiy also explored. the
possibilities that now exist for these mentorS and mentees to become reflective thinkers
about their teaching practices after participating in a preservice training program that

promoted. reflective practices. As a result of participating in this study. selected
pn::service students and educators in an Early Childhood. Education training program at a
provincial college have developed and implemented a fonnal reflective mentoring
program that will provide opportUnities (0 encourage reflective I:hinking in relation to
Early Childhood Education teaching practices.
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis Results

The purpose of this chapter is to present the analysis oCme descriptive data
collected during the study. The ~her was inten::sted in detcnnini.ng effective
mcntoring strategies and slcills that the experienced early childhood educator
demonstrated with early childhood preservice students to foster and promote reflective
thinking in ~Iation to meaningful and purposeful early childhood education teaching
practices. Essentially, the main objective was to develop and implement a forma!
reflective mentoring program for experienced early childhood educators and students that.
would provide oppommities for reflective practices and promote reflective thinking in
relation to early childhood education teaching practices. As the progress of the mentors

and mentees was followed by the researcher through various methods of data collection.
strategies and skills emerged as important to include in a formal reflective mentoring
program for Early Childhood Educators.
The researcher started with the idea that mentors would be most effective within
the conteXt: of reflective practice. It was important for the experienced educators to
reflect on wh.at: they knew and make this knowledge available to the inexperienced
students. In an informal supervisory role. this knowledge is rarely made explicit and
remains within the educators' actions. Although reflection is a difficult concept to
identify, in this study the resean:her attempted to constrUCt a working view of reflection
as it was revealed in the activities of experienced educators (mentors) and preservice

students (menteesl in a mentoring program. Throughout the study. mentoring strategies
and skills were used in at least four different situations: mentors' and mentees' responses
to interViews conducted before and after the stUdy; observatioDS of mentor and mentee
pairs working together: and mentor and mentee conference discussions and journal
writings.
This cbapter provides the analysis oCthe data and evidence to support the analysis.

The analysis reveals the imponanc:e of mentor training seminars. as well an increase in
the mentors' and mentees' undemanding of mentoring and the mentoring process. It
identifies effective mentonng Strategies and skills used by mentors to supervise and

support preservice srudents during their field placemenL In addition. the analysis reveals
the imponance ofconferencing and journal writing to promote mentor and mentee
reflective tbinlring related to meaningful and purposeful Early Childhood Education
teaching practices.

Seminars' Prrparing Mentors and Menrccs for Menroring
Prior to the study, the mentors and mentees had not had any ronnal experience or
ttaining in mentoring and reflective tbinking. Therefore. two weeks prior to the study.
the researcher provided the mentors and mentees with two articles relating to mcntoring

and reflection. The first article entitled "Mcntoring in Early Childhood Programs"
(Lindamood, 1993) provided the participants with a definition of mcntoring, mentoring
functions., purposes of mentoring, and formal versus informal mentorlng. The second

.5

article entitled "Synmesis ofRese:m::h on Teacher's Reflective Thinking" (Sparks-Langer

&. Colton. 1991) emphasized me value ofteaehers' own interpretations of their work.
Three elements of reflection were messed: cognition. critical thinking, and narrative

inquiry. These anicles were concise and provided very important information relating to
mentoring and reflective thinking.
One week prior to the study. a seminar was held for all participants. This seminar
was conducted to provide an overview of the study with an emphasis on mentoring and
reflective thinking in early childhood education (see Appendix. E). The articles
""'Ientoring in Early Childhood Programs" and "Synthesis of Research on Teachers'
Reflective Thinking" were referred to throughout the seminar for discussion purposes.

During the third week of the srudy, a sixty minute seminar was held for metltee5
with a focus on team planning meetings. This seminar was conducted by the researcher

in response 10 the mentees' request for assistance with planning and implementing
appropriate acth...ities for children based on their interests (see Appendix E for seminar
agenda). A video, The Daily Team planning (High Scope. 1992) was viewed by the
mentces and discussed in light of their field plaa:ment. This video demonstrated a team

pLanni.ng meeting, where the early childhood educatOrs planned developmemally
appropriate eurriculwn activities for children. These curriculum plans were based on the
needs and interests of individual children.
Mid-way through the fourth week of the study, a two hour seminar was conducted
by the researcher. The purpose ofthis seminar was for mentors to identify and discuss
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topics that would be helpful to them in their mentor role. One week prior to the seminar
the ~er provided the mentors with a copy of the California Farly Childhood
Mentor Teacher Program- Mentor's Handhopk (Perry, 1994). This handbook contained

information that was related to their mentor role. The mentors were asked to read this
handbook prior to the seminar and be prepared to discuss it in light of the study. This
seminar provided a: context for mentors to share their views on the handbook and discuss
how it could be made applicable to this study. It also provided a means to socialize with
one another as they discussed the study in light of the Mentor Handbook
(see Appendix E).

During this seminar. mentors discussed their observations of mentees and
expressed concerns about whether or not they were providing appropriate modeling,
coaching, and reflective feedback opportunities. In addition. the importance of
encouraging and modeling reflective thinking practices for mentces was discussed.
During the 5th week.. the researcher provided the mentors with a follow-up
n:soun:e paper entitled "Suggestions for the Mentoring Study'" (see Appendix E) prepared
by the resean:her. This paper summarized the ideas that mentors had discussed during

the 4th seminar in the prmous week. The foUowing topics were highlighted:
(a) observations. (b) mentor modeling. (c) feedback.. and (d) planning and reflective
thinking. Mentors were encouraged to refer [0 this resource paper throughout the study.
The journal articles and seminars were provided for mentors and mentces to
accommodate for their lack of formal training in mentoring and reflective thinking.

•7

Reactions from all participants about me articles were fa'·ounble, however me seminars
were tltought to be crucial to the success of the srudy. according to all of the mentor and
mentee participants.

MenTors

and

Mm,,:es' fncrrasr fn Their J fnderstanding

ofMmrorjng aod

Mmwring

The comparative analysis of the interviews conducted witlt each mentor and
mentee two weeks prior to the study and again at its completion revealed a growth in the
mentot"S and mentees' understanding of the role of the mentor. It showed also an increase
in their awareness oCthe benefits ofmentoring. The analysis of the interView responses

idcm:i.fied.. in addition. a number of effective sttalegiCS that promoted reflective practices
and showed the imponance of conferencing as a means of fostering reflective practices.
Evidence ofthis analysis gleaned for the interviews will be presented in the foHowing
sections: role of the mentor. awareness ofbenefi,ts for mentot"S and mentees. and effective
mentori:ng skills and strategics to promote reflective practices.

Role peWt Manpr

Before the study, the mentot"S perceived the role of a mentor as a professional one,
a role model. However, they were not sure what this role entailed nor how it would be
performed or carried out. MTRI thought a mentor would be "someone to look up to .

6.

role model .. to help you grow .. professionally:' MTR.3 supponed this view stating
that, .. A mentor would be a positive role model for ECE (Early Childhood Educa.rion)
students and would be there to provide feedback: and guidance..Incontrasl, it was DOted.. that the mentees viewed mentoring in lightofa

friendship or a buddy system.. ie., a personal role. MTE3 thought. "A mentor would be
someone to confide in .. and talk to about problems if you are stressed .. like a buddy
system.. _.. someone who knows what it's like to be a srudent." MTE4 agreed with this
view and added.. ..1 don't know a greaJ: deal about it. I feel it's a significant person in your
life ... could be a parent or a teacher .. anybody ... imponant to you and makes a
difference."
It is apparent. therefore. from the interviews held before the study that the
mentors' and mentees' undemanding of the roleofa mentor differed. The mentors
perceiVed the role as a professional one, while the mentees saw the role as a personal

After the study, however, mentors and mentees expressed the importance of the
personal role they engaged in with one another, as well as the importance of their
professional roles. They felt more confident about how the relationship worked. Mentors
emphasized the importance of balancing the professional role of mentoring with the
personal role., whereas mentees emphasized the link that must exist between personal and
professional relationships. MTRI viewed the mentor's role as "formal and direct. ... A
process of modeling ... and students observing .. morc ora one on one. The

.9

relationship. however. became more personaL I was a role model to my menu:e
personally and professionally and [tltink tlw. made a big difference." MTR3 emphasized

this view when she referred [0 lhe importance oCher personal and professional mentor
role. ""The relationship is closer now. More contact wilh your mentee gives you a chance
to become closer with one another .. in a personal and professional way. 1 have seen
(MTE3's name) grow in a very positive way."

Mentees supported the views oflhe mentors and particularly noted lhe
importance of mentors being professional role models. MTE3 viewed mcntoring as.
-having someone to guide. . and suppan you .. not teaching you. It is more guidance

chan teaching. When you are having difficulties (working with children) ... they
(mentors) help you." MTE4 agm:d.. stating. "It is the support that helps you.
professionally. . and personally. \Vhen you work. with someone on a professional level
. it is also important for lhem to know you on a personal side. If that isn '( there. . it is
... difficuIL'·

It is apparent from lhe interviews held after the study that there was a growth in
the mentors and mentees' understanding of the role ofme mentor. As. a result of
participating in the study, bath the mentors and mCluees perceived the mentor role as a
dual one. that encompasses professional and personal responsibilities. After lhe study, the
mentors and mentees' reflected on lheir roles, and based their responses on these
mentoring experiences. whereas, before the SNdy and without prior mentoting
experiences they could only predict what: might be the role of the mentor.
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AwarrpcsS ofBmcfirS
\.fmrOT'j' Bmcfirs

Before the study lbe resean:her noted that mentors' responses relakd to the
benefits of me:ntoring clustered under two categories: professional and emotional. They

Professional Benefits:
increased learning oppommities rel.ated to teaching practices
enhanced interactive communication skills with students
increased oppommities to provide feedback: to students during field
placement
Emotional Benefits:

increased self-eonfidence
greater sensitivity to students' needs

MTR4 thought that mentoring would make her more a~ ofwhat she would be

teaching. She said:
Mentoring will make me more aware of wilat I am teaching _.. because I know

that I will be observed and the students will be more focused on the teachen than
before. I think the mentors will probably be meeting and discussing the program
more often. That will help all ofus with many areas of the program. My
relationship with the students will help me to communicate with them better. I
will be more aware oftbeir needs and will be able to help them. Meeting with
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them everyday \\;U make a difference .. to how I interact with them. I know that

I will need to listen more.
MTRI talked about looking forward to providing feedback to her studenL She said:
I am loomg forward to meeting with my student everyday. Giving feedback will
help me to focus on my stUdent more because [ will want to provide good
feedback. I have never done this before ... not to the level we will be doing it
during the study.
MTR2 thought ber confidence would be enhanced as a ~t of participating in
the study. She said:
I think participating in something like this [mentoring) will make: me feel better
about my work. I fed confident in what I do now .. but I think I will be even
more confident at the end of [mentoringJ .. especial1ywben I work with the one
student every day.

In addition. she admitted she would probably be more sensitive to her student's needs.
MTR2: Working with one student for the semester will make a difference to how
we work together. [have a feeling that we will probably be a lot closer than in the

past. I know that they [stUdents) have a lot ofrespot1S1oilities ... with their
course work: and their placemenL Being involved in this project (mentoring}
should help us to help them more.
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These cited benefits showed lhat the mentors bad an undemanding of the professional
and emotional gains they would acquire if they participated in a mentoring program

compan:d. to 00[ participating in such a program..
After the study, the mentors stated additional professional and emotional benefits.

Also. they identified social benefits that they did oot identify before the study. The
additional benefits were:
Professional Benefits:
increased awareness of the srudents' academic program
increased awareness of the value or mentors' work with children
enhanced the quality of the children's program as a result of mentors'
improved teaching practices
Emotional Benefits:
iocreased awamles5 of me importance of providing individualized
attentiooto stUde:nts

increased opportunities to self-reflect
Social Benefits:

increased personal relationships
greaJ:ef appreciation

of the impact of personal lives 00 professional

responsibilities
In regard to the mentors' professional benefits related to the increase in their awareness of

the students' academic program, MTRl stated:
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This [mentoring] has kept us in touch more with the academic pan of the program
... more so than in previous field placements. I guess just meeting with the
srudents daily and talking about their work and connecting their work with
children to their course work was different from the past years. We had the time
to discuss ... where they were in their course work. . and the kinds of
experiences they needed to suppon what they were leaming. I didn't do that
before. There wase't the time.
MTR4 expressed enthusiasm about her increased awareness of the importance of her
work with children and the increased learning oppommities related to her teaching
practices.
MTR4: I was always committed to my work with the children but I never really
thought about how imponant that worle. is until now. I guess we talked about our
work [with children] so much during conferences that you can't help but be
influenced by it in a positive way. We do so much for children . . wejust didn't
think about it before mentonng. I do feel that [ am a better teacher because of my
[mentoring] experience. [think more about the curriculum and how it connects to
the children.. [don't think I did that to this level before [mentoring].
MTR2 stated similar benefits with respect to an increased awareness of me imponance of
her worle ,,;th children. In addition. she thought the quality of the children's program
was enhanced as a result of her improved teaching practices.
MTR2: [ was more conscious of my perfonnance ... providing better program
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quality to lhe children and families ... [ can share Uris wilh oilier early childhood
edUCalors and [we can] provide quality programming to the children. I think not
only lhe mentolS will benefiL but me other ECE's [Early Childhood EdueatolS!
will also. Our program will be better as a result of mentoting.

MTRI and MTR3 stated similar benefits.
Wim regard to me mcntolS' emotional benefits relating to an increased awareness
of the importance ofproviding individualized attention to students. MTR3 remarlc:ed:

I know that in the past. 1 always treated the stUdents as a group of students. I
didn'[ realize how different they all were until now. MTEJ's needs were different
from the olher mentees' needs and 1 know from talking to the other mentolS they
found the same thing. I wonder bow me students in the past survived the field
placement. It must have been diflicult. They are all so different.

MTRI and MTR.4 conveyed similar thoughts on the importance of providing
individualized attention to their mentees. In addition. they both thought the opportunities
to self-reflect W~ instrumental in realizing bow unique their mentee's needs were

compared to the other men.tees'. MTRl stated:

I reflected so much on my day and everything that happened ... that I couldn't
help but realize bow unique MTEI was.. I saw MTE3 work in the full-day room
aJoogside MTEI and they were so dilferent. I have never thought so much about
my work: and the stUdents in field placement.

MTR3 ag=d. stating, •• [think [mYI.lIWWng [italics oddod] helped [mel 10 understand
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MTEJ's needs. as well as my own. I know that I will be influenced by my reflections .
and will continue to do this [reflect] after the project [studyr.
The social benefits of memoring were not realized until after the study. MTRI
elaborated on the importance of her new friendship with MTEt.
MTRl: I know that MTEt is more than a student in placement. She is a friend..
We have shared many personal things and we 'both realized that we have a lot in
commOtL We are planning on continuing our friendship after the study.
MTR3 felt the same about her relationship with MTE3. In additiotL she found that she
had a greater appreciation of the impact MTE3's persooallife had 00 her professional
responsibilities.
MTR3: I never thought that I should be aware of the influence the student's
personal life bas on ber placement responsibilities. But I certainly learned.. thar.

this is imponant to realize .. the earlier the better during placement ... ifyou
are going to help your mentee focus on her placement. There was a balance of
helping MTE3 talk about ber ~na1 issues but then knowing when to say.
"ooy, now let's get on with our work", and saying it in a sensitive manner.

think I can do that a lot better now. I also realize the imponance of letting
mentcc's talk about personal issues ... especially if they are interfering with their

wort. It is better to talk about them and then get on with the work.
It was apparent th.aJ: participating in the study increased the mentors' awareness of
the benefits of mentoring. They expressed additional professional and emotional benefits

7.

as a result of mentoring. In addition. they commented on the social benefits of
melUoring.

Menccs' Benefits

The responses gathered from the mentees. before the stUdy, related to the benefits
they would gain by participating in a mentoring program. clustered under one category:
emotional. The mentees made no reference

[Q

professional or social benefits. The cited

emotional benefitS were:
Emotional Benefits

increased. suppon system for stUdents during field placement
greater personal relationship between students and educators

MTEI discussed the potential emotional benefit of having a suppan
system during field placemenL

MTEl: [MenlOriDg] provides asuppon system ... that you could tum 00 if you
needed advice .. or if something upset you. If you bave an idea or an activity
that you would like to plan. they [mentors] have more experience. They know a

lot more and you can bounce things off(ofthem] before you try it yourself

In addition, MTE4 spoke about the possibilities for making a new friend. as a result of
mentoring.
MTE4: There will be someone there for you if you are frustrated or feeling
stressed or if you feel that you are all alone. You could really get a nice friend.
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someone you can confide in. It is so nice for someone to understand what you are
going through.
After the study, however. the metltees identified. additional emotional benefits as
well as professional and. social benefits.. The additional benefits were:
Emotional Benefits:

increasc:d individual anention from mentors during field placement
increased confidence
Professional Benefits:
enhanced observational skills
increased opportUnities to learn new teaching practices
increased opportUnities to receive feedback:
increased opportUnities lO discuss professional issues with a colleague
Social Benefits:
increased friendships with mentors
With regard to the men[ees' emotional benefits relating

[0

their increased

individual attention from mentors during field placement. MTEI marvelled at die level of
individualized anention she received fium MTRt.
MTEI: I think that MTRI bad a better understanding of what I was going through

in the program. than in the past field placements. She [MTRt] was so aware of
what my needs were that I never doubted her advice. IfMTR3 was doing
something one way for MTE3, MTRl would always check to see if that: was okay
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for me and my situation. For example. one day we were responsible for
decorating the bulletin board .. and MTRJ said that we [MTE3 and [] could do it
during
lunch. ~ITRI checked to see if that was okay with me. She was concerned that I might
miss my lunch. She didn't take for granted that because it was okay for MTE3 . . it was
okay forme.

Increased confidence is a skill that usually comes with much experience,
however. as a result of participating in a mentoring program. all mentees felt their
confidence in working with children and adults was enhanced. MTE4 reported:
I feel more confident in myself I don't feel so alone. I had guidance and suppon
that I never had in the past. I think I have Ieamed more in this placement than I

probably learned since I started the program. I feel self accomplishment.

MTEl agreed. commenting, "1 am more confident and have had a lot more experiences.
I know 1can keep building on these experiences."
The professional benefits of mentoring were conveyed by all the mentees after the
study. MTE3 admitted she had developed new teaching practices as a result of her
enhanced observational skills.
MTE3: When MTR3 told me to observe her for particular skills. she gave mea
focus. I knew exactly what I was looicing for. In the past, I observed but didn't
focus and I don't think I learned as much. I was taking too much in. Owing this
placement. I learned new techniques on guiding behaviour, ways to interact with
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the children.. and how to plan and set up activities lhat: went better for the children.
[ learned a lot about teaching and I (earned a lot of new skills relating to my
course worle.
According to MTE2. the increased opportUnities to receive feedback.. actually

increased her opponunities to discuss professional issues with MTR2. She maintained:
I had mote oppomtnities to get feedback. to give feedback. and ask questions.
During conferences, we discussed many of the things that occurred in the day and
when MTR2 gave me

f~ack.. she

encouraged me [0 talk about the situation.

She talked and I talked and thaI is when I really leamed how to teaCh children. I
think the feedback: was the best because I learned so much and I had an
opportUnity to discuss the feedback. ThaI made a difference to what I got out of
this (mentoting].

All of the mentees identified the social benefit ofmentoring. with regard. to the
friendships they had developed with their mentors. MTEI summarized her thoughts.
stating:
[ now have a friendship that I know will be imponant to me for a long time .
hopefully forever. It was a great experience to learn so many new things from my
mentor and she never m2de me feel inadequate when I didn't understand
something.
MTE2, MTE3. and MTE4 expressed similar thoughts.
As a result of participating in the study, mentees became mote aware oftbe
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emotional professional and social benefits of mentoring. They felt that many of the
benefits would assist them in their fu~ professional and personal lives.

Eff@vcMenroringSrr;uegies
MMlIOring

And

Skj1Js

To Promote Reflectiye

Ptarriccs

Sttmcgics

Before the study. IOOO/a of the mentors and mentees felt that conference rime
mould be scheduled daily to reflect on their teaChing practices. Mentors thought that if
the time was not scheduled. then conferencing would not happen. Their past field
placement experiences with prescrvice students did not include times to meet on a formal

basis. However. they felt that conferencing was necessary to include in a mcntoring
program. MTRJ stated., "the limitations on time . _to meet frcc:ly during the day and the

pressures to be with the children made it impossible [0 reflect on the day in any
meaningful way. MTR.4 agreed with this opinion commenting, "You get consumed with
your work. and although you want to provide feedback on a daily basis. there is always
something else that gets your attention."

Mentees also believed that time should be scheduled for conferences. However.
prior to the study. this was not their experience during field placements. At that time, the
memees received only an informal written report from their supervisors at the end of their
field placement term. Although MTE2 was pleased with such a report, she believed.
"We should have received daily verbal feedback.. This would ensure that we would have
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an opponuni~ to ask questions. Written reports only. don't have the same effect. It
doesn't prompt questions." This opinion was supponed by MTEl. who felt that
providing opportunities to sit down and discuss wbat had happened throughOUt the day
would have been productive. "If a time is scheduled you are more likely to meet.

Otherwise you may have the best intentions but they might get put aside.Therefore.. from the intcrVi.ews held before

me study, the mentors and mentees

believed that conferencing should be scheduled. if reflection on daily teaching practices

was to occur. Mentors and mentees maintained there were so many things happening
throughOUt the day that unless conferences were scheduled. they would not occur
spontaneously.
After the study, l()()% of mentors and mentces continued to express their views
that daily formal conferencing was critical to include in a mentoring program. particularly
ifmentors and meatees w~ to become reflective thinkers in relation to their teaching
practices. MTR.3 feIt that scheduled conference time provided a rime to reflect on daily
teaching practices. She said:
Confermcing gives the stUdent and early childhood educator a chance to sit and
reflect on what had happened over the day .. You can't do it with children

present. it is impossible. There are too many things on the go ... with regards to
the children and the program itself. If the students were unsure of something that
had happened. during the day, it gives them the opportunity to ask.
MTR4 agreed that conferencing encouraged reflective thinking for mentors and mentees
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about teaching practices and concerns. She stated. "You got together and reflected on
your morning and if there were any problems you could talk about them. That was really
importanL..

Mentees acknowledged that confere:ncing was imponant to include in a memoring
program. They emphasized that daily scheduling of conferences was crucial to effective
mentoring. They expressed concern that if conferencing was left to chance. it probably
would not occur. They maintained their satisfaction with scheduled conferences as being
the most helpful pan ofmentorinS- !\IITEl stated. "conferencingwas always the moS[
infonnative and helpful part .. a specific time set aside. It was just perfCCL" MTE2
elaborated on the importance of setting aside a specific time for conferencing. She
thought., -If you didn't have the time set aside. you might not even bother to ask about

problems or areas that you need help with.. It would be just left."
It was apparent from the mentors and mectees' responses to the interview
question related to the imponance ofconferencmg that, in order to become reflective

t:hinkers about teaching pmctices, an uninterrupted conference time must be given priority
in a mentoring program. Based on their experience during the study, they perceived
conferencing as being the most imponant means of fostering reflective practices. They
recognized that confereocing encouraged them to reflect on their teaehing practices and

make adjustments based on their reflections.
As shown in Table 5 and Table 6, before the study and again after the study,

mentors and mentees thought 15-30 minwes should be scheduled for daily conferencing.

•3

The majority of mentors stated that 30 minutes was necessary fa. meaningful
conferencing. Before the study, MfRl emphasized the imponance of having 30 minutes

each day "to look at the program and the day, they [menteesJ always have questions."
This thinking was supported again after the study as she reflected on the conferences that

occurred during the study. She maintained .. the thirty minutes was good to sit down
and touch base and retIect on the day." Before the srudy, MTE2 thought that "probably
IS mimnes most days would be enough. MTE4 expressed similar thoughts, "'I S minutes
. because they (mentors) have a lot of other things to do."
After the study, however, mentees felt that more time was necessary if
conferencing was to be effective in promoting reflective teaching practices. They felt that
the average time necessary for conferencing should be at least 30 minutes. MTE2 felt that
"'sometimes even 30 minutes wasn't enough, you could need more time depending on
whether o. Dot there were problems. You may need up to thirty minutes and sometimes
that was not long enough." MTE4 felt that often it would depend on what happened
during the day. She thought., "It depends often on the day and how busy it was. When I
was having a lot of problems OUT conference was longer. But 30 minutes I found to be

f3irlygood."
It was interesting to note that whereas mentors were aware of the necessity of
conferencing and the length oftime necessary to conference effectively even before the
study, memees did not realize the importance of conferences or the length oftime
necessary to conference until after the study. However. after experiencing conferencing,
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lW/o of the mentees agreed that in order to get the most from mentoring and to allow

time to reflect on teaching pnctices. a minimum of 30 minutes must be scheduled fol'"
conferc:ncing. After o:pcriencing conferencing. they realized thar. l5 minutes was

Table S. Scheduled CollfertDte Time - Mea.ton
PartidpUb

Before

After

MTR1

30 Minutes

30 Minutes

MTR2

30 Minutes

IS Minutes

MTR3

30 Minutes

30 Minutes

MTR4

15 Minutes

30 Minutes

Averagt tilDt

26 MiDDtes

26 MiDutes

Table 6. Sc.b:tdaltd Conferltllce Times ~ Mattea
PartidpUb

Before

After

MTEI

30 Minutes

30 Minutes

MTEl

15 Minutes

30 Minutes

MTEJ

30 Minute;

30 Minutes

MTE4

IS Minutes

30 MinuteS

Avenlgttimt

23 MiDDtes

30 MiDutes
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Tournai Writing

Before the study, neither mentors nor mentees identified journal writing as an
effective mentoring strategy. However, after the study, mentors and mentees
acknowledged journal writing as an effective mentoring strategy for encouraging
reflection on daily teaching practices. MTRI emphasized journal writing (would give]

us an opportunity to reflect over the whole day and how we felt about it." MTR4
supported this opinion. stating, "When I wrote in my joumal I fotmd that. it made me
reOect on the day. Was it what I expected. did I do the things that I wanted to do?"

MTEl Stated., "When 1 wrote in my joumaJ..l reflected back on the whole day. I
thought about what (MTRI's name) had done with the children. especially when she did

ber activities." MTE3 supponed this view, stating:
IoumaJ writing gave me the opportunity to reflect back on what I had done dwing
the day. I thought about the children's reactions to the activities I presented and
the activities (M1'R3's name) presented. I learned a lot by reflecting this way.
As a result ofjownal writing during the study, the mentors and mentees found it

to be an effective mentoring strategy that. promoted reflective thinking related to their

daily teaching practices.

Modeling and Coachjng

Before the study, the mentors and metltees did not identify modeling and coaching
as mentoring strategies that. would be used to demonstrate early childhood. teaching

s.

practices. However. after the stUdy, they recognized that both modeling and coaching
were useful and effective mentoring strategies that. helped dem.onstr.ue eariy childhood
teaching practices. MTRl staled that -modeling teaching practices for MTEl initiated
many reflective discussions during conferences." .-\.5 well she maintained that "coaching
skills ,gave my mentee an opponunil}' to practice specific teaching skills with my help.
This was an excellent oppommity furber to tty something that she hadn't tried before

and feel reassured that I was there to help." MTRJ supported the importance ofmodeling
and coaching for her mentee. She stated:
My mentee could not have had the positive experiences she bad without the
modeling and coaching I provided throughout the study. She needed support and
I provided it in many ways but it was especially relevant when I coached her
during the implementation of her activities or guiding the children's behaviour.
MTEt agreed that "if it weren't fortheopportun:ities to observe MTRI, I don't think I
would have been able to actually do the activities. She was so helpful. She always knew
where I needed help." MTE3 recognized the importance ofmodeling and coaching. She
sW<:<t

IfMTR3 hadn't been there to assist me, there would have been many times when
I could not have made it through the day. She always told me what to watch for at
the conferences. She would say, .. watch when I am getting set up for the play
dough activity. Notice bow I set up the area and get the children involved:' That
was great for me. I then knew what to observe.
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After the study, mentors and men[ee5 bad developed. an understanding of
mentoring strategies. Modeling and coaching promoted reflective thinking dwing
conferences in relation [Q teaching practices.

Mcntoring Skills
Before the study, mentors and mentees thought that mentors would need to
demonstrate particular mentoring skills in order to encourage effective early childhood
teaching practices. The skills they identified c1ustcrul. under one category:
communication. The skills they cited as being pe:rtinent to fostering reflective thinking
related to teaching practices were:
reflective listening
reflective speaking
Although the mentors maintained that they should have effective communication
skills to be successful mentors, they did not define these skills nor elaborate on how or
why they were important In this regard.. MTRI swed that. "Good adult communications
skills are important." MTR3 agreed and noted th.a1. "'reftective listening and speaking
and active listening .. should be helpful when teaching the students new teaching

practices." The mentees agreed that communication skills were important but like the
mentors. did Dot elabor<tte on specific communication skills or why they thought these
skills were important. It is apparent, therefore, from the responses to the interview
question. related to the mentors and mentees' understanding of mentoring skills that

aa

promote reflective thinking. that thcir insight was limited.. This implied a lack of
knowledge about me:ntoring and specifically, mentoring skills.
After the study. all ofthe mentors and mentees stated the importance oflhe
communication skills used throughout the study. However. they explained how those
skills were useful during the study. MTR3 elaborated on the importance of being a
reflective speaker and an active listener.
MTR3: You bad to practice listening ... really listening to yourmentee. As I
!istened to (MTE3's name). it was easier to respond to her in a reflective way. I
would repeal what she had said to clarify what she said or sometimes I would
repeat so that she would hear what she bad said again. I did this when I wanted

her to really think about what she had. said. It worXed. I think as I actively
listened she knew I was genuinely int~ed in what she was saying. I think she
became a better listener as the study progressed-

MTRl and MTR4 made similar comments about the imponance of listening to their
mentees before speaking. MrR3 sununarized her thoughts on the importance of
communicating effectively with her mentee., •• I learned how to stop talking enough to
really listen to MTE3 and that. took some practice. But I think: I was beginning to do iL..

In addition., the mentors and mentees identified a skill they had not identified
before the study. They thought that giving appropriatefeedback [italics added] was a
mentoring skill that was particularly useful in promoting reflective thi.nking leading to
effective teaching practices.

s.

MTRl thought the opportunities to provide reflective feedback to her memec was
invaluable. She said:
You go over your day. . . You are reflecting on everything they [menteesJ have
done. When you say it {feedback}. it is different. When students comment on
bow valuable the feedback. is to their work with children then you know you are
doing something that is going to help them the next day. and the day after.
MTEl emphasized the imponance of the feedback that her mentor provided
throughout the study. She thought thar: receiving feedback was critical to her becoming a
reflective thinker in relation to early childhood education teaching practices.. She stated:
I would always look. forward to what (MTR.l's name) said to me, the kind of
feedback that she would give me. It made me think about what I had done
{teaching children] and what I would do in the future [teaching practices]. I think
the verbal feedback. is critical. You remonbe:r it when you work: with the children
ogain.
The other mentees agreed that receiving feedback from their mentors was one of the most
imponam skills that the mentors used to promote their reflective thinking.
As a result ofparticiparing in the stUdy, mentors and me:ntees thought that there

were specific mentor skills that were more effective than othen; in promoting reflective
thinking related to teaching practices. In particular. when mentors listened to me:ntees
and responded in a reflective manner, reflective tbi.nlcing was encouraged.
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An.aJysis of the interviews conducted with each mentor and mentee pairs prior lO
the study and again at its completion revealed an increase in their understanding of
menroring and the mentoring process. The importance of the personal and professional
roles of the mentor became apparent to the mentors and the memecs as they reOected on
their mentoring experiences afteT the stUdy. In addition. they expressed a renewed

awareness of the professional. emotional and social benefits ofmentoring. However.
established friendships and collegial experiences were social benefits mey had nOl
thought about prior to the stUdy.
Before the study, mentors and mentees bad a limited undetSWlding ofmentoring
Sb'3legies and skills that were necessary to promote effective teaching practices.
However, after participating in lhe study, they recognized the importance of sevetal

samegies and skills in the promotion of reflective thinking related to effective teaching
practices. The mentors' use ofeffective communication skills was elaborated on after the
study, as well. the mentors' use ofreflecrlve feedback was thought to be useful in the

promotion of reflective thinking related to effective teaching practices. Conferencing was
recognized be:fore and after the study as a means of fostering reflective practices during

memoring. When confercncing occum:d on a daily basis, mentors and mentees believed
they became reflective thinker.; about their teaching practices. The importance ofjournal
writing as a mentoring strategy tha1 promoted reflective thinking related to teaching
practices was

.,

recognized by the mentors and me:ntees after they experienced journal writing during the
study.
Modeling and coaching were thought to be effective mentoring strategies when
they were used by the mentors

(0

demonstrate and nurture meaningful early childhood

teaching practices.

Mmmring

Sl1jJtegies and SkWs Used Tn DrmOnS'TiUe Early Cbi'dhotxt Tc:at;bjng

The analysis of the descriptive field notes ofthe researcher's observations of the
mentors and mentees teaching collaboratively revealed that all the mentors used two
major mentoring strategies

(0

demonstraIe and nW'tUIe meaningful early childhood

(eaching practices. These str.Uegies were modeling and coaching. When mentors needed
(0

demonsmue specific teaching or guidance strategies., they modeled the sttategies as the

mentees observed. Coaching, on the other hand. was used to support the mentees as they
implemented cwriculum activities or guided children's behaviours.

Mentors Mode!;", Strategies and SkiJJs
Modeling in the context oftbis study referred to a mentoring stralcgy used by the
menton to demOQ.Stt';!lC appropriate early childhood teaching pnctices. such as planning
and coordinating daily routines. and planning and implementing curriculum. In addition.
the mentors used the modeling strategy to demonstrate effective guidance practices

.2

appropriate for guiding children's bdLavioUIS. Such modeling provided the mentees the
opporrurury to observe Dew and/or appropriate teolclting practices before they used lhem.
The research.er noted that modeling was used also when a mentec: required additional
observing of a particular teaching practice to perfect her practice.
Through discussions with the mentees and observations of their teaching
practices. the mentors recognized that the mentees lacked the confidence and skills
necessary to plan and coordinate daily routines. to plan and implement curriculum
activities. and to guide children's behaviours. It was important. therefore. that the
menlOrs initiaIe opportunities
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model these appropriate practices as they worked

collaboratively with their mentees.
The menlOrs shared. their insights with the researcher regarding the menteeS' confidence
and knowledge related to teaching and guidance practices. The mentors stated their belief

that one of the most valuable aspects of their mentor role was to model appropriate
strategies related to planning and coordinating daily routines. curriculum development
and implementation. and guiding children's behaviours. They believed that modeling
would ensure that the mentees' skills and understandings ofcurriculum and guidance
would be enhanced steadily over the duration of the stUdy.
Throughout the study, all of the mentors spent time modeling a variety of
curriculum and guidance strategies and skills for their mentees (see Table 7). MTR2 was
absent for part of Phase U and throughout Phase

m. therefore, modeling frequencies

were less for her during this time than for the other mentors.

.3

Modeling occurred on 328

occasions throughout the stUdy. stI31egies related to curriculum development and
implementation were modeled on 236 occasions. with 66 of these occurrences relaled to
planning and coordinating daily routines. and 170 related to planning and implementing
curriculum activities. Guidance strategies. specifically regarding guiding children's
behaviours occurred on 92 occasions (see Table 7).

Table 7. :'lo1eUlor Modeling Strategies and Skills
MTR

Pluuiag"
Coordinating Daily
Rautioe5

Pluuing&
Implementing:
Curriculum Activities

Phase

Gaidiag Children's
Behaviours
Phase

Phase

1

II

ill

I

II

ill

I

II

ill

I

12

7

0

6

46

8

8

23

6

2

11

4

0

10

10

0

2

5

0

3

10

7

0

7

35

8

9

25

8

2

12

3

0

5

30

;

0

3

3

Subtotal

4S

21

0

28

121

21

19

S6

17

66

Total

170

92

Mentors Model plannjng and Coorrljnating Dajly Routines and Cuniculllm planning and

Tmplc:mrnrarjon
During the study, mentees were responsible for demonstrating their ability to plan
and coordinate daily routines. and to plan and implement curriculum activities. Mentors•

••

therefore. had a responsibility to ensure they modeled the strategies and skills related to
teaching practices prior to expecting the mentees to demonstrate them. The mentors took
their responsibility seriously when they modeled teaching practices. such as. planning
and coordinating daily routines. and planning and implementing curriculum activities.
During Phase I. the mentees were responsible for assisting the mentors in
pl..arming and coordinating the daily routines, such as snack. lwrll.. and transition rimes.
However. depending on the mentees' sieHl development in these areas. during Phase U.
they would be expected to take responsibility for planning and coordinating the routines
without mentor assistance. Throughout Phase l the mentees expressed concerns to their
mentors about coordinating snack and lunch routines and transition times. They felt
intimidated by the children during these times and were anxious about being responsible
for this part of the curriculum. As a result of their concc:ms. the merl.lors thought it was

imponant they model strategies and skills related to planning and coordinating these
daily routines prior to modeling other skills related to planning and implementing
curriculum activities.
When MTEI hesiwed to assist her mentor during a lunch routine. she asked her
mentor, "Could I observe you today? I am nervous even assisting you during lunch. The

children seem to

want so

much attention.·· MTRl reassured her that this was fine and

helped MTEl find a space beside her. MTEI sat and observed her mentor coordinate
lunch with a group of eight children. This situation resulted in providing a model of
pl.anning and coon:linatio.g a lunch routine.

IS
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well as demonstrating bow to respond to a

child in a sensiti'l.'"e manner when children respond negatively to a situation.

For

example. as MTRl modeled how to coordinate a lunch routine., oneoflhe children
became upset and refused to eaJ: lunch. MTRl responded to the child. by sitting beside

him. as she put her arm around him and said., "Wb.aI is wrong,(child's name)? Would
you like to teU me why you are sad?" She ensured that he was not hun and did not call
attention to his refusal to eat. later. when the other children in her group ate lunch.. the
child began to taste his meal and commented that the food was good. Child 1 said.

-MMMM this is good-. MTRI praised the child. "Good for you. you are trying it. it is
good isn't it'· as thecbild continued to eat. Modeling routines like this provided MTEl
with an appropriate model of coordinating lunch routines and demonstrated an
appropriate way to respond to children's needs, Occasions Iilce this occurred frequently
during the study, where a routine was being modeled by a mentor and a situation arose
where the mentor would be required to respond to a unique situation.
Wbc:a. MTRI modeled planning and coordinating daily routines. she demonstrated

a sensitive approach to children. After observing modeling like this. MTE 1 often
mentioned that. " Now I will feel more comfortable dealing with these particular issues

because [have a model to reflect on. ~ However, MTRl pointed out to her mentee that.
"although a strategy may not worle in all situations, it is imponant for teachers to
respond sensitively to a child whatever the situation." MTEI agreed with her mentor and
further stated:

I liked how you didn't call anention to the child not eating his lunch, I think that
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may be why he tried it later when he saw the other children eating. [was glad thal:
you were handling that: situation because I don't think I would have known how [0
~ [(l

the child. I guess in time [ might know. Do you think?

MTRI reassured her that becoming skilled al: responding to individual children's
behaviours requires time. She srated. "Over the neX[ couple of weeks, there will be
many opponunities for you to observe me as [coordinate lunch and snack. I will bdp
yelL"

.-\5 the stUdy progressed. MTRl continued to model snack and lunch routines and

MTEI became confident in planning and coordinating these routines.
Transition time was another routine that was difficult for mentees to plan and
coordinate. Transition time was the time when children moved from one routine or
activity to another. For example, when children finished outdoor play in the morning.
they went indoors for lunch. The time period between outdoor time and lunch. was
referred to as a transition time. MTRJ was sensitive to he:rmemee's anxiety about
trmsition time. An incident depicting such an occasion occurred during Phase I when
the children in MTR3's group were playing outdoors. They bad been playing in the sand
box and on the climber for 30 minutes and it was almost lunch time. MTR3 was aware

thai: the children were very involved in their play and would not want to go indoors for
lunch. She approached each child and made eye contact with them., saying:
Five more minutes and we will go inside for lunch. [fyou want to climb on the
climber one more time or build one more sand castle, you need to do it now. I
know we have something very special for lunch today and I know you must be

hungry after playing all morning. You will need good food for lunch if you want
to have the energy to play again. this afternoon..

Later during the day, MTR3 discussed with her me:ntee the process she followed when

moving her children from one routine to another.
MTR3: I gave them (children] five more minutes before they went inside.
Transition time is always important [0 yOlmg children. It prepares them for what
is going to happen next. five more minutes we are going to have lunch and we are

going to go inside to the exercise area. That gives them the time to finish what
they are doing and let's them know what is going [0 happen..
Whenever possible. MTR.3 followed her modeling episodes with an explanation for her
actions. Such demonstrations and discussions. which emphasized the imponance of a
routine for children and the usc of speci..fic examples of the language the mentor used to
inform the children of me routine. provided a model for the [Dentce to use when she
became responsible for planning and coordinating routines in the children's program.
Through discussions and demonstrations during Phase I. the MCltees became
comfoItable planning and coordinating daily routines. During Phase II. mentees wen:
responsible for planning and implementing cwricu1um activities with mentor assistance.

They expressed concerns about assisting their mentors with these activities. The mentors
acknowledged their concerns by modeling strategies and skills related to planning and
implementing curriculum activities.
For example. MTR2 became aware ofhermentce's concerns through

9.

discussions about teaching practices ~!ated 10 implementing curricu1wn acti'\.;ties with
the children. Based on this information. MTR2 arranged opportunities to model
curriculum activities as she inttoduced and facilitated activities with the children. She
took time 10 discuss and plan the learning activity with her mentee prior [0
implementation and pointed out strategies and skills for her mentee to observe. Some
curriculum activities modeled we~: setting up the learning area where the learning
activity occurred.. choosing materials. encouraging the childrcl to participate. and
appropriate language 10 use with the children throughout the activity.
Throughout the study,

~rrR2 provided.

a variety ofleaming activities focusing on

the children's developmental areas. i.e... physical. social, emotional and cognitive.
MTIU discussed with and demonstrated for MTE2 the importance of meeting the
individual needs of children., as well as the needs of the group when planning and
implementing learning activities. In addition., consideration was given to choosing a
learning activity. Such modeling was evident during Phase Il when the children in
MTR2's group talked about piclcing blueberries over the weekend. MTR2 discussed with
her men.tee activities they could do with the children to facilitate and expand on their
interest in this topic. She stated. "'The children are obviously interested in blueberries. I
had planned to prepare snack with the children this afternoon, maybe we could make
blueberry muffins:' The plan was made and they decided to make blueberry muffins and
share the book Blneberries for Sa! (McCloskey). Before the muffins were made. MTR2
emphasized the areas for her mCDtee to focus on as she observed the activity, "Notice the

••

language and math skills the children will be using as I implement the activity:' As
MTR2 carried. out the activity, the children were involved. in maJ.b and language skills as

mey poured and measured ingredients for the muffins. MTR2 talked about measuring
and pouring as the children added. ingredients and referred. to the recipe chan. "Can you
show me one cup?" One of the children took the measuring cup and filled. it wilh flour.
Next MTR2 asked. the children what ingredient would be added next. One of the children
said, "eggs~. MTR2 ask~ "How many eggs do we add'! One of me children went to

the recipe chart and counted. "one.

tWO

eggs:' TIlis dialogue continued throughout the

activity until all the ingredients were added and the batter was added to the muffin pans.
The children posed additional questions for further information. They wanted. [0 know
bow many muffins they would bave for snack and if there would be enough for everyone.
MTR2 reassured them that. "there are 24 muffins and 16 children, do you think \\:e will
have enough'! The children were content that there would be more than enough.. One of
the children thought there might be enough for the children in the full-day program.
later, MTE2 noted bow her mentor had picked up on the children's interest in blueberries
and the activities her mentor planned to genenle additional interest in the topic.
MTE2; I was really impressed when the children came in so excited about going
blu~ picking over

the weekend. I knew you had planned. something else for

snack this afternoon but you immediately went with the children's interests. I
guess that's what the instructors mean wben they talk about being flexible with
your program plans and meeting the needs of the children.
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The book. Blueberries fnr Sa' MTR2 chose [0 read prior to making muffins.
appealed to the childa;n's interest and connected liter.u:y to the activity. Reading books
related to me children's interest was a meaningful way to connect literacy to a topic.
Reading Blueberries eM Sal to me children generated int~ in dramatic playas the
children took turns role playing characters from the book.
A.fier hearing che story and making the muffins the children's interest heightened.

MTR2 noted this and expanded the topic by planning a field trip to go blueberry piclring.
When the children retwned they made blueberry jam and created their own story, As the
children dicwed the story, MTR2 wrote it on a chan. The story was later displayed in
the book comer. This modeling of curriculum planning and implementation was a
meaningfulleaming experience for MTE2, She stated:

I don't remember ever seeing a teacher expand on the children's interests in chis
manner. They were so excited about the field trip that they just had to get their
story written down, You pick.ed up on that too. There was so much gOlog on but

there was so much learning that I dido't feel confused.. I was trying to make
oates. I was afraid that: I would forget something and this experience is something

I know will help me later when I plan and implement activities. [hope the
children will be as excited fOl· my activities as they were for this activity.
1bis experience provided MTE2 the opportunity to observe curriculum activities related
to the children's needs and interests being planned and implemented.
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Another incident which showed a mentor modeling planning and implementing
cumculum activities occurred during Phase II. It focused on individualizing a curriculum
plan for a child. MfR4 observed tha1 Child 2 bad problems socializing with the other
children. She sat alone much of the time and did not interact with the others. MTR4
talked to MTE4 about her observations. stating. "I am concemed. about (Child 2's name).
she doesn't interact with the other children and hasn't established any friendships. I lhink.
it is time to set up some activities tha1 will encourage her to play with other children.··

On the following day. MTR4 placed large boxes and collage materials in the block comer
for a small group activity. MTR4 sat with the children and talked with them about the

materials as she encouraged. Child 2 to play with the materials.
MTR.4: (Child 2's name), would you like to make something with these maIe:rials
__ . I see Child 3 is making a television. Would you like to help him? I can help

also. Would you like to bring your W"mnie the Pooh bear to help you?
Child 2 left: the area and returned with her Wmnie the Pooh. She went to MTR4 and said.
'We could put Winnie the Pooh inside the televisioo and we could have a puppet show."
She approached Child 3 and asked him ifhe wanted (0 have a puppet show. Child 3
agreed and invited two other children to join them.. In this situation. MTE4 observed. her
mentor plan and implement a curricull.DIl activity that focused on an individual child.
MTR4 made changes to the activity based on Child 2's nmis and interests.
Modeling was a positive mentoring strategy which mentors used to demonsttate
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planning and coon:linat:ing daily routines and planning and implementing curriculum
activities during Phase 1 and Phase ll. Mentors recognized that during these phases,
the mentees had not acquired the sO'ategies and skills necessary to demonstrate
successfully the development and implementation of curriculum. Therefore.. it was
necessary that the mentees obser..e these strategies and skills being modeled in a variety
ofsinwion5.

Mentors Modeling Effectiye Guidance S!TjlIcgjes and SkjUs

Throughout the study. mt:nlees wen: responsible for demonstnring strategies and
skills relating to guiding children's behaviours.

During Phase L the researcher noted that

the mentees hesitated to intervene when children demonstrated inappropriate behaviours.
Mentors observed this hesitancy and discussed the reasons for the hesitation with their

mentees'. The mentees said they did DOt know the children enough to guide their
behaviours appropriately. They indicated tha.r. they first required time to observe their
mentors demonstrate guidance strategies and skills prior to intervening when children
behaved inappropriately.
Mentors were aware of their mentees' need to observe them. guiding their
children's behaviours. Over the duration of the stUdy. the mentors modeled. straIegies and
skills re1aIed to guiding children's behaviours on 92 occasions (see Table 7). Each
mentor modeled these strategies and skills at different frequencies. For example. MTRI
and MTR3, in the full·day program. modeled guidance straIegies and skills more often
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than MTR2 and MTR4 in the half-day program (see Table 7). At least. ~ factors
influenced dIis difference. One. there were more children in me fulI-day program: two.
lhese children were in child care for a full-day as opposed to a half-day; and three.
MTR2 was absent a grea1 deal of time during Phase IT and Phase ill.
Guidance strategies and skills were modeled most often during Phase [ and Phase
IT (see Table 7). It was during dIis time that the mentees expressed concern about not
having the necessary skiIIs to intervene when children demonstrated inappropriate
behaviours.. Mentors recognized the need for mentees to first observe mem when they
modeled appropriate guidance strategies and skills before being expected to demonstrate
them later during Phase II and during Phase ill.
While me children in the full-day and balf-day programs were learning to
develop self-control, there were many occasions dwing this learning process. when they
needed guidance. These occasions provided opportUnities for mentors to model guidance
mategies and skills for their mentees. When mentors guided children's behaviours. they
demonstrated a sensitive manner with children. In this regard. MTRl modeled guidance
strategies and skills as she worked with the children by foUowing through with
consequc:nces to their behaviours and redirecting the children's behaviours. For instance
during conflict situations between children. she redirected the child who behaved
inappropriately, by saying, "When you need to squeeze or hit something, you can squeeze
or hit a pillow but I can't let you squeeze [child'S name}." On another occasion, Child 3
sat a toy dinosaur on Child 4's paper. Child 4 screamed and became very upset, and in

,.,

response to this. MTRl went over to her and put her arms around her to comfon her.
After. she went to Child 3 and asked. her to take the toy dinosaur away.

MTRI: Child 4 doesn't want the dinosaur on her paper. can you find another
place [0 put it':' [MTRI was aware that Child 4 was having a difficult day so she
demonstrated sensitivity to the child as she redirected Child 3 to find another
place for her dinosaur.] Child 4 is sad today and

wantS

to be alone. She doesn't

Want you to play with her, but I can see you would like a friend to play with. I
can help you find another space for your dinosaur. I see Child 5 is playing in the
block comer, would you like forme to check and see ifhe would like to play with
you?
MTRl was calm but firm in situations like these. She always positioned herself whereby

she was making eye contact with the child before speaking. She also followed through
with an explanarion to her mentee., "Sometimes children don't want to ~ their space
with another child.. especi.ally when they are having a bad day. It is im:porwu for
teachers to be aware of this and to help children respect other children's feelings. Young

children need help with this sometimes." MTR2 often modeled a problem solving
strategy with children who had problems controlling their behaviours. During Phase II

when Child 6 insisted on climbing over the furniture, MTRl reminded him that this was
dangerous and she did DOt want him to burt himself. When this approach was
unsuccessful and the child continued to climb over the furniture,. MTR2 sat with the
child and discussed the situation to gencr.ue solutions. "(Child 6's name), I can not let

lOS

you climb over the furniture. it is dangerous. Cm you think of other ways to get to the
activity areas without climbing on the furniture? Let's make a list ofother ways". Child

6 was interested in generating solutions to this problem and made several suggestions
such as WI could make a rocket and fiy to the block comer. I could walk around the
fumi~ and

thai: would be safer. My mom and dad would he sad if I hun myself."

MTR2 made a list of the child's solutions and praised the child for solving the problem
and suggesting ways to move from area to area, "I think: walking around the furniture is a
good idea and you are right. it would he safer. Your mom and dad would be sad. if you
hun yourself:" MTE2 observed this process and commented. "I read about this
technique in my textbook but I have not observed it before today." She was amazed at
the child's willingness to generate solutions. Such modeling helped to connect theory
and practice for MTE2 as she observed her mentor model a guidance strategy she had
learned through her course work.

M'IR3 modeled guidance str3tegies and skills for her mentee on many occasions.
During Phase II. MTR3 and her mentee were in the playground area with a group of
children.. MTE3 was with a small group of children who were busy mixing a potion they
referred to as pineapple juice. MTRJ was in another area of the garden with another
group ofchiIdre:n. One of the children [Child 7] who was with MTE3 pushed another
child, (Child 8] who feU down and cried.. MTE3 immediately went to comfort Child 8
and picked her up and put her arms around her, and asked "Are you alright (child 8's
name), did you burt yourseItr' When the child stopped crying and responded. "Yes.

10.

Child 7 hun me and [want my mommy", :MTE3 called to her mentor to help with Child
7. She looked UPSet and worried when she was not sure her mentor had he:ud her or if

she would come to her rescue. MTR3 did hear her and came immediately to intervene in
the situation. She knelt down to Child 7's eye level and talked to him.
MTRJ: What happened?
Child 7: I don't ' .....ant her [refers to Child 8] in my house ... so she wouldn't listen and I
pushed her [Child 7 cries}.
~ITR3:

You need to use your words and if Child 8 doesn't listen. then you should
ask: your teacher to help. Pushing hurts and now Child 8 is sad.. \V}w. will

you do the next time another child doesn't listen to you?
Together they brainstormed solutions for a similar incident. Child 7 was very articulate
about what be would do the next time and he went to tell Child 8 that he was sorry.

MfE3 observed this situation with interest and enthusiasm. She lalked to her mentor
soon after the siruarion was over.
MTE):

I was worried when I thought thaI I might have to intervene with Child 7.
I admit I am intimidated by (child Ts name), because I have seen him behave
inappropriately on many occasions and he makes me anxious. I was amazed ar.
your calm. sensitive manner when you talked to the children. You didn't get
upset. that was am.azing, especially when (child 7'5 name) challenged you during
the problem solving session.
MTR3 reassured her mentee that it was not always easy to guide children's
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behaviour and some children were more challenging than others. However, getting upset
or angry with a child who was already angry and upset would not help me child resolve

his anger:md frustration and would nor assist him to gain self-a>ntroL
~ITR3:

It is important to remain in control because mese children have not

developed self control yet. (Child Ts name) is only 4 years old and he is learning
about self control. Do you notice times when his behaviour is controlled? I try to
comment on those occasions and let him know that this is great...and be responds

\..ith confidence in himself. Occasions like these let us know mar. he isn't quite
there yet. He is stillieaming about control and our role is to help him and all the
ehildren..
MTR3 seemed to welcome opportunities to model appropriate guidance strategies and

skills for her merttce. She did not need to worry about not having opporrunities to model
numerous guidance skills because there were many. Although each situation and child
was unique. there were many similarities to me other skills modeled by MTR3 during the

_yo
Another guiding behaviour modeled by mentors was related to children's safety.
MTR4 demonstrated such behaviour when the ebildrcJ. were playing

at

the water play

table, Child 9 was running from the water play table to the sand table, carrying a
container of water. As she ran. water splashed over the floor and the aml became quite
dangerous. MTE4 observed MTR4 approach Child 9 and redirect her behaviour. MTR4
put her arm around the child and said:
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(Child 9's namel. the floor is getting very wet and otbachildrenare falling. I
need. you lO keep the watain the water play table. When we go outdoor.; later.

you can carty Water from the water table to the sand box. It will be safe to do that
outdoor.;. It isn't safe bere in the playroom.
MTE4 commented later, '1"he children listen to you. I don't think she would have
listened lO me if I had intervened that time.- MTR4 reassured her mentee that the
children will listen lO her when they are more £am.iliar with ber. MTR4 said;
Students always comment about the children not listening to them. especially at
the beginning of the field placement. But they always comment at the end of the
placement that the children begin to view them. as real teacbers. It takes time fo.
the children to be comfortable with you.

MTE4 was relieved to know that students in ~ous years bad similar experiences
during the beginning of their placements. Sbe was reassured when MfR4 infonned berthat in the past. once the children became comfonable with the students. the children

listened and responded to them in the same way as their teachers.

McnIOl'5

Coaching Strategies

and

Skills

Coaching in the context of this stUdy referred lO the occasions when mentor.;
provided assistance and instruction to their rncuees as they planned and implemented
curriculum activities or guided children's behaviours. From the discussions between the
mentors and their rnentees. as well as the mentors' observations of the mentees'

'0'

intc:ractions with the cbildlm.. the mentors recognized that. although. the mentees were
interested in planning and implementing cmriculum activities.. they were also nervous
about doing the entire activity without assistance. In addition. although the mentees
expressed enthusiasm about guiding the children's behavioUIS. they insisted that they
required mentor assistance until they were more confident intervening when children
behaved inappropriately.
The resean:her observed that such coaching occurred more in Phase II than Phase
lor Phase ill (see Table 8). Th.is difference was influenced by two factors: planning and
implementing cwriculum activities and guiding children's behaviours. Throughout the
study, all of the mentors spent time coaching a variety of curriculum activities and
guidance skills with their menteC:S. As Table 8 indicates.. some mentors coached more
than others. Since MTR2 was absent for pan of Phase II and throughout Phase

m. the

number ofcoaching sessions was less for her during this time than for the other mentors.
Coaching occurred on 113 occasions throughout the study.

Mentors coached the

meotees to plan and implement curriculum activities on 63 occasions and they coached
guidance smuegjes and skills, related to guiding children's behaviours. on SO occasions
(see Table 8).
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Table 8. Meator Coacbing Strategi~ and Skills
MTR

Planoing & Implementing

Guiding Childreo's Behaviours

Cqrricnlum Atmities

P....

n

P....

m

n

m

17

20

17

Subtotal

48

ToW

63

11

37
SO

Menmrs Coach plannjng and Implementing Cmticu!"rn Actiyities

During Phase II. mentees expressed concerns about planaing and implementing
curriculum activities alone. They discussed these concerns with their mento~ and
collaboratively made plans whereby their mentOr would coach them. until they were
comfortable planning and implementing curriculum activities without mentor assistance.
Mentor coaching occurred when MTEl had. planned a gross motor activity with
the cbildren and she informed. MTRl that she was not sure how to gather the child.ren and
generate interest in her activity. Even though she was confident about her activity and
materials choice. she required assistance getting started. She also expressed concern
about wtw. she would do if the children were not interested in the activity. MTRl agreed
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to coach her mentee to gather the children for the u:tivity and maintain the children's
interest during: the activity. MTRI suggested that she g:atbc:r the children on the carpet

first and introduce the activity.
MTRl: I find that when the children are gathered together in an area away from
the other activities in the room. there is a tendency for them to become interested
in the planned activity. When you show the children some of the materials you
will be using during the activity they tend to get more excited about the activity.
Do you want to gather the children now and introduce your activity?
During the implementation of the gross motor activity, $Orne of the children lost.
interest and wandered to another area of the playroom. MTRl told ber mentee. "call the
children back." When the children came bu:k to the area. MTRl suggested to hermentee
that the children may have lost interest because they had to wait a long time for their tum.

MTRl stated., "Maybe you could bring more pylons and ring toss next time. Then me
children won't have to wait so long: for a tum. I will go and get more while you continue
the activity. [MTR1 did not have to leave the area.. The materials were stored in a
cupboard in the area). MIRl went to the cupboard and returned with additional

materials. She sat beside MTEI and gave her me additional materials. MIRI told ber to
call the children back who had wandered away when there was DOt enough materials.
MTRI belped ber mentee gaJ.her the children and the activity continued.
Coaching allowed MTEl to implement ber activity successfully. She invited the
children to join in her activity. When they wandered away, MTRI told ber to call them
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back. A coaching e:tpcrience such as this was sensitive [0 MTEI's needs. MTRI

recognized mat her memee needed assistance :md insauction and she responded in an
appropriate manner. MTEI realized that the success oCher activity was dependent on her
mentor's coaching. Coaching, such as this provided a learning experience for MTEI
reWed to the imponance ofbeillg prepared prior to implementing a gross motor activiry.

It was coaching experiences of this nature dwing Phase II. that led. MfEI to become
comfortable planning and implemeati.ng other curriculum activities during Phase ITl
Another example of a mentor coaching her mcttee to plan and implement a
cwriculwn activity occurred during Phase II. MTE2 planned collaboratively with MTR2

to take a group of children on a natUre walk and involve the children in learning activities
related to nature. During their planning discussion. MTR2 told her mentee, "I will be
available during the nature walk. and the activities following the naturt: walk to assist
you.,. While the children and teachers were on their narure walk. the children collected

branches and leaves to make individual nature collages. MTR2 assisted and insttucted
her mentee to gather the children together in a circle to talk about their walk and the items
they had collected.
MTR2: The first thing you need to do is gather the children together in the block:
comer to talk about their walk. Tell the children to bring the items they collected
on their walk to the block comer. The block. comer is best because there is a
bulletin board there that the children can use to display their collage materials. It
is important to ask the children questions related to the materials they collected.
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For example. you should ask them to tell you about the leaves. \\<"h.ere did you
find them? Wh.aJ. can you do with them? Make statements about the materials .
. You could say that the leaves have inten:sting colol'$ .. and there seems to be
more golden leaves than red leaves. Ask them [the children]

[0

son them [the

leaves] by color. You can get staned now because the children are here and they

look excited.
Use of descriptive language was an area in which MTE2 needed instruction. She was
quiet and was not always cornfonable interacting with the children. However. when
MTR2 instructed her to use descriptive language with the children and gave some
examples that she could use. MTE2 initiated descriptive discussion with the children.
She asked questions and made comments about the materials the children collected.
MTE2said:
[ see you collected twigs and berries. Can you tell me about them. I also see
interesting colors in the leaves and I see (child 2's name) feeling the bumps on the
berries. Wh..aI are those bumps? Can you feel them again?
As MTE2 interacted with the children., they responded to her questions and presented

additional ones. The researcher observed the childrm were comfortable with MTE2 as
they responded to her questions.
Activities of this natUre encouraged MTE2 to initiate and facilitate activities for
children without coaching. Coaching was therefore an effective strategy for MTR2 to use
with her mentee. in light of her mentee's reservations about interacting with the children.

1U

Coaching prompted MTE2 to interact \\ith the children as she implemented the activity.
~ITR2 talked with

hermentee at the end ofllie session and provided feedback on bow the

activity wenL She staJ:ed:

I can see that you are becoming more relaxed interacting with the children and
they (children] are more comionable with you. They were enthusiastic when you
were interacting with them about the collage materials. I think. they were picking
up on your excitemenL
~ITE2 was

pleased with the children's ~tions and felt that she had been successful

implementing the activity with ber mentOr's coacbing. Sbe indicated that she was

surprised that she was so comfortable interacting with the children.
MTE2: I was pleased with how the nature walk wem and with dle collage activity.

I was glad you were there to help me. I don't think I am ready yet to implement
activities \vithout assistance, but I feel I am doing a lot better than a couple of
weeks ago.
MTR3 coacbed MTE3 wben MTE3 voiced concerns regarding children's
demands on ber.
MTE3 : I find the children are demanding and I don't know bow to respond to
their demands and do my creative activity as well. I will need your help.

MTR.3 responded to ber mentee's concerns:
I will sit beside you as you implement your activity. I will also make suggestions
as you are setting up the activity. For example. how many children are you
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planning to have participate in the act,,;ry and how will the children mow that
there is a limit on numbers?
MTE3: {hadn't thought about setting limits on numbers. but I gu~ that is a
good idea. I wouldn't want any more than six children. What do you think?
\-ITRJ: Six is a good number but how will the children know that you have space

for only six children? Wbatclue will you give?
~ITE3:

Well. I noticed thar. you put a certain number of chairs around the table

when you have done an activity. Then when the chairs were occupied you told
the children that the spaces were fiUed. I couId do something like that.
MTR3 agreed that this would be an appropriate implementation straIegy. In addition. it

ensured that MTE3 controlled the activity. She said:
That sounds like a good. plan. Then you will have more control over your activity.
Controlling the number of children participating in an activity is a good plan to
ensure that things don't get out of control as you implement the activity. You
mentioned thai: you were anxious about dte children being demanding. I think that
when you have larger numbers of children participating in an activity it can be
demanding. However. I find that when the nwnbers are lower the teacher has
monl control over the activity and the children benefit.
Coaching during the planning stage helped MTE3 to develop a plan regarding

effective implementation ofcurriculum learning activities. During Phase U. MTR3 often
coached her mentee during the planning stage to ensure that her mentee was prepared to
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implement her curriculwn activity. In addition. during the implementation of MTEJ's
activities. MTRJ sat beside her assisting and instructing when necessary. MTE3 was
often nervous prior to implementing curriculum activiti~ but Ia!er showed confidence
wben ber mentor was sitting beside her. ready to advise and a.ssisl: her when necessary.
During Phase U. MTE4 exp~ed ber anxiety about the necessity of planning and
implementing curriculum activities. MTR4 responded to her anxiety by coaching her
when she implemented one ofber curriculum activities. MTE4 had planned to involve
her children in a group rime activity that focused on language development. She brought
a variety of animal pictures and the book A House
share with the children.

~4

rs A Honse for Me (Hoberman) to

sat beside MTE4 as she gathered the children in the book

comer. She took out each animal picture individually and held it for the children to see.
She encouraged the childrm to identify the picture and share their knowledge about the
animals. When she held the pietlD'e of the bear. several of the children became very
excited and shouted. "Bear. Bear" several times. The other children were distracted and
began to move away from the an:a. MTE4 was DOt S'tItt bow to respond to the children
and regain their attention. MTR4 recognized her mentee's dilemma and moved closer to

the children as she said. "MTE4 cannot hear and the other children can not hear. Can you
sit back on the carpet because MTE4 bas more animal pictures to sbow you." When the
children sat down., MTR4 moved back and signaled MTE4 10 continue. MTE4 continued
to select animal pictures and discuss them with the children. Sbortly after. the children
became restless again. Without mentor coaching MTE4 reminded the children to sit on
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their carpet., "r need. you to sit on your carpel. The other children can't see when you are
standing." MTR4 smiled at her and nodded to indicate that this approach was
appropriate. When MTE4 finished showing the pictures to the children. she intended to
tead A House Is A House

For Me to the children. However. MTR4 moved closer to her

mentee and reminded her. -The children I1ave been sitting for 20 minutes. I think it
might be too much to expect them to sit for another lO minutes. Do you think?" MTE4
agreed and wondered if she could read it at circle time, later during the moming. MTR4
replied. uyes., that is a good idea. Circle time would be a great rime to share the book

with the children:'
Ibis experience was instrumental to encouraging MTE4 to implement other
curriculum activities during Phase II, with her mentor's assistance.. When MTR4 praised
MTE4 for the language activity thaI she implemented, she stated:
I expected that you would need help when the children got restless. You didn't
have the experience necessary to implement the activity without assistance. ThaI
will come with time and experience. I will be assisting you for the next week: or
two and then you will be ready to implement activities without my assistance.

Mmtors Coach Effl"Ctjvc Gujdance

Srraregics

and

Skins

MTR3 coached her mentee to guide the children's behaviours more often than any
ofthe other mentors in the study (see Table 8). The majority oftbese coaching episodes
occurred during Phase

a.

This was the time when MTE3 indicated that she was nervous
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when children behaved inappropriately and she lacked confidence to intervene in those
sinwions. MTR.3 recognized that. her mentee would need assistance in this area. and that
she would need to demonstrate guidance skills before the end oftbe study. She had
modeled these skills during Phase I and the beginning of Phase II, however, MTE3
continued to express anxiety about spontaneously intervening when children
demonstmed challenging behaviours. During the second week of Phase II. MTR3 ta.lked
to her mentee about what tbey could do collaboratively to ensure she developed

appropriate guidance stral:egies and skills.. They discussed this during their conferences.
however discussion without some plan to progress to the next step was not helpful
Therefore,. MTR3 and MTEJ developed a plan regarding effective intervention strategies
re!aled to children's behavioural problems.
During Phase II. there were many occasions for MTE3 to use the different
interVention strategies to guide children's behaviours. One incident ocCUl'l'ed while she sat
with a group of children at the play dough table and MTR3 observed her. Child 10 held a
smail plastic hammer and attempted to hit Child 1I with the hammer. MTE3 intervened
immediately, telling Child 10 that the hammer could hurt Child 11. When she reached to
put her arm around Child 10, be pulled away and aied to hit ber. MTE3 appearcd. to be
upset. however, she continued to talk to Child 10 and made eye contact with him. Child

to was not interested in tallcing and avoided loolring at MTE3. MfR3 was observing this

interaction and made eye contact with her mentee, who responded.. "Help, I am not sure
what to do now. He isn't listening and this isn't working:' MTR3 approacbedChild 10
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and put be:- mn around him (gently) and made eye eontaCt with him.

MTR3 said.. "'The

hammer can hun ( Child II's name). We can't let you hurt the children. You can use the
hammer [0 punch the play dough. 1 can help you find a space and some play dough:'
MTR3 nonced that the hammer was broken. She WIned to MTEJ and lOld her lO ask
(Child 10's name) ifhe would you like for her [MTEJ] lO help him fix the hammer.
MTR3 suggested. tha1 once the hammer was fixed. MTE3 should help him [Child 100s
name] find some play dough or any appropriate materiallO punch. This would redirect
the child's inappropriate behaviour. When MTE3 asked Child 10, "Would you like for
me to help you fix the hammer?" he ~1ic:d.,"1 would like lO fix it if you help me- [Child
10 smiles].
Later when MTR3 and MTE3 discussed the behavioural incident.. MTE3 noted
how her mentor addressed the problem by telling the child that she would not let him hun
another child. however. she did redirect the child to use the hammer to punch the play
dough instead of the other child.. She appreciated the instruction MTR3 provided about
helping the child fix the hammer and redirecting his inappropriate behaviour. MTE3 also
noted. that ber mentor was very calm and reassuring to the child. MTE3 thought that she

was probably too quick to make eontaet with the child (pulling him towards her) and this
may have caused the child to resist and initiate more aggression by trying to hit her. She
said, "Next time I will move in close to the child but [ will not initiate moving too close

and touching him: this eouId be intimidating for the child.
MTR3 assisted and instructed MTE3 to demonstrate guidance strategies and skills
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like this during Phase II because she recognized that MTE3 did not yet have these skills.

In addition. MTE3 would be required to demonsaate these skills later during Phase

[I

and

throughout Phase ill without assisunce and instruction.. Therefore. coaching was an
effective mentoring strategy to promote MTEJ's use of guidance strategies and skills in a
noo- threatening and supportive environmenL
Several occasions arose where MTRl coached MTEI to guide the children's
behaviours. On 11 occasions, she was aware that her mentce needed help as she
snuggled to intervene in an appropriate manner to guide the children's behaviours.
During Phase II. a challenging situation arose that involved a group ofcbildre:n during
mack time. MTR4 was assisting MTE4
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coordinate snack routine when she had to

leave to help a child in the bathroom. While she was away, Child 1 became angry

because her chair ripped over and the other chi1drm. laughed. MTE4 belped Child I off
the floor and picked up her chair. She also checked to ~ Child 1 was not hun. Child
I began screaming and throwing dishes at the other children. She hit sevcral of the
children during this rime. MTE4 tried to interVene bw each time she tried to get close to
her. Child 1 kicked and screamed. MTE4 left Child I and went to the other children to
ensure they were not hurt by the thrown dishes. Noting the children were unharmed,
MTE4 approached Child 1. Child 1 continued to scream.. "Get away from me, you're DOt

my teacher." MTE4 replied. .. No, ['m not your teacher but [care about you and I want
to make sure you are okay," At this poinL MTR4 arrived back: in the area and Child I
immediately ran to her.
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Mrn.4: What happened (Child I's name)? Why are you

~g?

Child I: I fell and the kids laughed at me and she's [MTE4J not my teacher. I
want you to sit with me. [don'twanther [refers to MfE4].
MTE4 approached MTR4 and briefly told her wha1 had happened.. MTR4 replied..
"sounds like you did aU the right things. It is imponant that (Child l's name) understands
that you arc a teacher. You will need to follow through with (Child I's name) but first I
will talk: to her. I will give you a signal when I am finished and then I want you to tell her
that throwing things can hun otberchildren. It is okay to scream but it's not okay to
throw things. I will speak: with her [Child IJ first.
MTR4: MTE4 is your teacher also. She helps me teach. I help her to teach. She
was concerned that you might be hurt. Can you taIlc: to MTE4 about what

happened. I will stay here close-by.
(Child I approached MTE4] and said: I'm sorry but I wanted my leacher.
MTE4: I know you wanted (MTR4's name) but she was busy and I was trying to
help you- I was worried that you were hun. and r was worried that you would hun
the other children. Throwing things can hun. others. It's okay to be angry and it's
okay to scream but it's aot okay to throw things at the other children. Do you
UDdc:mand (Child I's name)?
Child I: I'm sony but they laughed and it wasn't funny. Tbeyalways laugh at me
when I fall.
MTE4: h isn't nice when someone laugbs when you are bun. I will talk to the
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children and tellmem how you felt. Okay. Now let's pick: up the dishes and put
lhe:m on the trolley.
),ITR4 observed the situation and as MTE4 spoke. MTR4 kept eye contact with (Child l's
name). This strategy was helpful especially when MTE4 spoke to (Child I's namel.

\ITR4 reaffirmed the seriousness oflhe situation and ensured that if (Child l's name) did
not listen to MTE4, she would intervene.
Situations that required guidance ofchildren's behaviours were common with the
young children. They often rebelled against the mentees in favor of the mentors.
However. it was impoIUIlt in these siruarions that the mentors informed the children of
me mentees' role. as MTR4 did in the last cited situation. MTR4 was always n:spectful
of her mentec's role and this example provided evidence of that respect. MTR4 did not
expect MTE4 to deal with this situation without assistance and instruction. When MfE4
had. opportUnities of this nature. she practiced behavioural interventions. increasing ber
confidence

at

guiding children's behaviotUS in a variety of situations.

.4Jthough MTR2 and MTR4 did coach their mentecs to guide children's
behaviours on several occasions, the OCCUIttDCCS were minimal (see Table 8). The main
reason for this limited coaching was that they were in the balf--<iay program. Also, MTR2
was absent a great deal of time during Phase II and Phase ilL
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Modeling was an effective mentoring strategy that was used by all menlors
throughout the study. However. it was used most during Phase I and week one of Phase
II of the stUdy (see Table 7). When the mentors modeled. they demonstrated effective
strategies and skills for planning and coordinating daily routines. planning and
implementing curriculum activities. and guiding children's behaviours.

Over the duration aftbe study, mentors modeled strategies and skills related to
planning and coordinating daily routines. and planning and implementing curriculum
activities 236 times. while they modeled guiding children's behaviours on 92 occasions.

MTRI and MTR3. in the full-day program. modeled strategies and skills related to
guiding children's behaviours more frequently than MTR2 and MTR4 in the half-day
program. Children in the balf-day program did not display the frequency of inappropriate
behaviours that were displayed. in the full-day program. therefore. mentors in the half-day
program did not have the same oppommities to model guidance strategies and skills. All
mentees responded positively to mentor modeling. They maintained that observing me
mentors demonstrate how to plan and coordinate daily routines. and plan and implement
curriculum activities and guidance strategies and skills was a prerequisite to their

ptaeticing of these strategies and skills.
During the stUdy, mentol'S coached. suategies and skills related. to planning and
implementing curriculum activities 63 times. while they coached guiding children's
behaviours on 50 occasions. However. it was demonstrated most frequently during
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Phase II (see Table 81. It was during this time that the mentees were expected to begin
practicing and demonsaating skills related to planning and implementing curriculwn
activities and guiding: children's behaviours. MTRl and MTRJ. in the full-day program.
demonstrated coaching strategies and skills on 84 occasions. whereas MTR2 and MTR4.

in the balfoday program demonstrated these stra1egies and skills 29 times. The low
frequency of coaching behaviours for mentors in the half-day program was due to MTR2
being absent a great deal of time during Phase II. when coaching occurred most often.
However. this does not explain me rationale for MTR4's low frequency of coaching
behaviours (see Table 8). Mentors coaching mentees as they planned and implemented
cwnculum activities and guided children's behaviours was an imponant step prior to the
meDtees having to demonstrate these strategies and skills without mentor assistance and
instruction.

Conf'"1'C!'Ces· An AppropriaTe StraTegy To Promote and Enconnge ReOee;tive Thinking

The analysis of me transcriptions of the audiotapes and the researcher's
descriptive field notes of me conference discussions wim each mentor and mentee pair
revealed thar. conferencing was effective in promoting and encouraging reflective
feedba.ck in relation to early ehildhood education teaChing practices. When mentors
observed the mentees during the day, they noted their use ofspecific teaehing and
guidance strategies and skills. Tberefore, when mentors provided reflective feedback it
was focused on the strategies and skills demonstrated as lhe mentees planned and
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implemented curriculum activities and guided children's behaviours. Although reflective
feedback: was provided on specific teaching practices. the researcher did not provide an
outline to guide the conference discussions.
When mentors. through conference discussions, questions. and suggestions.
encouraged the mentees to reflect on leaChing practices, they reflected on their teaching
practices and teaching philosophy, as weU as the teaching practices of their mentees.
When mentors reflected on their teaching practices in this manner, they were able to
provide enhanced reflective feedback specific to the mentees teaching practices.
Therefore. when mcnees received reflective feedback: on their leaChing practices.. they
were encouraged to become reflective thinkers. As well, when mentors reflected on their
teaching practices and philosophy, and gave reflective feedback: to the mentees, the
mentors became reflective thinkers. In addition. the mentors' and mentees' teaching
practices were enhanced. The analysis of the conference discussions identified, in
addition. several mentor qualities which created a non-threatening environment which
fostered mentor and mentee reflective thinking.

Mentors Encourage Reflective Thjnkjng AS They Provide Reflective Feedback
Reflective feedback: in the conteXt of this study referred to the mentors' reflections
of their daily observations ofthe mentees. These observations focused on the mentees
planning and implementing curriculum activities and guiding children's behaviours.
Such reflections encouraged the mentees to reflect on their daily teaching practices.
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Reflective feedback that focused on the mentees' teaching practices fostered their self·

esteem and confidence. as well. promored reflective practices. The resean:her noted that
as the mentors reflected on their and/or their mentees' teaChing practices. they
incorporated this reflection into their teaching practices. Mentors dcmonsnated enhanced
reflective teaching practices as they planned and implemented curriculum activities and
guided children's behaviours. Table 9 shows reflective feedback relating to the planning
and implementing curriculum activities occurred on 283 occasions, whereas feedback
relating to guiding children's behaviours occurted on 159 occasions.

Table 9. RdJec:tive Feedb8ck

MTR

Planning and ImplementiDg
Carriculam Activities

Guiding CbUdreu's Beb8vioun

92

67

32

69

96

Total

63

I7

283

159

The number ofoccasions reflective feedbadc. was given by the mentors varied.
The mentors in the full.day program. MTRl and MTR3 provided more reflective
feedback on planning and implementing curriculum activities, and guiding children's
behaviours than their counterpaltS, MTR2 and MTR4. in the half--day program. The main
reason for UUs was MTEI andMTE3 worlced with theirmemors
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forafu11~y.as

compared to MTE2 and MTE4. who worked ,,'ith their mentors for a half-day. Therefore.
~l

and MTR3 had more situations to reflect on than MTR2 and MTR4. In addition.

~(TR2 was

absent a great deal of time during Phase n and Phase ill. This would account

for the overall low frequency of feedback: provided to her mentee throughout the stud)".

With respect to the low frequency of feedback provided on guiding children's behaviours
by the mentors in the balf-day program. one of the main reasons for the low frequency

was the time duration of the program. i.e.• half-day.

Reflectiye Feedback on plannjng and Implementing CurriCU'Um Actjvities

During the study, mentors WeIe responsible for providing reflective feedback to
the meDtee5 about strUegies and skills thaI would improve their teaching practices. Such
feedback was focused on planning and implementing curriculum activities and guiding
children's behaviours. Mentors reflected on their teaching practices as they posed
questions. made suggestions. and provided feedback to the mentees on their teaching
practices.
During Phase II and Phase ill. MTEI planned and implemented. a variety of
curriculum activities. Providing feedback in a sensitive manner by MfR.l during this
time was critical in building her mentee's confidence in planning and implementing
cwTiculum activities. A5 well, when MTEt became more confident demonstrating
strategies and skills related to her teaching practices. the researcher noted. that MTE 1
incorpcrated reflective feedback into her daily teaching practices. When this ocx:urred
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?oooITE 1 was observed adjusting her teaching practices

10

meet the individual needs of

children...\5 MTRl provided. reflective feedback. she also encouraged MTEI to reflet:t
on her activities and bring new insights to her future teaching practices.

MTRI wrote notes during the day as she observed her mentee implement
curriculum activities. Having these notes to refer to while providing feedback ....115
im:perarive to MTRI providing feedback that was specific to each curriculum activity.
This also ensured that she did not have to rely totally on her memory. As well this
explained me rich examples she provided to MTEI when she gave feedback. Evidence
depicting such feedback occurred during Phase II. Conference 19. when MTRl provided
feedback to her mentee related to a language activity that she had carried out earlier in the
day.

MTRI: Before group time you [MTEIJ asked ifit was okay to use your
picture file and bring your book for group time and I mentioned it was
okay. It went really well and it ~lated to wh.a1 you talked about in your
planning last day. You talked about your animals and your picwre file and
how mey were interested in animals. And the picture file was wonderful,
you did a really good job. Your pictures were so big and they were very
bright. the illusaatiODS w~ so appropriate.

Actually some of them

[children] were talking about them later on. They were talking about me
zebra. (Child (2's name) was talking about the black snipes on the zebra
and be was the one who commented on it this morning. During your story
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you bad a really clear tone of voice. Your facial expressions were relating
to the characters and to the plot 0 f the story_ I liked that book because it

wasn't overly long,. it just bad some words on each page., just one or [\vo
semences. Il bad all Lhe different animals. and what was interesting is that
it bad some of the animals that you had in the picture file. And the
children were involved in setting it up and I liked when you encouraged
Lhe children to come over to set up. I made a comml:D.t here, lets talk
about bow the activity extended to other curriculum areas. (}vUE 1 smiled
and acknowledged Lhe

f~back:

from MTRl]

MTEl: I felt comfonable with the children today. I enjoyed reading to the
children. It gave me an opponunity to observe their language skills. [ noticed
(Child 12's name) was so interested in the picture of the zebra. He wanted to hold
it in his hand while I selected other animal pictures. Maybe I couJd plan
something for next week related to animals. This group were certainly interested
in the pictures. Do you think: they might be interested in another activity about

animals? (will think about another activity for next week.

MTRI was always very specific with her feedback and gave specific examples to
iliustraIe ber views and opinions. In this vignette. she included feedback on how her
mentee's discussion on planning the previous day linked to this particuJar activity and the
children's interests, "and it related towards what you talked about in your planning last
day. you talked about your animals and your picture file and how they (children] wen:
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interested in animals." Such. feedback: that linked the mentees' curriculum activities back:
to planning was very imponant for the mentees because they were just beginning to think
about the imponance of linking: curriculum activities for children with the children's
in~.

Previous to Phase II. mentees planned curriculum. activities with other mentees.

thus they did not have a planning model which included linking curriculum activities to
children's interests.

Mentors noticing and providing feedback to mentees was critical to

mentees' undemanding the rationale for linking planning to children's interests and their
planned activities. Opportunities afthis nature continued during Phase tn. However.
they were less frequent because the mentees were in field placement only one day a week
during this Phase. Phase

m provided additional opportunities for the mentees to practice

the strategies and skills they had learned during Phase I and Phase II. and become mo~
effective and confident mentees. The researcher noted that as a result of conference
discussions which focused on mentors providing reflective feedback to the mentees on
teaching practices. they both demonstrated an awareness of effective teaching practices.
Reflective feedback was a supportive strategy for mentees. particularly when they
lacked confidence in the quality of their teaching practices. MTE2 was extremely
nervous about implementing her activities and required feedback after each activity. She
expressed disappointment when her mentor was absent from her mentor role. She said:
I find a big difference when MTR2 is not here to suppon me and give feedback. I
was not sure if what I was doing was okay or if! should have done something
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different ... when I did DOt receive feedback..
The feedback that. was provided earlier during the study was helpful but she would have
liked to have had feedback continuing throughout the study.

Although MTR2 had limited conference time with MTE2. she did provide
reflective feedback when present. A conference setting, during Phase

n.. Conference 10.

illustrated MTR2 providing feedback and making suggestions on how her memee should
respond to children when she was puzzled or ~ of an appropriate response [(I their
questions. Making suggestions was a strategy which MTR2 frequently used as she
provided. feedback to her mentee. On this occasion. MIR2 observed her mentee
facilitating a language activity with a group of children.
MTR2: Your activity today with the fish puppet and the story went really
well It was nice that you did it in a small group rather than a larger group
ofchildren. They all got to hold the puppet and play with it for a while.
And they talked about the color and then you introduced the book and read

the stOry. So how do you feel it went?
MTE2: I was pleased with the activity, but I was not sure of what (Child 13's
name) was saying and I didn't know ifI should keep saying "what" every time I
didn't understand him. 1 found that frustrating. I was glad when you suggested.
that he draw whal he was trying to say. That was a good idea and it is one that. I

will use later, when. the situation arises. The children enjoyed the book ::I:lu:
~ (pfister).

One afthe children got so excited when the Rainbow
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Fish shared his scales. he started clapping his hands and then all of the children
clapped. I left the book in the book comer all day. I must nave read it about ten
times during the day. I think I will bring in more books next week about sharing

becanse the children enjoyed that one so much. They would probably enjoy
others. I think. another activity that would be appropriate for next week would be
to have the children ma.lce their own rainbow fish puppets. I could get some
sparkles and bring them in. What do you think?
MTR2: I think. that it would be really nice if they [children} had more books on
fish They liked the story abOUt the fish. We usually have a theme centered on fish
and marine life so if you could bring it back again next week, that would be great..
The book:: can be there and they can ma.lce the fish puppets. It might be a nice
extension to what you did today. I like how you connect the children's interests
to your planning.
Reflective feedback like this Dot only supponed MTE2's activities but also
extended her knowledge about additional cwriculum activities that would extend on the
children's interests. It also invited MfE2 to reflect on the effectiveness of her teaching
practices. The researcher noted thaI this ongoing process of reflective feedback: and
suggestions promoted positive cu:rriculum changes to occur. For example. there was an
increase in MTE2's a\1,'al'eIle5S oflhe children's needs and interestS during the following
weeks when she was observed by the researcher. implementing lhe suggestions that
MTR2 bad made during Phase

n. Conferm.cc LO.
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It was apparent that MTE2 was open to

learning throughout the srudyand found occasions. such as this conference. to bring new
insights to her teaching Pr.ICtices.
MTR3 encouraged MTE3 10 write notes throughout the day for purposes of

asking questions or making comments about her work with the children during
conference time. This method of mentee self- reflection was often a starting point for

MTR3 and MTE3 to begin their discussion during conferences. This was the case during
Phase U, Conference la, when MTE3 reflected on an activity she implemented. but

experienced problems as she introduced it. The situation was typical for aU mentees
especially when Ihey first toole responsibility for planning and implementing curriculum

activities.
MTE):

[found this morning when [came in, the children asked about the

play dough and before { got a chance to start it, I realized that [ needed a
recipe. Then parents arrived, a new student was brought in, and the
children went to the block area. I became involved with an activity in the
block area so my plans were lost and before I Icnew it. there was a crowd
around.. I became confused and [wasn't sure of what to do. Maybe ifI
had been more organized? It does get confusing when the room gets busy.

I 1mow that I should have followed through with my plans. The children
were looking forward to making playdougb and then they didn't get to do

it.

MTRJ listened attentively and responded sensitively to ber monee. She had
made notes about the morning and this particular sinwion. She refened to her notes as
she asked questions and made suggestions about how the activity might be successful the
next time.

MTRJ: \\That do you think happened? Was there something you could
have done differently that would have made your activity successful?

MTE3: I know that I should have had the materials and space organized. I didn't
think to do it fitS[ thing in the morning when I arrived. That would have made a
big difference.
MTR3: Maybe what you could have done is you could have called me the night
before. It really belps to be prepared before you come in to the room. It adds to
the confusion when you are going around trying to find all the things you need.. I
can show you where things are when you plan ahead. When you observed the
teachers here at the center plan and implement activities, did you notice bow they
organize the materials and space before they gather the children to participate in
the activity? [always give the children time to get acquainted with the materials
before I begin the activity. My plan provides guidelines but I am flexIble also.

Does that make sense? It is difficult sometimes getting an activity started..
however it is even more difficult when you ace not prepared. Curriculum
materials and the space to implement the activity must be planned and organized.
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Conference discussions like this provided the mentor and the mentee a nanttal and
compelling context for reflection. In this vignette. MTRJ and MTE3 reflected on their
work with children. MTE3 reflected on an activity that was planned but did not

materialize successfu11y. She descn"bed the scenario as she reflected on the reasons why
it was not successful. As MTRJ posed reflective questions to ber mentee about her
activity, she engaged. MTE3 in discussioa about what happened during the curriculum
activity, and encouraged her to identify strategies and skills that will be effective in
similar teaching situations. MTR3 reflected on her teaching practices and encouraged her
mentee to think. about these practices as a model for future teaching practices. When
discussions such as this occurred during conferences. MTR3 and MTE3 benefit MTE3
learned new strategies and skills related to planning and implementing curriculum

activities. whereas., MTR3 was provided an opportUDity to reflect on specific teaching
practices. The researcher noted that: during the following weeks. MTR3 was cognizant of
planning and implementing cmricuJum activities in an effective manner. In addition. she

emphasized the importanCe of organizing the curriculum materials and space prior to
gathering the children. Therefore. providing reflective feedback enhanced the quality of
MTR3's teaching practices, as well the leaching practices ofMTEJ.
Throughout Phase II and Phase

m.

MTR4 encouraged her mentee to reflect on

ber observations of the children prior to planning activities for them. When these child
observations were: included in conference discussions. MI'R4 and MTE4 followed a
process which ensured tba1 cmriculum. activities were linked to the children's intereStS

13.

and developmental stages. MTR4 modeled this process throughout the stUdy as she
planned curriculum in the context of children's interests and developmental stages.
During Phase IT. Conference 17. MTR4 encouraged her mentee to include wrinen
samples of child obser\'ariom during their next planning meeting. She emphasized the
imponance of including information about individual children during planning meetings.
MTR4: We have a planning meeting tomorrow. This {child observations]
would be a great thing to bring in to your planning meeting. The situations
we have observed today ... your notes {reflections} will be important to
include.... We can talk about them further then. You will notice that
people (other early childhood educators and students} will generate ideas
from your observations and theirs .. and we can come up with
curriculum plans based on the children's interests. I will observe to see
what you have taken {observed] from the room this week because this is a
critical pan ofplanning. Observing children and bringing these
observations into planning is an important aspect of a quality early
childhood education curriculum.
Such opportunities for reflection were instrumental in bridging the gap between
curriculum activities and appropriate planning which considered the interests and
developmental stages of children. These gaps became less frequent as MTR4 and MTE4
reflected on children's needs and interests during curriculum planning.
One of MTR4's goals for MfE4 was that she plan appropriate activities for
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children. based on their ~ and developmental stages. MiRA encouraged her
rnentee to discuss her curriculum. plans and the rationale for those plans during
conferences. When MTE4 discussed. her plans to implement a gross motor acti.."ity
dtaing Phase IT. Conference 19. she demonstrated ber skill development with ~ to
planning appropriately for children. As she discussed ber curriculum plan. she reflected
on the needs of Child 14 and the needs of the group.

MTE4: I am responsible for planning a gross motor activity. I haven't seen the
children involved in many physical activities but [did notice their love for music.

I have a tape [music] ofSbaron. lois and Bram that I think would encourage the
children to be physically active. I noticed that (Child 14's name) tripped a lot
when we were in the exercise area. I also noticed she bad trouble riding the bike
outdoors. [think an obstacle course would be helpful for (Child 14'5 name) and
the other children in the group. The tape could be playing in the background to
encourage the children to move at different speeds.. Slowe. music at the
beginning and then faster music as the children become more familiar with the

course. I thought a balance beam would be good to include. (Child 14'5 name)
would have many opportunities to practice l1er coordination skills. The other
chiJdrcl would as well.
The ability to make a curriculum. plan which connected to the children's interests
and needs in a meaningful way and having the confidence to share this plan and seek
feedback were a demonstration ofMTE4's professional growth. Earlier in the study, she
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did not have the confidence or the slrills to connect her curriculum activities to the
children's interests and needs. Opportunities for reflective thinking heightened MTE4's
understanding of the relationship between child observations and cwriculum
developmenL The resean:ber noted. that as the study progressed. there was a greater
emphasis in MTR4's program on planning and implementing curriculum that met the

needs and interests oCthe cbildren.

ReVertiye EecdbaCk On Guidjng CbjldmJ's Behayjours

During the study, mentors were responsible for providing reflective feedback to
the mentees about strategies and skills that would improve their guidance practices. in
relation to guiding the children's behavioW'S. Mentors reflected on their guidance

strategies and skills as they posed questions. made suggestions. and pro"ided feedback to
the mentees on their guidance practices. During Phase II and Phase ill. meotees had
many oppornmities to practice the guidance strategies and skills they had observed their
mentors canying out with cbildren. throughout Phase I.
Although MTRI assisted her mentec previously guiding children's behaviours. it

was not until later in Phase II that MTEl tried to implement guidance strategies and skills
without her mentor's assistance. MTRl reflec:ted on one oCthose incidents during Phase

II, Conference 14. Sbe provided reflective feedback related to MTEI's reaction to a
child who was hurt earlier in the day. MTRI compared the strategy MTEI demonstrated
with a similar strategy she used during Phase

1. when MTEI observed.

B'

MTRI: You saw (Child IS's name) hun (Child 16's name), I noticed you get up
from your chair and get down to his eye level. You comforted him and gave him

ahug. You encouraged (Child IS's name) to talk to (Child 16'5 name), andhe
said '"No", Thr:n you said. "Would you like me to come down with you. I wiU
help you with the words?" (Child IS's name) said. "Yes." You took him by the
hand and you went down and talked to (Child l6's name), I do that a lot and [say

that a lot. "Would you like me to help you?"" They don't always want me to do it
but 1 think it is so imponant to let that other child know how it makes the child
who has been hun feeL He needs to know that it does hurt and as adults we can't
aUow one child to hun another child... You demonstrated to (Child IS's name) that

then: were consequences when you went with him to talk: to the other child. I liked
how you did thaL Have you noticed when ( guided children in this manner? I
find it very respectful for all children when ( can create good relationships
between them. You will find as you make decisions about the strategies and skills
you wilt usc to guide children's behaviours. that each situation and child is

unique. I think the strategy you used in this situation fit the children involved and
the situation. What do you think'? Wen: you comfortable using this suategy'?
MIEl: ( made some notes after that incident because I did have some questions
about what (said to (Child IS's name), (wondered would this strategy be
effective

fOT

other children. What would have happcoed if (Child IS's name)
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didn't want to talk to (Child 16's name)? Would I have aied another strategy?
I'm not sure what I would have done. [guess as r become more familiar with the
children. I will be more comfortable guiding their behaviours. I do realize that the
program doesn't nm as smoothly when there are a lot of inappropriate behaviours
happening. That is why [ always try to react and get things back under control.
Such positive feedback. helped MTEl realize that the strategies she used were
appropriate and effective. h also ensured. that. she would be more confident and effective
in guiding children's behaviour in future situations. Her notes demonstrated her ability to
take risks as she reflected on her actions. This abiliry, according to Bellm et aI. (1997), to
reflect and take action on this reflection. required significant risk taking. When she did
this, she went beyond her usual comfort zone. This demOnstraled reflective practice. As

a result of reflective practices like this. MTE 1 was empowered to demonstrate confidence

in her guidance strategies when she guided children's behaviours during the laner part of
Phase II and throughout Phase W. These and other examples revealed Dot only the
variety and complexity of problems and situations that Mml and MTEl faced. but some

of the ways that they reflected. on these complex problems. When MTRl provided.
positive feedback to her mentee in this matlDer, she was instrumental in determining the
manner in which MTEl responded and reacted in future child guidance situations. In
addition. the resean;her DOted. that as a result ofproviding reflective feedback relating to
guiding children's behaviours. the mentor's guidance strategies and skills were enhanced..
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MTEI had more experiences guiding children's bchaviourduring Phase
Pbase

m. than in Phase I.

[I

and

This was probably bccanse it took time for her to become

comfortable with the children in the full-day program. In addition. she required time to
observe her mentor demonstrating appropriate guidance strategies and skills.
Since MTR2 was in the half-day progrnm she did not have as many opponunities
to practice guiding behaviour stntegies and sIcills with cbildren who demonstrated

challenging behaviours as her COUDterparts in the full-day program. However. the
opponunities that did arise related. to children who needed redirection relating to

challenging situations.

On one such occasion. MTR2 and her mentee discussed a child who had some
difficulties earlier in the day. They discussed the child and reflected on her situation.

M1'R2 provided additional information about the child and, through this information. she
made a connection to the mentee's experiences with the child. During Phase I.
Conference 3, MTR2 and MTE2 discussed Child 17, in light of what happened earlier in
theday. MfE2 spent much rime helping Child 17, however, she was not sure ifshe had
taken the appropri:u.e steps to resolve the child's problem. She needed reassurance that

she intervened appropriately in this situatioD. MTR.2 provided this reassurance when she

claboraJ.Cd on the situation by providing positive feedback.
MTR2: (Child 17'5 name) can be shy and reserved. so when something
happens that is negative, she wants to be alone. She knew that she didn't
have any extra clothes in her cubby but I also knew that she wouldn't want
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to [change her clothing]. Therefore, [suggested that we had sp~ clothes

ifsbe wanted

[0

put them on. We could put her clothes in the dryer. I

didn't push the issue. Next 1 asked her if she wanted me to walk over [0
her cubby with ber and sbe said. '"No". 1 said.. "Okay, Mljust leave you
here and when you ~ ready you can go where you want to go." I knew
she would go straight for her cubby and she did. Sbe just slowly walked
through the room and then 1 asked you if you would stay with. ber rather
than bavlng ber there by herself. because 1 knew she would like to

participate in circle time as she always does. I knew tOO that she probably
would bei:ome upset. so I asked you to sit with. ber. Would you like to tell
me what happened next? 1saw you make notes later about this sinwion.

What were you thinking?

MTR2 enabled MTE2 to become reflective about ber interactions with Child t 7
as she encouraged ber to reflect back on the situation. Questions like, "Would you like
to tell me whar. happened next?" or "What were you thinking?" prompted MTE2 to reflect
on the situation as a possible learning oppoI'ttlnity for similar situations in the future.

MfE2; At first she [Child I Ts name] didn't really want to talk: . Then 1 asked ber
if she Wanted me to read. a book and she didn't say anything. Then I asked, '''Do
you want me to read this one to you", and I was pointing to them (books]. Then
she said. "No", but when I got to the one (book] that she liked, she said, "Yes:'

Then I went over and got the book and she said that she wanted me to read more.

U3

Then I asked her if she wanted to go
here [refers

[0

[0

circle time but she said. "No." I noted

her notes written after this situation] that I wasn't sure ifI should

encourage her to go to circle? I lhought i[ was the right thing to do at the time. to
keep reading to her. She was quite upset earlier when she got her clothing wet. It
is bard for children wben something like lhis happens and they don't know what

is going to happen. I think I was able to help her feel better. I did notice when
her mom picked her up, she was smiling and pointing towards me. [think she

was telling het'" mom that I was reading to her.
This discussion and reflection on MIE2's interaction with Child 17 involved a
satisfying but challenging episode. In lbis particular situation. MTE2 was able to help a
child feel safe and secure in her environment under the direction of her mentor. It was
feedback episodes of this ~ that made: MTE2 feel competent. confident., and
reassured in her mcatee role. In addition. the positive feedback made her feel that she
made an important contribution to Child 1Ts emotional development. The researcher

noted.. during the following weeks that MTE2 initiated several interactions with Child 17
in a competent and confident manner. She made eye contact with. MTE2 for ~ce.
however. she demonstrated effective strategies and skills as she met the needs of Child
17. As well, Child 17 initiated contact with MTE2 on many occasions. It was apparent
that Child 17 trusted MTE2 and therefore was comfortable approaching her whenever it

was necessary. In addition. MTR2 demonstrated guidance strategies and skills when
ne.:essary. During those times. MTR2 called attention [0 the strategies used and

'"

encouraged :MTE2 to observe. MTR2 demonstrated skills in adjusting her guidance
strategies to fit the individual child's needs. It was apparent that MTR2 became more
skiiled in identifying and meeting the behavioural needs of children as a result of
conference discussion and reflective feedback.
When MTR3 provided reflective feedback to MTEJ on guiding children's
behaviour. she prese:a.ted it in a caring and. informed manner. This was because she was
awan: thatMTEJ was anxious about guiding children's behaviomsand. that MTE3 did
not have the skiUs necessary to guide these behaviours effectively. MTR3 realized that
providing reflective feedback was instrUmental to enswing that MTE3 would eventually
gain the necessary skiUs she required prior to demonstrating guidance skills. Earlier in
the study, MTE3 indicared she was intimida1ed by children with challenging bebaviows
and lacked the confidence and. skills necessary to guide these behaviours. She swed. '"1

am. very nervous when the children are out ofcontroL It really makes me nervous. I see
you being so calm and cool when the children are so out of conaol. How will I ever feel
as calm as you do?" MTR3 reassured her mentee that:

In time and with practice, you will be able to redirect and guide children also.
However, there are some children in my group that an: more challenging thaD
most children. You may not reach the point when: you will be comfortable
guiding those children.. I find these children very challenging at times. I often
consult with others around some oCthe more persistent and difficult problems.
During Phase I, MTR3 intervened and guided all of the challenging behaviows in
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her group. These opportUnities provided a model for MTE3 &:my in the stUdy when she
was not familiar with the children and did not feel confident enough to imervene. Later.
MTR3 reflected on what happened in these situations and provided a rationale for het
actions. For example., during Phase lConference 3, MTR3 talked about a situation in the:
playroom when she intervened to ensure that children did not get hun.
MTR3: There was a lot going on in the block comer and there was a lot
happening in the dramatic corner. [('s important at times like this to
position yourself where you can see things. That was a cue for me to get
involved in the children's play. [don't know ifyoll noticed but I had to go
into the block corner and take children away and redirttt them to another

area. We went to another area to play, because it was too busy down there
[block comer and dramatie comer]. I could see that they had a lot of
energy to use so I took them to the exercise area. You came with us and
thaI was a good idea because I did need support at thar. time.

Such discussions provided MTE3 \vith examples of bow 10 redirect children's
energies in a positive manner. In addition. they provided an oppommity to discuss the
situations with her mentor. In fact, it was these discussions that MTE3 thought about
when she expected to respond to children in similar sinwions.
A similar behavioural scenario was discussed in Phase IT. Conference 9. MTR3
refem:d to a situation that occurred earlier in the day with Child 18. She thought it was

important to discuss the matter in light of the fact that MTE3 talked to her immediately
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after the incident and indicated that she was nervous thinking that she might need to
intervene. MTR3 reassured her they would discuss it funber during conference.
MTR):

(Child IS's namel didn't have the words to use to let me know

what she wanted. so she screamed instead. That's something you have

EO

be aware of when you work with young children. They are not always able
to think: as quickly as an adult. They don't have the experiences to do that
I remind children when they are ~g at each other that: the child or
adult doesn't undemand what they are trying to say if they are not using
their words. That's what we need. to help them with. You were nervous
when this incident started.. I could see it in your facial expression. [know
you were closer to the child but when I saw your cqnssion. I thought I
should intervene and talk later. Tell me what you were thinking when this
happened. What do you think: now that I intervened? Do you want to
comment on what I did'?
MTE):

I would never be mean to a child but I think that the child would

teU that I was frustrated because I get overwhelmed sometimes by it

(screaming]. For example, today when (Child IS's name) screamed. I was
really surprised and [got startled. when she screamed so loud. Is she like

that: a lot'? How will I know what to do? I was relieved when you

intervened.. I guess in time I will be comfonable stepping in to situations
like that. But you said earlier that there may be childreo (who] are more

1<7

difficult to manage and I may never be confident in guiding at this time in
my training. (Child IS's namel is probably one of those children.
However. as the study progressed.. MTE3 did begin to respond to children·s
challenging behaviours and she did "blow what (Q do··. At first she facilitated pan ohhe
sinwion and then her menror interVened. and assisted when necessary. This was evident
in Phase IT. Confen:nc:e 13. They discussed. one of those situations as MTR3 provided
feedback on how MTE3 handled a situation when one of the children behaved
inappropriately. MTR3 reassured her that she acted appropriately.
MTR3: You attempted. it [guiding his behaviour] and the reason why ImterVened
was because I could see that (Child 19"s name) was not listening. You were saying
aU the right things. "You need to listen 10 my words. I can wait until you are
ready.·· However. (Child 19's name) can be very challenging and even I am. not
swe of bow (Q deal with him all of the time. So I thought you could use some

assistance. But you were doing: a great job and you were confident when you
approached (Child 19's name) but I could tell that. you would need assistance with
this child.. What do you think? Did you want to handle this on your own?
MTE3: I was comfortable approaching (Child 19'5 name) and [thought thar. he
was comfortable enough with me now thar. be would listen to me. But I was
wrong or maybe wrong is not a good word. I misjudged the situation. Thank you
fer picking up on iL I did talkte (Child 19'5 name) later when be calmed down.
He does s~ (Q have a lot of things happening in his life. He talked about his

.

,

dad being away. I think be really misses him. That may explain some of ttis

acting out behaviours.
Such instances were invaluable to MTE3 gaining confidencc and being reassured
lbat she did

~ve

many skills in guiding children's behaviour. However. it was MTRJ's

honesty about sometimes needing help with difficult children that was critical to the
mentee's acceptance.

rn this regard. MTR3 shared.

"Even [am oot sure of bow to deal

with him all ofthc timc" This was a powerful statement which ensured that MTEJ would
continue to intervene in difficult simations and ask for help if necessary. The researcher
ooted that ~TE3 continued to intervene when children demonstrated inappropriate
behaviours. However, she often stepped back: and allowed MfR3 to intervene and guide
Child IS's inappropriate behaviours. MTRJ always foUowed these interVentions with
discussions on the specific situation with MTEJ. It was apparent that these discussions
and feedback enhanced MTRJ's guidance strategies and skills when dealing with
challenging behaviours. As. well it became apparent that MTE3 benefitted from the
discussions and reflective feedback when she intervened and guided other children's
behaviours during the study.
The frequency of providing feedback on guiding children's behaviour was low for
MTR4 throughout the study. This was due to fewer cbildrc1 in her progrmn and her
program was balf..day. However, it was important that MTE4 bad opportunities to guide
children's behaviour during thc study. Some occasions did occur and were important.
During Phase

m. Coofc:rence 21, MTR4 provided feedback on an incident that occum:d

'"

earlier during the day when MTE4 intervened to stop one of the children who threw sand
at another child.
MTR4; (Child 20's name) was throwing sand at (Child 21's name) and
(Child 21's name) cried. You were quick to intervene and comfort (Child
21's name) first and then you approached (Child 20's name). You
approached him carefully, however, you got down to his eye level and you
made eye contaCt with him. You said, .. r can't allow you to throw sand at
the ather children. it huns them. (Child 21's name) is very sad now
because be bas sand in his eyes. Wauld you like to go somewhere safe and
throw tb.ings? The exercise area is a safe place to throw balls." When
(Child 20's name) said he wanted. to stay at the sand box. you were very
clear about what he needed to do. You told him, "You can play with the
sand but if you throw the sand again you will have to leave the sand box
and chose another place to play because I won't let you throw sand at
(Child 21's name) agam."

MTE4 felt confident about the way she handled the situation. However. she commented
on feeling anxious during the episode.
MTE4: I did fcel confident with the words I was using, but I haven't really had to
intervene a lot with the children. They don't misbehave a [at. I was worried
when I said he could go back to play at the sandbox that he would throw sand
again. I knew that ifbe threw sand again. I would have to tell him that he

>so

couldn't play there a.gain. [wonder what be would have done then? But he was
fine. Did you notice at one time be was playing with the truck: and some oCme
sand flicked out on the floor and immediately he looked towards me and said. 'It
was an accident.' I smiled atl:tim and said. 'That's okay, yes. it was an accident.·
I think: I did a good job with that situation. The children are accepting me more
now also. [know that at the beginning of our placement. when I did tty to
intervene with a child who was behaving inappropriately, he would run away

from me and [ didn't know what to do.
This dialogue shows that MTE4 developed confidence in her child guidance skills. The

reflective feedback initiated reflection on the present incident. as welL past incidents.
MTE4 compared the children's teaetions to her now and at the beginning of her
placement. This example provided C\idence oCthe impact reflective thinking had on
MTE4's confidence. The researcher noted that MTR4- and MTE4 demonstrated more
effective strategies and skills as they intervened to guide chil~'s behaviours. MTE4
demonstrated a knowledge ofeffective guidance strategies and skills when she intervened
to guide children·s behaviours. fonowing M'TR4's reflective feedback. MTR4 became
more aware of her responsibilities to provide a model for her mentcc that would promote
effective guidance strategies. As MTR4 demonstrated this awareness oCher
responsibilities. it was apparent she became more effective in demonstrating guidance

strategies and skills.
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"'ent°r Qualities Thar Help To ewrr a Non.Ibrrarening Rcflectivc Thinkin..-

The development of reflective thinking in mentees was a goal toward which the
mentors strived. This was also a goal for themselves. To attain this goal mentors often
demonstrated qualities which helped 10 creaIe a non·threatening environment which
invited reflective thinking related to early childhood teaching practices.. The qualities
displayed most often by mentors were sensitivity and encouragement (see Table 10).
When the mentors demonstrated sensitivity towards their mentee$. they showed a genuine
caring for them. Because the mentces were p~ce stUdents., there were occasions
during the study, when they lost confidence in themselves and their teaching practices.
During these times, the mentors encouraged them to continue to worle effectively. A
commianent to demonstrating these mentor qualities throughout the smdy ensured that
the menlee5 were empowered to think reflectively in a non-threatening environmenL
The following sections will provide evidecce to suppon the mentors' demonstration of
these qualities throughout the srudy.
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Table 10. :\Ieator Qualities
MTR

Seasitivity

Eacoar2cemeat

32

29

12

Total

25

26

23

22

92

84

Sensitivity in the context of this study referred to a quality used by the mentors to
demonstrate understanding, concern,. and awareness of the needs of the mentees. and to
promote reflective thinking. When mentors demonsttaled sensitivity to their mentees.
they helped to create a noa-threale:n.iDg environment whicb invited reflective thinking in
relation to early childhood teaching practices. for themselves and their mentees. All
mentors portrayed sensitivity to their mentees throughout each phase of the study. MTRI
was most sensitive to ber mcatee during conferencing time. On 32 occasions she showed

sensitivity as she demonstra.ted an awareness ofber mentee's needs (see Table 10). For
example. \yhen MTEI expressed concern about implementing one of the daily routines.

MTRI responded. sensitively. 1bis expression was voiced in Phase II. Conference 6,
when MTEl expressed that she did not feel ready yet to coordinate snack time with the
children.
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MTRl: I asked you if you would like to coordinate snack rourine. but don't at any
rime feel pressured and you said. '":'lo. maybe [ater.- and I undemand that and
whenever you are ready,just let me know.
Such sensitivity helped. to put MTEI at ease and created an atmosphere ofaust and
caring. 11tis was apparent when MTE responded:
It means a lot when you don't put pressure on me to do something that. I'm not
ready to do ya I know thar. I will be comfon.able coordinating snack soon ... but
not yet. It helps when I can observe you and assist you without feeling pressured.
to do the whole routine myself.
Later in the study, when MTEl was ready to implement activities with children,

she talked. about feeling comfortable when she needed MTRl's help because she had been
reassured that it was alright to need help.
MTEI: It made such a difference when you made me feel comfon.able early in my
placement about asking for help \\;th my activities. That made all the difference
when I planned activities that were more challenging when I blew that you would

be there to help me and I wouldn't be evaluated lower because I meet for belp.
You reallybelped to cl.arify your role forme. Tbar. didn't happen in my other
placements. I saw my supervisor as being someone who evaluated me, not a
supportive supervisor.
MTEI believed. that this was one of the mentor's roles, to assist and support her when
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necessary. Although sensitiviry was demonstrated by MTRl throughout the study, it
was particularly emphasized during Phase II when MTEl began to plan and implement
cwriculum. activities and guide children's behaviours. MTEl expressed doubts about herskills during this time and MTR.l responded sensitively.
Sensitiviry was also shown by MTR.2. She was aware of MTE1's anxieties and
responded sensitively on 12 of those occasions. Although MTR2 was absent a great deal
during Phase II and Phase m, she demonstrated a sensitive awareness of her mentee's
needs. During Phase il. Conference 8. MTE2 requested assistance in planning a foot
painting activity. At first she was besiWlt to ask: for MTR2's assistance. MTR2 was

cognizant of this. However. MTE2 did ask:

[ was thinking that I might need some help when I am implementing my foot
painting activity tomorrow. I didn't realize I would need help doing the activity
but when I was planning for tomorrow, I realized I couldn't manage alone. I
hope you don't mind helping me.

MTR2 put MTE.2 at ease by discussing a past experience where she required her team
teacber-'s suppan to implement a similar activity.
MTR2: No, you definitely need another person helping.. I still lind that
when fm doing it [here she is referring to a foot painting activity] in the
room. I always make sure that [team teacher's name] or the other team
teacher is available at least to assist a little. You're trying to help them
[children] get in the paint and its slippery and they're walking down and
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it's really not safe just to let them do it on their own.
Again. MTR2 spoke from experience and predicted. what suppon her mentee needed prior
to the implementation of similar acti\;ries and did so in a sensitive manner. This
approach was critical to her mentee ii she were to move forward and be comfonable
implementing activities. MTE2 was nervous when she talked. earlier about requiring
assistance when she implemented her activity. However, MTR2 quicldy pm her at ease
by sharing a similar incident when she needed assistance implementing a similar activity
and continued to call upon her team teacher when it was necessary. MTE1 responded:
That makes me feel better knowing that you will be there to help me implement
my foot painting activity. I want it to be a success and with your help I know it
will be. It helps to know that you [referred to MTR2} needed assistance when you
did the same activity. I guess we never stOp needing assistance at

diff~t times.

As students, sometimes it feels like we will Dever be as good as you [refers to

MTR2 and the other teachers] ate. But when I listen to you reassuring me about
what I am doing, then I don't feel so insecure. I am looking forward to my foot
painting activity DOW.
MTR3 recognized that MTE3 was apprehensive and lacked. confidence during the
srudy. She responded to these qualities by sbowing sensitivity when she interacted with
her. Evidence ofber sensitivity occurred OD 25 occasions (see Table (0). MTRJ's
sensitivity was quite evident from the beginning of the study. For example. during Phase
I. Conference I. MTR.3 displayed sensitivity to ber mentee by telling ber mentee that she

15.

informed the children in her group tha.t a new stUdent would be starting her placement
soon and told the children her name. MTR3 recognized the needs of the new student b~'
predicting that. it would be difficult for her when she arrived at her placement site not
mowing che children's names.

MTR3: I've talked to the children before you came here I told them there
was going to be a student [MTE3} coming to be with our group and she
was learning to be a teacher. You will be surprised at just how many
children will remember your name next week..
Such sensitive instances helped to put MTE3 at ease and removed the concern of
not being known by the children. During the same conference when MTE3 expressed
concern about not being able to remember all the children's names. MTR3 reassured her
again.

MTR3: [t won't take long and you will remember. We will put name tags
on the children also. but sometimes they take them off. But if you forget
just ask them. say, "I'm sorry, I don't remember your oame." Or if you are
in an uncomfonable situation and not sure of what to do, you can call out
to me and you know tha.t [can help you work: through it And ru do it in
such a way the children aren't going to notice. 1can be discreet. IfI see

that you are in a situation that's uncomfonable. I can intervene.
MTE3: That means a lot to know that you are aware of some of the problems I
will have.

rn the past. when we went to field placements and the children didn't
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know who we were. they Weren't always nice to us. I guess mcy hadn't been.
prepared to expect us or know who we were. I feel thaI it won't be a problem in
this placement. You seem to be predicting the problems we may face and are

preparing the children for our arrival.

MTR3 predicted some ohhe problems MTE3 would have and she Died to ensure that her
mentee would not hesitate to ask for help. Her tone of voice and language always
demonsttated sensitivity. She cared and displayed this caring during her communications

with MTEJ. As a result of this., MTE3 did not hesitate to ask for her assistance.
Discussions of this nature occurred quite frequently and MTEJ was always
relieved when she was reassured and undemood. The importance ofbeing sensitive to
mentees was

exp~

by MTE3 during Phase

m. Cooferclce 19.

MTE3: I don't know what I would have done if you hadn't understood what I was
going through. It is !lard when you move to a new place and meet new friends and

still bave to concenttate on school. Without mentoring, I don't think I could have
lasted in me progtam.
When MTE4 expressed anxiety about me implementation of her activities, MTR4

bad an ability to demonstrate unde:rstanding and made ber feel good about her efforts.
Sensitivity oftttis natUre was manifested by MfR.4 on 23 occasions during the stUdy and

each time it showed MTE4 was visibly relieved. One such occasion occurred during

Phase II, Conference 15, when MrE4 expressed disappoinancot that the children were
nOt interested in her weaving activity.
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MTE4: I put so much in to preparing my activity and the children were not
interested in it. I invited them

[0

come and join me but they didn't. When you

work hard to plan an activity and prepare the materials. it is disappointing when
the children don't want to do it.
MTR.4 had observed this situation during the day and recognized that MTE4 was
anxious about the children not coming to panicipate, However, one child was interested
and made several designs with the weaving materials. MTR4 focused on this when she
comfoned MTE4 and reassured her by telling her it happened to her in the past.
MTR4: I knew you were disappointed that not many children sat at the table to
participate in your activity. But (Child 22's name) enjoyed it, she made several
designs, I was glad too, because sometimes it is hard to get (Child n's name)

interested in an activity. Obviously, you had something to offer that was
interesting. I know you worked really bard preparing the materials and me space,
The materials were bright and attractive but I think: ifyou brought them. out
tomorrow. thecbildren might love them and make (ots of designs. It is
disappointing when something like that happens. I know when that has happened
to me before., I was disappointed too. Would you like for me to put the activity on
our planning sheet fornen weeJc and when you come in next Wednesday you can

try it again? Sometimes when an activity is brought out a second time, the

children react to it differently,
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Responses like this were common for MTR4. when her mentcc expressed or showed
anxiety. She was sensitive to her memcc's emotions during these times as she ~

her that her activities were appropriate. She consistently reminded MTE4. that: the
children did not always respond to new activities and materials. Sometimes the materials
needed to be: available for the children to explore at their convenience. This did not
reflect negatively on MTE4's choice of curriculum activity. MTE4 was relieved as she
=pond,,"

r would appreciate being able to try the activity again next week.
the planning shcct for next week is a

~at

Puning it on

idea. I will be looking forward to it.

and I will think about a new way of introducing it next time. Thank you for
pointing out the fact that one of the childrcJ. did enjoy the activity. I was so upset

that other children didn't participate that I forgot that one child got a lot of
enjoyment from the materials and the activity.

Enoollragemmr

Eocouragement in the context of this stUdy referred to a mentor quality used by
I.he mentors to inspire and promote reflective thinking. When mentors provided
encouragement to their mentees. they helped to create a non-thrutening environment
which invited reflective thiDking in relation to early childhood. teaching practices. for
themselves and their mentccs.
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All mentors encouraged their mentees throughout each phase of the study. MTRl
encouraged her moltee on 29 occasions during conferencing, as she reflected on MTEI 's
teaching practices in the full-day program (see Table
MTEI did was appropriate and exemplary.

to). She emphasized the work that

"r think: your work. is outstanding.

Vou are

demonstrating a good grasp of the content of your courses. especially your curriculum
activities and your sensitive interactions with the children." Encouraging comments
were voiced during Phase II, Conference 8, when MTRI emphasized MTEI 's
observation skills. She noted her ability to apply these skills in an appropriate manner

when obser\mg young children at play and involved in group leaming activities.
MTRI: You're taking wb.at you are seeing and you're applying it all You
are very observant and it shows in your work. You are eager and
interested. in developing new skills. You are very strong in a lot of

curriculum areas.

r noticed today, when (Child 23's name) came in. you

observed that be was upset and you quickly thought about what you
should do. I noticed you offered to help him get an activity started. You
bad noted his interest in that same activity yesterday. That is wonderful to
see. Vou are making excellent progress. Imagine, how strong you will be

-

in those attaS at the end of your placement. I see such a change since you

Later. during the same conference. MTR.l commented on a bulletin board. display her
mentee designed. This was the tim bulletin board display that she created dwing her
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ECE program and she was not sure about the quality. MTRI offered encouraging
comments.
MTRI: The bulletin boards look. great. You can see the effort that has
gone into it. You cenainly took time to prepare the items displayed.. They

were colorfW and crearive. I noticed the parents looking at it this morning
and I beard

many positive commentS from them. You included a sample

of all the children·s work in the group. That is great because the children
were also looking at the board and they would notice if there work: was

missing.. I liked the border you made to put around iL It was very
appropri.at:e.
MTEl responded:
I did work hard but it is great when someone notices the effort and the skills
involved.. This was the first time I had to acD.1al1y set up a bulletin board display.
I was nervous but I won't be next time because your feedback really focused on
the specific things I did. That is helpful. In the past. feedback was more general.
for instance, it was common for our supervisors to say, "that was good" or ''that
wasn't so good..•• But we were never sure what good meant or whaJ: parts weren't
so good. [know e.uctly what you mean when you are exact about the work: I've
done.
Prior to providing encouragement to MTEl. MTRI reflected. on her teaching practices. It

was important that she was aware ofbow to set up an appropriate bulletin board that was

,.2

attractive and im;'ting. MTRI's encouraging comments were based on prior knowledge
of effective teaching practices.
Although MTR2 was absent for a great dea1 of the time during Phase U and Phase

III. there were seven occasions during the times she was present that she encouraged
MTE2 to initiate responsibility for coordinating daily routines (see Table 10). This
encouragement was especially important to MTE2 because she was hesitant during the
study to initiate responsibility for the program. During Phase 2, Conference 9. MTR2
encouraged her mentee lO take additional responsibilities in the playroom.
MTR2: I think: that you are now at that stage where you should feel
comfortable in taking on more responsibility when it comes lO different
program areas in the room. For example. the snack routine should be a
routine that you could coordinate now. You assisted me with snack last
weelc and you did an excellent job. I am sure you could coordinate it on
your own. knowing that I will be available if you need me. Bathroom
routine is another rime you could take responsibility for. I know the lOoth
brushing routine is another routine you have assisted with and seemed
quite comfortable and confident. So any time you feel you are ready to do
something that you haven't ttied before. don't hesitate lO let me know. rm
here if you need me. What would you be most comfortable doing first?
MTE2 was quiet and withdrawn at the beginning of the study. however. with
encouragement such as this. MTE2 gradually took on additiooal responsibilities and
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became more comfortable with her mentor and the children..
At the next conference. MTR1 acknowledged her memee's assistance during
bathroom routine when she assisted the children with tooth brushing. She also

emphasized that she appeared to be more comfortable asking questions when she was not
sure of something.
MTR2: You did a great job assisting the children with the toothbrushes
and I hope it helps to familiarize you \\;th their names. I have noticed that
since you have started your placement with us that you seem to feel much
more comfonable with approaching me and asking questions and letting
me know if you need a little help. That's great. those are good signs that
you are comfonable and you are not feeling intimidated by me. I think

more learning can occur that way.
MTE2 responded:
[ feel that [ am. ready to coordinate the tooth brushing routine without your
assistance. I was comfortable when I assisted you last week, and the children are
responding to me more positively now. Knowing that you arc close-by helps also.

Knowing that you have confidence i.n my work is comfotting for me. I know I'm
not assertive in my work. . but your feedback helps to boost my confidence.. I
notice now when I interact with the children, my voice is louder. One oflhe other
teachers commented on that yesterday. At first I wasn't sure ifit was a
complement or a criticism.. However, she quickly reassured me that it was a

,.,

complement and we both laughed. So. when should I coordinate the tooth
brushing routine? Tomorrow maybe.

Because MTR.2 provided encouragemeO[ such as this. MTE2 was more comfonable
reflecting on her worle. with the children: as well she became more confident and skilled

in demonstrating teaching practices related to coordinating daily routines. Moreover. the
researcher noted that MTE2 initiated and. demonstr.Ued effective teaching practices in
relation to coordinating daily routines. as a result of discussions and reflections on
specific teaching practices. For example. it was noted. that routines such as tooth
brushing and snack were coordinated. in a meaningful and effective manner
MTE3 requimi encouragement throughout the study and MTR3 responded. on 26
oceasions (see Table 10). One of those occasions occurred during Phase II. Conference
19, wben MTR3 felt it was necessary to encourage MTE3 to stay focused onherworL
MTR3 was aware that MTE3 was experiencing personal problems. She noticed during
the day that she was working diligently at implementing her curriculum activity.
Although a sensitive approach was important, it was the encomagement that MTR3
provided that was imponant at this time. MTE3 demonstrated earlier in the srudy that she

had difficulties staying focused during her placement. Therefore. it was important when
MTR3 noted MTE3's interaCtions with children at this time. When encouragement was
provided consistently by MTR3 throughout the !itUdy, MTE3 was empowered to exhibit
enthusiasm. and commitment to her work.
MTR3: I see the whipped soap activity went really well again this
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morning., they [children} love iL I was wa1Ching children coming and
going and as oae child would get tired of it they would leave and then
more children would come. the table was always full of children for thar.

full hour. I was really pleased to see your enthusiasm again this morning
when you came in. You got involved immediately and you started your
activity and there was lotS of involvement and lotS of intetaetions with the
children. Your language was appropriate. I noticed that. some of the terms
you were using earlier. at the beginning of the placement were replaced
with more appropriate terms. Good for you., you are certainly aware of
what is appropriate. Sometimes this takes time. but obviously you are

trying and it is working.
MTE); I

am trying hard to concentrate on my wade. It means a lot when you

notice that my work. is improving. That helps to keep me motivated. I do enjoy

woricing with the childreJ. and I feel a lot better about my work: since I have begun

to put in more effort.. (know I will continue to keep up the good work. and I will
doweUinmyplacemeaL lamdetermined. Youareright. Iamawareofwhatis
appropriate. and I feel that I am on the right track. Finally!
Encouragement was an imponant quality for all mentors to demonstrate during
mentoring. however. it was particularly imponant for MTR3 to dem.onstra!e
encouragement to her mentee because MTE3 had difficulties demonstrating effective
teaching practices at the beginning. However. over the course of the study she made
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progress in all areas of her field placement. MTRJ's encouragement was critical to this
progress.
MTE4 often exprt:ssed doubts in her abilities. particu1atly after she implemented
curriculum activities. It was during those times that MTR4 emphasized her strengths as a
mentee and provided motivation to belp build on those strengths during the study. MTR4
encouraged ber mentee on L4 occasions to reflect on the positive aspects of her activities.
Evidence ofmis encouragement was revealed during Phase IT, Conference 13. when

)..{TE4 talked about a new book she brought to read to the children during smaJl group
time. However. some of the children were not interested in the book and they left the
book area before MTE4 finished. Sbe expressed doubt in her choice of book and the
presentation of the book.. MTR4 commented on the reading activity as she made
encouraging comments.
MTR.4: I thought the choice of book was appropriate. They enjoyed the
~

weLL

I thought tba1 your presentation of the book went really

r wouldn't be too quick to criticize your reading abilities or the

choice of book. I think if you read it tomorrow to a different group of
children. they would enjoy it and would stay to hear all of the story.
Maybe tomorrow before you read it we could introduce it with a finger

play about a fish. Could you think about a finger play that would be
appropriate for the children and you could introduce it before the story
tomorrow? r think you did an exceUentjob today reading the book.. Your
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voice was clear and you changed your tone of voice to portray the different
moods of the fish. Children like thaL I also Liked it when you let the
children [Ouch the sparkles on the fish. You used lots of expressive
langu.a.ge, "the fins are dazzling, shimmering, shiny, and sparlding"".

Children love dlose wotds.
MTE4: Thank you forrc:assuring me mar. it wasn't something I did or didn't do
that caused. the children to become disinterested in the book. I do know a

finger

play about a fish ... that we did last year in (Instructor's name) class. I will lock
for it when I go home. [never thought to do something like that to get the
children interested.. I will definitely try thaL I know I lose my confidence easily .
. but I will get better as I get further in to my placemenL I appreciate your
comments and feedback..
[( was encouraging comments like these that helped MTE4 to become confident and
knowledgeable in implementing curriculum activities. The researcher noted on the
following day, MTE4 introduced the book The Rainbow FiSh with a finger play about

fish and the children showed enthusiasm and excitemeIlL They listened attentively to the

StOry and requested that MTE4 read it again. Occasions such as this helped reassure
MTE4 thai: she was capable and knowledgeable about early childhood teaching practices.
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Mentors and metuteS performed complex teaching practices during their daily
work. with children. Providing formal opportunities sucb :IS conferencing, enhanced their
ability to reflect on mese practices in a meaningful m.anner. It was apparent that giving

reflective feedback on meaningful and effective teaching practices was an effective
mentoring strategy that was utilized in this study 10 promote and encourage the meotees'
reflective thinking wim respect to early childhood teaching practices. However, in the
process ofproviding reflective feedback to the meDtees to inform them about their
teaching practices. meD[ors also reflected 00 their teaching practices. Therefore, teaching
practices were enhanced for mentors and mentees.
As mentors and mentees reflected 00 their teaching practices, they organized their

thinking around speeific issues that occurred during the day. These issues related to
curriculum and guidance. With respeet to curriculum, reflection focused on planning
and implementing curriculum activities. Mentors were aware of the mentees' anxieties

concerning planning and implementing curriculum activities and found that giving
reflective feedback related to cwriculum activities was an effective means to address me
mentccs' anxiety and enhance their teaching practices. Reflective feedback related to
guidance focused on the needs of individual children and the behavioural interVentions
that were used to guide inappropriate behaviours. Mentors recognized the meotccs' need

to reflect on the needs ofchildren in order to plan and implement appropriate behavioural
interventions.

..

,

Mentor.; often demonstral:ed qualities which helped to create a non-threatening
environment which invited reflective thinking relaled to early childhood leaching
practices. When mentor.;

~nded to

mentees in a sensitive manner they initiated the

conditions necessary for reflective thinking. 1broughout me srody. meatees had many
occasions when they were unsure of their teaching practices or lacked confidence in
demonstrating teaching practices. During those times mentor.; always responded in a
sensitive manner. Sensitive responses by the mentors helped to promote reflective
lhinking in the mentees. as well the mentor.;. In addition. it was natural.

[0

expect that the

mentees would not always be successful in planning and implementing cwriculwn
activities and guiding children's behavio~. Therefore. it was imponant that the mentors
provided encoungement during those times. When mentors modeled a sensitive
approach to the mentees and encouraged them to continue to tty harder at their work. a
non·tb.reateniog environment was created and maintained. 11lis environment was
conducive to a reflective thinking environment.

Tournai Writing lnspjrrs Refleerjye Thinkjng

The primary purpose of journal writing was to promote reflective thinking related
to early childhood teaching practices.. The analysis ofjournal writings revealed that they

were effective in promoting and encouraging reflective thinking in relation to early
childhood teaching practices. Mentors and mentees indicated an appreciation for their
work: with children as they implemented meaningful teaching practices. In addition.
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mentors recognized the imponance oi providing a teachinglleaming model for me
mentees as they demonstrated effecoxe teaching practices.
The importance of mentor feedback during conferences was confirmed. by the
meatees as they reflected on the appreciation they had for the honest and sincere manner

in which feedback was provided. As these qualities were demonstrated. during
conferences. mentees emphasized the importance of these and other qualities being
exhibited at all times throughOUt the study.
The researcher provided journal questions (see Appendix E) to help the mentors
and meatees focus their reflective writing: on specific topics related. to teaching practices.
The mentees scheduled a rwenty minute period at the end ofeach teaching day to reflect
on their day and write their reflections in their jownals. The mentors. however. reflected
on their day and wrote in their journals after their teaching day. MTR.2 was absent for
part of the study and did nOl participate in journal writing. The following sections discuss
the contenlS of the journals regarding: significant daily happenings, mtntee teaChing
assistance, mealor self-reflections on teaching practices. imponance of conferencing,
mtnlOr qualities. and mentor/mentee mentoting relationships.

SiiDi 6c am Dajly Happenings
Mentors and mcltees fell the most significant part of their day was planning and
implementing curriculum activities with the children and lbe satisfaction the children gOl
from participating in lbese activities. In addition. the mentors identified assisting the
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mentees to implement teaching practices as being meaningful and rewarding. Menlers
felt that through mClUoring they wen: introduced to a whole new way of relating to the
preset'vice students. All of the menrors wrote about the excitement ofobserving their
ment~ become

more skilled at inte:r:ilCting with children and implementing their

activities. These observations of the ment~' growth in these areas were cited
frequently in their journal writings. They also wrote about the feeling of
self- accomplishment in their teaching role when their ment~ spoke often about the
positive role models they provided as they demonstraled effective teaching practices for
their obser:ations.
~tTR.I

and MTRJ wrote a great deal about their teaching practices in relation to

guiding children's behaviours. They commented on the specific situations with the
children and bow exciting and challenging these practices were for them. They reflected
on situations that were positive and negative. as they expressed joy abow the positive
situations and sadness about situations that did not tum out so well for a child or group of
children. They were both unwilling to give up on any child and often expressed
frustration when the situation did not work out to their satisfaction. MrRJ was
particularly excited when a child who had problems being accepted by his peetS was
accepted into group play. During Phase 1. she wrote:
(Child 24's name) and (Child 25's name) were building in the block comer and
(Child 26's name) was trying to enter their play. (Child 24's name) and (Child
25's name) said they weren't (Child 26's name) friend and asked him to leave. I
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approached the situation and asked (Child 24's name) what they were making. I
continued to talk to the children enthusiastically about what they were making and
included (Child 26's name) in my conversation. At the end of the conversation
with the children. (Child 26's name) was invited to play. (Child 26's name) was
elated and 50 was L I feel sad. for children who get rejected by their peers. From
my experience with young cbildrm.. it is an area ofconcern that is ongoing.
Reflective joumal writing such as

this..

provided an opportUnity for MTR3 to reflect on

her interactions with the children and emphasized the imponance ofhelping children who
have difficulties making friends.
[n

a journal \\-Titing during Phase I, MTRI reflected on a siruation that had

occurro:i in the playroom. This situation resulted in frustration and enjoyment. She was

ftusttaIed because a child continued to demonstrate behaviour problems even after her
intervention. However. it was enjoyable because she was worried thar. Child 27 did not
have friends and she felt that her interventions would help him evenmally. She wrote:
During my efforts to guide (Child 2Ts name) behaviours. he continued to throw
legos over the floor and coach (Child 28's Dame) to throw chairs. I had to remove

him from the room and talk seriously to him.. At first. he didn't listen but
eventually he did.. I warty about him. he we doing the right things for him?
Maybe we should consult with someone else. He doesn't have any friends and
that worries me.
Reflective journal writing in this instance. encouraged MTRI to reflect on Child 27's
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behaviours and think: about a long term plan to meet his needs that may include an
outside referraL The researclter noted thaI there was an outside consultation on Child 27
thaI resulted in an individualized program plan. MTRI was instrumental in initiating this
referral and individualized plan. From MTRI and MTR3's jouma.l entries. it appeared
they had similar experiences. HowC'·er. MTRJ resolved the problem and felt positive
about the situation, but MfRI continued to have questions relating to whaI else could be
done for this child. Situations like these provided the context for reflective thinking
during journal writing, that often resulted in individualized programming for children.
Such was the C:lSe in lhis siruation.

Mentees wrote in their journals about the teaching practices they enjoyed moSt.
They were: planning and implementing a variety of activities with children in the various
learning centers. planning and assisting the mentors on field trips with the children. and
observing the enjoyment that children expressed as they used the materials and
equipmenL They noted that curriculum involvement provided the time to interact and
observe the children. as well as. observe their mentors more closely as they worked with

smallCT' groups of children.
The enjoyment ofobserving young children and participating in their learning
activities was evidence in all mentees' journals. During Phase U. MTE3 wrote:
I enjoyed reading to the children. They always enjoy the books I bring in to the
center. We had a wonderful time in the housekeeping comet. It was busy and

tim. I liked making the playdough with (MTR3's name). It was more enjoyable
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doing an activity together and I got a chance to observe the children more closely
when there an: [wo teacher.; insl:ead of one. The fact that MTR..3 asked me to join

in the activity made me feel like her partner and it was relaxing b~ t knew
that if a problem arose she would be there to help me and even more to guide me.
That made a big difference. She helped me (eam new ways [Q improve:m

activity.

It was apparent from this journal entry Wt MTE3 learned many strategies and skills
related [0 a variety ofteacbing practices as she worked beside her mentor. She h;Id an
oppommiry to reflect on the importance of reading to children.. teaChing collaboraovely
with her mentor. and the importance of her mentor providing a model ofmeaningful
teaching practices. MTEI supponed this view as she reflected on one of her daY5 dwing

Phase

[II.

She \VTOte;

I really enjoyed being outside today with the children. I especially liked being
down by the balance beam with the children. They wanted to go on a mail hUD[.

(Child 28's name) and (Child 29's name) initiated the bunt and before I knew
anything. all the children joined us. We went allover the yard looking for snails

and even made up a song about snails. Later we wrote a story about our hunt
The children were so interested in snails that I said I would look: for a book about

snails for next week.
MTEl's reflections on her teaching practices emphasized the importance of connecting
curriculum activities to the children's interests. The researcher noted that MTEI brought
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several books to the center the following week that promoted the children's interest in
snails and other garden insects. As a

~t of MTEI 's

ret1ective thinking in this instance.

she brought additional meaningful resources to the children's program.
During Phase II, MTE2 elaborated on ber day. as she thought about small group
rime and particularly noted the importance of following up on the children's interests..
My favourite part of the day was small group time. This gave me a chance to
spend some low key quality rime with the children. They enjoyed the materials so
much that later I brought out the same materials for the children to use again. I
think this helped the children to be more creative and provided more time for
them to use materials without being pressured to put them away. Later myself

and (Child 30's name) were sitting in the block comer singing and listening to
music. I noticed that she enjoys music a 10l I will bring in some new tapes next
wedc. that she might enjoy.
It was apparent from these reflective writings that MTE2 was aware of the need for
children to have plenty of rime to explore m.aJ:enals. As weU, she demonstrated an
awareness of the importance of planning activities that met the needs of individual
children.

MC'I"ITCC Teacbini Assisancc
Mentors felt that they assisted their mentees in many ways throughout the study,
but they especially wrote about the sense of satisfaction they got from modeling

"6

appropriate teaching practices. The plaCtices they wrote about moS[ often were lhe
opportUnities they had [Q plan and implement curriculum activities with the children and
guide lheir behaviours. They wrote about occasions when they observed their mentees
using teaching Stra1egies and skills similar to their's during their work with children.
Evidence of such reflections on mentee assistance were written about across all
phases. For example, during Phase I. MTRI observed ber mentee observing her and

making notes as she coordinated.snack routine with the children. Her journal entry read:

MTE I was obset'\-mg me ar. morning snack today. I knew she was observing my
methods of language with the children and coordination skills. I feel she is almost:

ready to coordinate lunch routine. therefore, observation is good for her to do. {
have let her know that when she is ready [Q do the lunch routine she can let me
know. Although MTEl was obsetVing me. she helped the children also. When
one of the children wanted her to sit at the table with her, she did. but kept
observing.
MTRl was aware of her mentee's skills. However, writing about it helped [Q emphasize

the imponance of modeling appropriate teaChing practices. During the weeks following

this journal entry, the researcher DOl:ed that MTRl was aware of modeling meaningful
and. effective teaching practices for her mentee when they worked together planning and
implementing curriculum activities. In addition, prior to planning and coordinating daily
routines. MTRI emphasized the skills and strategies that she expected MTEI to observe
and took steps to ensure that these specific skills were modeled
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During Phase f and Phase II.. MTR4 often wrote about her a.wareness of the
importance of being a role model for her mentee as she worked with the children. On one
such occasion. during Phase L she wrote:
I was doing a small group rime activity and MTE4 was observing me. One of
the children didn't want to participate in the activity. I was nervous and wam't
sure if I should ask MfE4 to help me. If she were my team teacher r would have
asked but I didn't want to interrupt her observations. [didn't have to ask. She
interVened and offered the child an alternative activity. She went IO the water
play table \virh him but she continued to observe me. She couldn't take notes at

this time but later she talked to me about what happened and [

~

her that

she bad done the right thing. She was a.etually using a strategy that I bad used
several weeks before when [team teacher's name] was having problems with a
child during circle time. MTE4 bad. observed this situation. I guess she was using
the same strategy. [hadn't thought about that earlier. But she was modeling a
strategy that I bad used several weeks earlier. I realized the importance of
providing an effective teaching model for MTE4 at all times. It may not be a
planned observation but they [mentees] were awan: of what was happening in the
playroom at all times.
Such situations provided appropriate reflective oppommities for MTR.4. They indicated
MTR4's awareness ofMTE4's strengths when she assisted the planning and
implementation of a small group rime activity as a result of reflective writing. In
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addition. MTR4 realized the imponance of modeling meaningful and effective teOlChing
practices for MTE4 at all times.
During Phase Ul MTR3 summ.a.rized her feelings about the impact of her mentee
observing and modeling ber behaviow-. Sbe wrote:

I walCh MTEJ and I see myself sometimes. She is modeling me. This makes me
feel good.. I observe her demoostrate her true abilities and I know that the
consistency and encouragement I provided was wonh it. The menlOring
experience helped her have a successful field placement experience.
This reflective \\onting showed MTRJ's awareness of MTE3's needs and her excitement
about helping meet these needs. Such writing suppons what the researcher noted during
her observations ofMTRJ and MTE3 during the study. She no[C(i that MTR.3 remained
consistent in ber feedback. to MTE3 during conferencing as she encouraged MTE3 to
improve her skills and be successful in ber field placement. In addition. [his consist.e:ncy
and encouragement was demonstrated as they worked together planning and
implementing daily routines. pianniog and implementing curriculwn activities. and
guiding children' s behaviours.
Across all phases of the srudy, there were many oppommities for mentors to
model appropriate behavioural intervention strategies and skills for the mentees. Mentors
became aware 0f the mcolees' anxiety aOOm guiding the children's behaviour when they
discussed Ute inappropriate behaviours of individual children during conference time.
Mentors reflected on these opponunities in their journal writings as they wrote about the
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learning that took place when the mentees observed their strategies and skills as

mey

guided children's inappropriate behaviours.
During Phase l MTRJ wrote about a unique learning opportunity MTE3 had
experienced as she and another mentor guided a child's inappropriate behaviour. She
wrote:

MTE3 talked about her observations during conference today. She picked up on
me importance of following through with redirecting inappropriate behaviour as
she observed me redirecting (Child 31's name) and getting him involved in more
productive play. MTE3 also noted the importance ofbeing able to call upon a
dependable team teacher when you need someone assisting you. She noted when

I called upon MTRI to help with redirecting (Child 32's name), so I could
continue to be with (Child 31 's name). This was an important observation for
MTE3 to make. I think: it made her aware oftbe fact that mentors need help and
assistance also. Mentees have a lendency to think that we have all the answers
and lhat we are capable of dealing with all situations without help. Such was not

the case in this situation.
An openness to new ideas and wanting to learn more were important qualities for mentees
to demonstrate. As MTR3 reflected on this situation, she realized the importance oCher

mentee having opponunities to observe her in complex situations. Situations where
MTR3 required assistance to guide a child's behaviour was a unique situation to model
for MTE3. MTR3 viewed this occasion as an oppommity to demonstrate that mentors do
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aot necessarily have all tile skills necessary to intervene with children all of the time. The
mentolS' learning is continuous in guidance situations. as well. planning and
implementing curriculum activities. They often depended on their team teacher for

support. Reflective writing, in this case. affirmed the teacb.ingfleaming process is
continuous for the e-.cpen teacher (mentor) and the novice teacher (mentee).

Mentor Sr'f.Reflrrtions on Teachjng Practices

Across all pbases oftbe srudy, mentors reflected on their teaching practices as a
result of mentoring. They wrote abOUt bow they were more conscious of their
interactions with children as they implemented curriculum activities. They now viewed
themselves as providing a model ofexcellent teaching practices for their mentccs. This
awareness also extended to their planning for children and the impottance of planning
based on children's aeeds and interests. During Phase IT, M1R3 wrote:
Being a mentor made me aware of my teaching role. Today when making
playdough wilh the children, (Child 33's name) wanted to explore the materials
with ber hands. This gave me the opportUnity to model for MTE3 bow one

activity can initiate another activity or experience. After the playdough activity, [
set up another activity for (Child 33's name), where she could explore these
materials and feel the textures. Next week: I would like to focus on MTE3's

interactions with larger groups of children. She would now like to make
playdough. This would be a great opportUnity for ber. Maybe this experience
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would help her o\'eIt:ome her overwhelming fear of working with larger groups of

chilc!r=
t\ofrR.J became aware ofher mentee's needs and had opportunities to reflect on those
needs through her writing. She was aware ofMTEJ's fear ofworlc:ing v.ith larger groups
of children. Therefore. reflective writing was an effective means to help the mentor lb.ink
about meaningful and effective teaching: strategies she would implement when she and
her memee planned and implemenled curriculum activities.
As a result of mentoting. during Phase II. MTR4 mought about whether or not she

guided her mentee in a way that. a1lo\\.-ed her to develop her own teaching style. She
wondered if she encouraged. dependence on her teaching: strategies and skills. She wrote:
Am I guiding MTE4 through the study and giving too much of my ideas or

views? And if!

am. wiU she let me know? [Later in the study, during Phase m.

she wrote J, I notice now that MTE4 is taking more initiative and doing things a
lime differently than before. I think she is more comfortable now initiating her
own cwriculwn activities. I see her jotting notes in the room if I am redirecting a
child or making notes on an individual child. I see a confidence that was not
there before as she demonstrates effective teaching practices. I guess that means
that she trusts her own teaching ideas but continues to learn from me as she

observes me interacting with the children and implementing curriculum activities.
MTR4 and her mentee worked. well together and developed a trusting relationship during
the study. Reflective writing helped MTR.4 question her teaching strategies and skills

,.2

with respect to guiding and encouraging MTE4 to demonstrate effective teaching:
practices.

[mporrancc ofConfnrncing

Mentees wrote more about the imponance of the feedback provided by their
mentors during conference time than any other component ofconferences. They felt that
positive feedback allowed them to reflect on their teaching practices. as weU. pointed out
the importance ofk:nowing when a leaching practice was ineffective and needed
improvement. They generally pen:et\'ed their mentors
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be honest and sensitive when

providing reflectivc feedback. For example. during Phase In. MTE4 wrote:

I appreciate the hODesty when MTR4 gives feedback during conferences. She

never makes me feel bad about what I have done, even if it isn't totally right.

Instead. she guides me to think about ahemative ways of doing something next
time. 1 feel like I am pan of the half day teaching team and not just a Student.
Reflective writing such as this demonstrated the imponance ofproviding feedback in a
sensitive manner. It was appan:nt from MTE4's reflections that MlR4 was skilled at
providing feedback in relation to teaching practices., as wcu. encouraging MTE4 to reflect
on those teaching practices for the pUIpOse of making changes.

During Phase L, MTEI noted the suggestions MTRI provided during conferences
were meaningful. She wrote:
The most informative pan of my conference today was when MTRI explained
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how and why [ could encourage two-way communication between the children.. I
can't wait to try these ideas out in the playroom on my next placement day. [
rea.J.ly appreciate the suggestions that she [MTRI} shares with mc.
It was apparent that MTRI was skilled at making suggestions in relation to teaching
practices that focused on enhancing language skills for children.. as welL presenting
suggestions in a manner which fostered the mentee's reflective thinking about specific
teaching practices.
Planning activities that linked to the childrm's needs and interests presented a
chaUenge to many of the mentees throughout the study. yITE3 felt that her mentor was
not only aware of this cballenge but took appropriate steps to ensure she was coached to
plan appropriar:ely for children. Owing Phase

n. MTE3 wrote:

I saw a planning session take place today. [ am looking forward to joining MTRJ
in her planning meeting on Friday. [am beginning to feel more confident in my
own planning since MTR3 bas given feedback on my activities. Sometimes they
[curriculum activities] don't always cormect to the children's interests. MTRJ
talked to me about this dwing conferences and then I thought about the
importance of connecting activities to the children's needs and interests before the

next planning meeting.
Providing oppommities for MTE3 to reflect on planning appropriar:ely for young
children to meet their needs and interests ensured that she improved her teaching
practices in these curriculum areas. Reflective thinking about planning appropriar:e
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activities for children and connecting these activities to the children's interests not only
enhanced the quality of the mentees' field placement experience. as well. improved the

quality of the cUI.Ticulwn activities presented to the children.
MTEI supponed the view that feedback provided during conferencing was most
importanL She also elaborated OD the imponance of being able to observe ber mentor. as

well, providing feedback during field placements.

I appreciate MTR1. and all the feedback she has given me. I feel that observing
ber as well having her review my worlc. bas really helped me grow as an ECE.
The constant guidance she bas pro\;ded. through mentoring bas given me teaching
skills and abilities that I can carry with me (and build on) throughout my teaching

Mcn10r QuaHties That $npponcd Teaching Practices
Throughout the stUdy, mernees wrote about sevO'al mentor qualities they thought
were helpful in supporting their early childhood teaching practices. The qualities that
were mentioned. most frequently were: sensitivity, knowledgeable. friendly, and honesty.

This thinking was reflected in their journal writings, some ofwhich are recorded below:
MI'EI: I rcaliz.e the way MTRI responds to the childmt is much the same as the
way she responds to me. In all situations she remains calm, sensitive. and caring.
I definitely consider MTRI to be a positive role model. [fI can be as sensitive a
teacher as she is. I will be happy. That quality [sensitivity} makes her easy to
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approach with questions. problems. and comments..

MfE3: (Child IS's name) joined myselfand a group of chileno at the gluing table
one day. We were looking at a magazine and (Child IS's name) grabbed it from
(Child 35's name). He took me by surprise and I was a little unsure of bow to
handle it. But MTRI was observing what was happening and she intervened
when she sensed that I needed her assistance. r really appreciated not only the
fact that she helped me but also that she was sensitive to my feelings of
uncertainty.

MTE2; MTR2 has become a partner to me. Myself and (MTR2's name) seemed
to have more communication and convetYtion (about the children. activities. etc.)

in the room than (MTE4's name) and I did.

r find (MfR2's name) to be very

helpful and knowledgeable when planning and implementing curriculum
activities. She always makes suggestions that I find 00 be useful and meaningful
when I plan and implement activities..

MTE3;

r like that MTR3 is friendly, sincere. easy to talk to. and very open

minded. It helps to know that she is there to help not to judge. I like the way she
guide's chileno's behaviour. she doesn't get overwhelmed or ftustrated with a
situation. She is a very positive person with staff:, parents. and children and
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always seems to be happy and in a good mood. I hope I can have mese qu.a.lities
when I become an early childhood educator.

MTE4: I am finding MTR4 (() be very bonest and genuine.. She has a genuine
personality tllat really makes a person feel comfortable and relaxed. If men: wen:
any issues homering me [ wem to ber for support and guidance. [austed ber and I
don't think I wouldbave wemto her for support iftllat trust wasn't there. She was
always willing (() listen and easy to talk to about any situation.

She encouraged

me to make decisions, but first she provided infonnation. Today she gave me a
choice about whether my acthity was done as a small group activity or with the

larger group. I liked being given a choice.
When mentor.> demonstrated these qualities, the mentees wen: encouraged to promote
effective teaching practices. In addition, it was apparent tllat me mentees trusted the

mentors and were confident enough in their teaching skills to take risks when they were
required to demonstrating specific teaching ptaetices. Writing about the mentor qualities
that were helpful in promoting meaningful teaching practices was a reflective opportUnity
for mentees to think about bow these qualities were helpful in this context. as well. in

future teaching experiences.
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\.1rntorfMemcc Mmroring RelatiOnShips
As the study progressed. mentors wrote about the team colleague relationships
they established with their mentees as being very significant to the mentoring
relationship. They perceived this as being instrumental to the success of the mentoring
relationship, in relation to their teaching practices. During Phase II. MTR.4 wrote about
how MTE4 was more of a team colleague rather than a student intern.
MTR4: I'm getting much closer to (MTE4's name) and we are becoming more

like two team members than student and teacher. She [MTE4] is getting so good
at piclcing up on the children's interests and connecting them to her planning. I
like her ideas in p1aD:ning. We [Half day teaching team] depend on her to bring
notes on child observations and we use them to plan activities for children. It is
ni«: when we both feel that we have something to share. I feel that I am learning
so much from (MTE4's name).

MTRl agreed with the importance of the mentor/mentee mentoting relationship
and how her mentee was more of a team teaeher than a student. During Phase II. she
wrote:
I forget that MTEI is a stUdent sometimes. Even during conferences she brings so
much to the meetings and I depend on that. Our conversations are so full of
intereSting things about the children and their activities. I find that I depend on
her feedback about my activities. I am learning so mucb from ber. We are

..
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learning together [guess. I think we will always stay friends even afte. the
mentoring is finished.
MTR3 supponed the importance ofme coUegial relationship. During Phase Ill.

she wrote::

I feel very rewartled by my whole experience as a mentor. It has laught me quite
a bit about being a positive role model. supponer. and friend to the srudents that

go through this progtam. They need. all the positive mentoring they can get to
become successful in their own roles. It is good fo. us also [0 be involved in
mentoring. I learned a lot from my mentee. I will miss her.

In addition. MTR.3 viewed the mentoring relationship as being critical to her mcntee's
success during field place:menL She emphasized how impottant the relationship was to
her mentee. She wrote::
During conferencing, MTE3 emphasized that without the feedback. negative 0.
positive. she would not have seen her areas of weakness.

r think about bow

imponant this mentoring project must have been fo. her.
Such reflective writings helped to stretch the limits of the mentors' capabilities fo.
reflecting on thei. relationship with their mentee5. According to MTRI, reflections like
these enabled the mentors to view their future role with students during field placement a
little d.iffere:ntly. She wrote::
I think: this study win change what we do for students in the future. How can we
go back: to the way it was before the study? We can't help but be influenced by
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what has happened here. Srudents will definitely benefit in the future.
Mentees also identified many aspects of the mentor relationship as being
imponanL However, they particularly wrote about the importance of their menlor being a
model teacher who provided guidance and assistance when necessary. During Phase IT.
~wrote:

I don't know what I would do. if it weren't for MTRJ. She was always there when
I needed her. Today, one of me children was acting up and I had to intervene.
MTR3 came close to the siruation in case I needed her assistance. It was a good
thing too because the child was out of control and I did need help. Just watching
ber talk to the child was helpful. I hope [ can be a teacher like MTR3 when I
graduate. She teaches what we are leaming in the classroom. I have never seen
that before in my other placements.

Reflective writing enhanced MTE3's unde:rstanding of the importance ofMTRJ modeling
teaching practices that linked to specific academic COUlSCS.
MTE4 was pleased that she had someone to go to for suppott and assistance who
was

mo~

than a supervisor. She wrote:

I don't look: at MTR4 as a supervisor. I looked at her as an equal She ueated me
with respect and [felt valued in Ihe playroom. where my opinions counlcd. But

still I knew that she was there to assist me when I needed her. That was
important to me especially when I lost confidence. That happened sometimes.

It was app3IClt that MTE4 appreciated being treated with respect by MTR.4. However,

..
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she realized her limitations with respect to her te:lChing practices and recognized that she
needed support and guidance when planning and implementing curricuhun activities. and
guiding children's behaviours.
MTEI viewed ber mentor as a person who supported. her professiooaJly. Sbe
thought that when this quality was present. she was more confident implementing her
activities.. Sbe wrote about the importance ofbeing able to observe her mentor practice
effective te:lCbing strategies and skills prior to being expected to demonstrate skills. For
example. during Phase IT. MTEI wrote:

I noticed today that MTRI let me handle some situations on my own and I really
liked that. I was glad that I had seen her handle a similar situation last week.
Sometimes. even though. I may feel a little unsure, when I see my mentor has
confidence in me. it makes me feel more confident and competent.
It was apparent that opportUnities like these were meaningful for MIT!. Sbe recognized
the importance of her mentor providing a model of appropriate teaching practices.. prior to
taking responsibility for planning and implementing teaching practices. OpportUnities.
such as these, increased MTEl's confidence,

:lS

well, ber competence in becoming an

effective early childhood educatOr. Reflective thinking opportunities fostered MTEl's
early childhood teaching practices.
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Journal writing opportunities promoted reflective lhinking in the mentors and
memees in relation to eMly childhood teaching practices. When mentors and mentees
responded to the journal questions. they reflected on the following topics: significant
daily happenings. mentee teaching assistance. mentor self-reflections on teaching
practices. imponance of confermcing., mentor qualities. and mentorlmentee mentoring
relationships in relation to early childhood teaching practices.
When mentors and mentees reflected on significant daily happenings, they
emphasized the importance of their work with young children. Meaningful teaching
practices were promoted as being important to meeting the needs and interests of the
children. Mentots thought that modeling appropriate teaching practices was the most
effective assistance they provided to their mentee5 during the study. When mentees had
opportunities to observe their mentors demonstme meaningful teaching practices. they
were empowered to become more effective early childhood educators.
Mentors' self·reflections on daily teaching practices emphasized the importanCe
of their mentoring role. Through their reflections they became aware of their mentoring
responsibilities.ln relation to providing an individualized model of teaching practices that
met the needs of individual mentees. In addition, they realized the process of teaching
and learning was continuous for themselves. as experienced educators and the mentees. as
novice teachers.
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Mentees wrote about the imponance of reflective feedback provided during
conferateing as being most helpful in the enrichment ofthei! teaching practices. as well.
mentor qualities such as: sensitivity, knowledgeable. friendliness. and honesty.
Mentors and mentees thought the collegial and professional relationships
established during the study promoted meaningful and effective teaching practices.
Mentots and mentees wrote about the imporunce of having a collaborative teaching
model where they both had oppommities to contribute to the cbildren.'s program in a

meaningful way. Mentees recognized their limitations and appreciated the mentors

awareness of their teaching strengths.
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Chapter 5

Summary, Fmdings, and Recommendations

Currently, provincial colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador. where an Ear(y
Childhood Education Program is available. train snulents for two years to obtain a
diploma in Early Childhood Education. The practical component of the training program
does not have a process in place to suppon or train early childhood educators in any
fonnal way to develop mentoring strategies and skills that would promote reflective
thinking in relation to early childhood teaching practices during the stUdents' field
placements. The purpose of this study was to develop and implement a reflective
mentoring program for experienced early childhood educators and preservice students
that would provide opportunities for reflective practices and promote reflective thinking

in relation to early childhood teaching practices.
This qualitative case stUdy examined me teaching practices of four mentors and
four mentees in one college setting over a £welve week period. Prior to the study and
throughout the study, the researcher provided resource materials and facilitated training
seminars on mentoring and reflective dtinking for the participants. to accommodate for
their lack of formal training in mentoring and reflective thinldng. During the study, the

researcher collected data from four sources. They were: interviews, observations.
conferences, and journal writings. The participants were interviewed before and after the
study to determine the knowledge of mentoring gained in relation to the role of the
mentor. the benefits of mentoring for mentors and mentees., and effective mentoring

Str.Uegies and skills that. promote reflective p~rices_ The participants were observed
daily as they worked rogether ro dete:rmine effective menroring strategies and skills used
to demonmate effective early childhood

t~hing practices.

In addition. participants were

observed and audio-taped as they met daily for conferences to examine the effectiveness
of confermcing as a strategy to promote reflective thinking related to early childhood
teaching practices, as well. to identify mentor qualities which create a non-threatening
environment where mentors and meD.tees could become reflective thinkers. Participants
wrote journals about their daily teaching experiences and the writings were examined as
an effective strategy to ·promote reflective thinking in relation to early childhood teaching
p~tices.

The following findings provide direction for the development and implementation
of a reflective mentoring program for early childhood educalOrs.

No Components of An Early Childhood Education Mentoring Progrnm

L

A reflective mentoring program for early childhood educators includes the fi.l£c
components: Mentoring Seminars. Early Childhood T~bing Practices. Early
Childhood Reflective Thinking Practices., Non-Threatening Reflective Thinking
Environment. and Qualities ofAn Effective Mentor.

us

N Mentoring Seminars
1.

Mentoring seminars. prior to and during the implementation of a mentoring
program. are necessary for mentors and menlee5.

2.

Mentoring seminars need to be planned for thm: audiences: seminars fur mentors.
seminars for memees. and seminars for mentors and mentee5.

3.

Mentoring seminars. prior to the implemenwion of a mentoring program. include
the following topics: mentor roles. mentor and monee benefits., and memoring
strategies and skills.

4.

Mentoring seminars. during the implementation of a mentoring program. include
lopics that meet the needs and interests of the mentors and mentees. such as
mentoring and reflective thinking and planning curriculum activities reflecting
young children's needs and interests.

5.

Mentoring seminars during the implementation of the meruoring program. occur
weekly during the first phase (1st - 4th week) of the men[ee5' field placement and
bi-weekly during lhe second and third phases (5th. 12th week) of the mentecs'
field placement.

6.

Mentoring seminars during the implementation of the mentoring program. be
scheduled for a minimum of2 hours.

..
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N.

Early Childhood Teaching Practices
Two effective mentoring stta!egies used by mentors to demonstrate and assist
mentees as they plan and implement early childhood teaching practices are
modeling and. coaching.

.,

Modeling is an effective mentoring strategy when used by mentors to demonstrate
specific teaching or guidance strategies for their mentees

3.

[0

observe.

Modeling provides the mentees the oppommity to observe new and lor
appropriate teaching practices before they can be expected to demonstrate them.

4.

Modeling is usefUl when mentee:s require additional observations of a particular

5.

Modeling includes demonstrations of thI:c specific early childhood teaching

teaching strategy or skill.

practices: planning and co-ordinating daily routines. planning and implementing
curriculum activities, and guiding children's behaviours.

6.

Modeling the planning and coordinating of daily routines is the fiISI early
childhood teaching practice to demonstrate.

7.

Modeling is most meaningful when preceded or followed by mentorimentee
discussion of a specific teaching strategy or skill to be demonstrated..

8.

The majority of mentors' modeling occw-s during the first phase (1st - 4th week)
of the rnentees' field placement.

9.

Coaching is an effective mentoring strategy when used by mentors to assist and
instruct mentees to demoastrate meaningful teaching practices.
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to.

Coaching provides opportUnities for meruees to teach collaboratively "..ith their
mentors in a teaching/learning environment. becoming confident and competent at
demonstrating teaching practices.

II.

Coaching is most effective when it occurs after the menteeS have many
opponunities to observe their mentors model a variety of teaching practices.

12.

Coaching includes assistance and instruction in two specific early childhood
teaching practices: planning and implementing curriculum activities and guiding
children's

13.

beha\;o~.

Coaching is most meaningful when preceded or followed by mentor/mentee
discussion of a specific teaching strategy or skill to be demonstrated.

14.

The majority of mentors' coaching occ~ during the second phase (5th· 8th

15.

Mentors' modeling a specific teaching practice occurs before the mentors coach

week) of the mentees' field placement..

this teaching practice.
16.

When mentees have many oppornmities to observe mentors model and coach

meaningful teaching practices. they become more confident and competent
carrying out these teaching practices.

No Early Childhood. ReOective Thinking Practices

I.

Two effective mentoting strategies to promote and encourage mentors' and
mentees' reflective thinking regarding early childhood teaching practices are
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conferences and journal 'ATiting.
Conferences are scheduled daily fOi a minimum of 30 minutes to promote and
encourage mentors' and mentees' reflective thinking related to early childhood

teaching practices.
Conferencing provides a formal opportUnity
feedback
4.

(Q

(0['"

mentors to provide reflective

metttees related to early childhood teaching practices.

Conferencing is most meaningful when mentors provide reflective feedback
related to mentees tcaching practices and mentees have the opportUnity to discuss
the feedback.

S.

During conferences. mentees gain new teaching perspectives as they communicate
and reflect with their experienced early childhood educator (mentor).

6.

During conferences. mentees reflect on the discussion. questions. suggestions and

feedback provided by their mentors.
7.

During conferences., mentors reflect on their knowledge and undemanding of
early childhood teaching practices as a basis for discussion., questions. suggestions
and feedback.

8.

Conferences include time for discussion of planned and unplanned topics and

9.

Conferences are most effective when mentors first observe menlees involved with

issues related to professional and personal needs and interests.

early childhood teaching practices and guidance strategies. and write jot notes
relaIed to the observations.

..
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10.

II.

Mentors' observation jot notes are the basis of their reflective feedback for their

During conferences.. whOl mentees receive positive feedback. from their mentors.
they become more confident and competent in their planning and implementing

curriculum activities and guiding children's behaviours.

12.

Daily journal writing promotes mmton' and mentees' reflective thinking related

13.

Journal \vriting includes reflections related to specific early childhood teaching

14.

Journal writing related [0 specific early childhood teaching practices reflects

to early childhood teaching practices.

practices and reflections related to personal needs and interests.

thoughts and feelings about planning and coordinating daily routines. planning
and implementing curriculum activities and guiding children's behaviouni.

N.

1.

Non-Threatening Reflective Thinking Environment
Two mentor qualities that help create a non·threatening reflective lhinking
environment for mentors and mentees are sensitivity and encouragemenL

2.

When mentors are sensitive to mentees' professiooal and personal needs, the
mentees are more open to discuss and reflect on these needs.

3.

When mentors provide encouragement to their mentees, they inspire and promote

reflective thinking in mentees and themselves.
4.

Two organizational elements that promote mentor and moltee reflective thinking

2 ••

are wUntetTUpted time and quiet space for conferencing.

N Qualities of An Effective Mentor

An effective mentor is knowledgeable about a college's Early Childhood

Education Program:

2.

COIJISeS

and contenL

An effective mentor is Imowledgeable about young children's development and
now they leam.

3.

An effective mentor is knowledgeable about her professional and personal

responsibilities to her mentee.
4.

An effective mentor is aware of the professional. emotional. and social benefits of

meotoring to her meotee and herself.
5.

An effective mentor has strong communication skills: active and reflective

liste:ning and reflective speaking.

6.

An effective mentor is a frieod1y, honest. caring. sensitive, and encouraging

mentor.

Recommendations'

The Provincial Colleges in Newfoundland and Labrador that provide Early
Childhood Education Programs develop and support Oil formal meotoring program
for experienced community child care early childhood educators who are
interested in becoming or who are preservice field placement supervisors
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(mentors). Such a formal memoring program would ensure that a pannership is

established between the community child care centers and the colleges.
1.

The early childhood educators who are selected to mentor students in the

Provincial Colleges' Early Childhood Education Programs have fonnal training in

rnentoring..
3.

The formal training in mentoring include discussions and reflections on the
foUowing topics:
The Role of the Mentor
The Development of Mentor Strategies and Skills - Conferencing, Journal

Writing, Modeling, Coaching, and Communication SkiUs
The Connection of The Theoretical and Practical Components of Early
Childhood Education Programs
The Development of Reflective 11linking Practices. This includes training

in Reflective Praaices, Conferencing and Journal Writing
4.

The Provincial Colleges' Early Childhood Education Advisory Committee and
the Early Childhood Education Faculties collaborate to develop selection criteria
and a selection process for choosing quality mentors for their field placement

program.

5.

The Provincial Colleges' Early Childhood Education Programs include a core
course on mentoring and reflective practices for early childhood education
students.
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6.

The Early Childhood Education courses on meo.toring and reflective practices
include a focus

OD

modeling and coaching strategies to demonstrate effective

early childhood teaching practices and a focus on conferencing and journal
writing as effective strategies to promote reflective thinking related to early
childhood teaching practices.
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Appendix A
Consent Fonn
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I grant permission [0 Camu:11a Singleton _ researcher in the case study on
~lentoring in

Early Childhood Education. to audiotape my inr:erviews. and conference

sessions. and use other identified methods of data collection for purposes oftbis study.
Whole or part of the contents of these tapes may be used. in the final thesis submission.
understand that as I work with children. observations will be conducted by the researcher
and field notes \\;11 be

wrinc:n on these observations. They will be used. as pan of the

data collection. I further grant permission for the researcher to use the contents of any

jownal writings I do as pan ofmis study as another method ofdata collection for
purposes of the srudy. I understand that names will not be used in the published
document, codes will be assigned to each MentorlMentee pair. I undemand also that
participation is entirely voluntary and that [ may withdraw from the study at any time.

Signawre,,
0 ...'

_
_
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Appendi:<B
Mentor Interview Questions
Mentee Interview Questions

21.

Mentor mImiC'&' Questions
QuestiOQ I

Before
What do you see as being the role of a mentor? Discuss.

After
Now thaI you have been a mentor. what was your role'? Discuss.

QuestiOQ 2

Before
Do you think: that mentoring will benefit you? How'?

After
Now that you have been a mentor. what are the benefits? Discuss

Question)
Before

What mentoring strategies would you use to optimize reflective thinking? Discuss.

After
What memoring strategies did you use to optimize reflective thinking? Discuss.

Question 4

Befon
Although you have not bad prior experience in a mentoring program. do you think daily
conferences and journal writing should be included in a mentoring program? Explain.

After
Now that you have had experience in a mentaring program, which included conferences
and journal writing, do you think they were important to include in this program?
Explain.
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Question 5
Before
If conferences were included in preservice field placemenlS. how much conference rime
should be scheduled? Why?

After
Now that you have had the opportunity to conference during the STUdy. how much time
do you think is necessary to confClttlCe effectively? Why?
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\,fmtec [oreoriOy Questions

QuestioDl

Before aDd Alter
What is the role ora mentor? Discuss.

QUestiOD 2

Before
Do you think that mentoring will beneiit you? How?
After
;';ow that you have been mentored. what are the benefits? Discuss

QUestiOD 3

Befon
What memoring strategies should be used to optimize reflective thinJdng? Discuss.

Alter
What mentoring strategies were used to optimize reflective thinking? Discuss.

QuestiOD 4

Before
.-Uthough you have not had prior experience in a mentoring program.. do you think daily

conferences and journal writing should be included in a mentoring program? Explain.

After
).low th.a.t you have bad experience in a mentoring program. which included conferences
andjoumaJ. writing, do you think [bey were important to include in this program?

Explain.

21.

QuestiOD 5
Before
If conferenc=s were included in preservice field placements. how much conference time
sl10uld be scheduled'? Why?

After
:"low that you have had the opportunity to conference during the study, how much time
do you think is necessary to conference effectively? Why'?

22.

Appendix C

Data Collection Form
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Data Collection FOnD

MentorIMentee Names:

_

Observation (with children present):_ _
Conference:
_
Observer comments

Field Notes

DaIe:

_

Time: Swt:----.Finish-

Coding

Observation # _ _
Page#_ _

Conference # _

•••

Appendix D

Mentor Journa! Guide
Mentee Journal Guide
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Mentor !ollma!

Guide

The following questions are a guide to your reflections as youjoumal write:

Question I: Write about a significant happening in your day, with respect to your
teaching practices.
Question 2:

.~

a mentor, did you provide teaching assistance to your mentee today?

Discuss.
Question 3: Reflect on one of your daily teaching practices. Discuss.
Question 4: Comment or reflect on your mentoumentee menooring relationship, with
reference to your teaching practices.

22<

Mentes:; Joprnal

Gyide

The following questions are a guide to your reflections as you journal write:

Question I. Write about a significant happening in your day, with respect to your
teaching practices.
Question 2. Reflect on the importance of conferencing. Discuss with reference to your
teaching practices.
Question 3. What mentor qualities do you lind most helpful in relation to your teaching
practices. Why?
Question 4. Comment or reflect on your mentor/mentee mentoring relationship with
reference to your teaching practices..
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Appendix E

Seminar # I: Agenda
Seminar #2: Agenda
Seminar #3: Agenda
Suggestions for Menloring

22.

Agenda' Mrnrorjng Seminartt!

Date: September 6. 1995
Duration: 2 Hours
Participants: Mentors and Mentees
Chairperson: Rcscarcller
AGENDA

Overview of Case Study at the Demonstration Center
- Purpose of the srudy and the roles of participants.

II.

Scheduling: of Site Visits for the Researcher

- Mentor and Mentee Conferences
- Mentor and Mentee Observations
-Journal Writing
Ill.

Small Group Discussion
- Article: "Mentoring in Early Childhood Programs" (Lindamood. 1993)
- Article: "Synthesis of Research. on Teach.ers' Reflective Thinking" (SparksLanger & Colton, 1990
• Definition of Mentoring and Reflective thinlciDg
• Formal versus Informal Mentoring
• Purposes of Mentoring
• Elements of Reflection

rv.

Summary
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Date: September 27. 1995
Duration: I Hour

Participants: Mentees
Chairperson: Researcber

AGENDA

Planning Meetings:

- Purpose
• Planning Daily Activities

IT.

Video 'The Daily Team Planning" (Higbscope. 1994):
• (A 20 minute video illustrating a curriculum planning meeting being

conducted in an early childhood education sctting).
-View
- Discussion
- Planning ComponentS:

- Children's Anecdotal Records

- Children's Interests
• Children's Developmental Levels

22.

Agenda" Mrnroring Seminar #1

Date: October 4, 1995

Duration:: 2 hours
Puticiparu:s: Mentors
Chairpersoo: R.=e:archer

AGENDA

Discussion of Mentor Handbook: California Early Childhood Mentor Teacher
Program,
- Topics related. [0 mentoring role
- Ways to facilitate mentoting roles
II.

rmcus. R=h Study Issue.

m.

SocW
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Suggestions for Mrntorjng

As a follow up to our scminar aD Wednesday, October 4th. 1995 re: California

Early Childhood Mentor Teacher Program: Mentor's Handbook and other related
discussion, I would like to highlight the following areas thaI. I would like for you to think
about and implement during the remainder oCthe stUdy. I realize that some ofyeu may
be already implementing some of these ideas however please read through them as you
reference the Mentor's Handbook. We are Dew at a stage where we can tty some new
ideas as suggested in the literatUre. These ideas support what bas been happening in the
ebservatiolJS and conf~ces throughout the study.
Please note the ronewing suggestions :

Observation can be usm to highlight your meatee's skill of "learning to see".
1. Based on the needs of the children in the different groups, ask your mentee in
the morning (0 observe throughout the day and identify and describe what
activities were implemented today [() meet the social needs of the group? the
physical needs of the group? the intellectual needs ofthc group? What did your
mentor or the members of your teaching team do to

ensUI1:

all children's needs

were met in dris particular area? I would only give a mentee one developmental
area per day; social. emotional. physical or intellectual to focus on. You would
not want to overwhelm your mentee by assigning too many observations.
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).(eutor Modeling: Yoa cu uu modeliog informally ud ronnally.
2. Informal Modeling: Provide running commentaries to your mentee throughout
the day as you proceed with an activity, observe a group ofchildren for a specific
reason, or observe an individual child for a reason. Example: I am geuing the
materials prepared for this activity before the children come in because [ will not

be able to leave the room when all the children are here or I am watching to see if
William can conuol himselfbefore I intervene. He has been successful
controlling his behaviour over the past week: and I want 00 encourage this. This
type of commentary will provide your mentee with valuable insight inoo your

rationale for "doing what you do".

Formal Modeling
3. Choose an area from yourmcntcc's evaluation form that you haven't yet had an
opportunity to model or observe. Highlight this area 00 your mentee and arrange
to demonstrate this aspect of the program. For example: For the next two days
observe how I greet the children and parents in the moming. Watch for eye
contact and dialogue. Note what I say and how I rClCt to situations. Note if a
child is having difficulty separating from the parent. What do I say to the child

and to the parent. Ensure that during these times your mentee is not re5pOrlSl"ble
for other duties. It is imponant that you model many appropriate examples of
these behaviours before your mentcc can take responsibility for coordinating and
implementing teaching practices. Regardless of the activity you expect your
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mentee to observe or demonstrate, be specific re: the behaviours you want her to
notice when she is observing you or if you are to observe her. Using this method.
your mentee wiD be more focused. Have your mento:: take jot notes on how this
is done; a running record would be appropriate for something like this. laler you
wiD want to bring this information to conference time for discussion and
feedback.

Demo.strate this skill
4. The follow-up to this is to have your mentee demoDstrate this skiD while you
observe for the same things. Again you will take jOt notes and give feedback at the
conference or immediately, if there is time.

Give immediate feedback wheDever possible.
5. You will need to usc your own discretion about this; much will depend on how
busy the room is and on other factors. Trust your own judgement. 1 realize that
each mentee has ber own strengths and needs. therefore each pair may be woddng
on different areas. Remember there are many opportUnities to model appropriate
ECE qualities. e.g., with children. in the staff room , during conferencing, on the
telepbone. interacting with parents and/or other professionals.
PlaDaiDg aDd ReDec:tive Thiemg
6. Include your mentees in the planning process; encourage them to bring their jot
notes to the planning sessions re: individual children or groups ofchildren.
7. Promote reflective thinking related to curriculum activities. Provide the
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nec.essuy suppon if the mentees are to implement :Ill activity or set up a particular
area. Ask questions that will promote teflective thinking: Wh.aJ: is the purpose of

the activity? How do you think the children will respond to the activity? What
teaching strategies will you use? Questions like these help mentecs to develop
their thinking about children and the curriculum.
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